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Abstract 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a modulation 

scheme with numerous advantages that has for years been employed as the leading 

physical interface in many wired and wireless communication systems. Recently, 

with advancements made in digital signal processing, there has been a surge of 

interest in applying OFDM techniques for optical communications.  

This thesis presents extensive research on optical OFDM and how it is being 

applied in access networks. With the aid of theoretical analysis, simulations and 

experiments, it is shown that the system performance of direct-detection optical 

OFDM (DD-OOFDM) in the presence of MZM non-linear distortion can be 

improved by proper biasing and selection of appropriate drive to the MZM. 

Investigations are conducted to illustrate how a variation in the number of subcarriers 

and the modulation format influences the sensitivity of the DD-OOFDM system to 

the MZM non-linear distortion. The possibility of improving the spectral efficiency 

by reduction of the width of the guard band is also investigated. 

This thesis also looks into the radio-over-fibre (RoF) transmission of 

Multiband OFDM UWB as a transparent and low-cost solution for distributing multi-

Gbit/s data to end-users in FTTH networks. Due to relaxed regulatory requirements 

and the wide bandwidth available, UWB operation in the 60-GHz band is also 

considered for this FTTH application scenario. Four techniques for enabling MB-

OFDM UWB RoF operation in the 60-GHz band are experimentally demonstrated. 

The impacts of various parameters on the performance of the techniques as well as 

the limitations imposed by fibre distribution are illustrated.  

Finally, a digital pre-distorter is proposed for compensating for the MZM 

non-linearity. Experimental demonstration of this digital pre-distortion in an UWB 
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over fibre transmission system shows an increased tolerance to the amplitude of the 

driving OFDM signal as well as an increase in the optimum modulation index of the 

OFDM signal. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), an efficient multi-carrier 

modulation scheme with numerous advantages, has for years been employed in a 

wide variety of wired and wireless communication standards including wireless LAN 

networks (HIPERLAN/2, IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.11g); Worldwide Interoperability 

for Microwave Access (WiMax - IEEE 802.16); Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) and 

Digital Audio and Video Broadcast (DAB, DVB). 

OFDM, having been established as the physical interface of choice for these 

communication standards, has only recently made a transition to the optical 

communications community [1], [2]. A major hindrance to this transition has been 

the differences between conventional OFDM systems and conventional optical 

systems. In conventional OFDM systems, the signal is bipolar and the information is 

carried on the electrical field while in a typical optical system, the signal is unipolar 

and the information is carried on the intensity of the optical signal.  

However, advancements in silicon technology supported by Moore’s law, 

together with increased demand for higher data rates across long fibre distances have 

facilitated the emergence of OFDM in optical communications [3].  

 For optical communications, OFDM has demonstrated resilience to 

transmission impairments arising from fibre polarisation mode dispersion and 

chromatic dispersion. It has been shown that provided the delay spread caused by 

chromatic dispersion is less than the cyclic prefix interval, OFDM can easily 

compensate for dispersion-induced impairments [4]. This is no trivial advantage 

when one considers the fact that as data rates increase, chromatic dispersion 

increases with the square of the data rate while polarisation mode dispersion (PMD) 
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increases linearly with the data rate [5]. Consequently, at such high data rates, the 

computational requirements involved in electronic dispersion compensation for serial 

modulation formats may become impractical, particularly in access networks [6]. 

Another important advantage of OFDM worthy of note is the increase in spectral 

efficiency that can be obtained from using higher modulation formats [7]. 

By being able to apply the afore-mentioned advantages of OFDM into the 

optical domain, OFDM has demonstrated research potential for a wide variety of 

applications in the core, metro and access networks.   

There are two types of existing optical OFDM systems. The first type typically 

requires electronic fast Fourier Transform (FFT) processors and digital-to-analogue 

converters (DACs) to generate an electrical OFDM signal. This electrical OFDM 

signal is then converted into an optical signal by either by direct modulation of a 

laser or by using an external modulator [1]-[4]. Despite these systems being 

disadvantaged by the transmission data rate limitations set by the throughput of 

electronics, there is a lot of flexibility in the generation and detection of the OFDM 

signal. In particular, functions like advanced modulation formats, subcarrier 

equalisation and adaptive filtering can be implemented [8]. Throughout this work, 

the term “optical OFDM” specifically refers to these type of optical OFDM systems. 

In the second type of optical OFDM systems, the OFDM subcarriers are 

generated optically and modulated as single-carrier signals. These systems are the so-

called all-optical OFDM (AO-OFDM) systems. Various variants of AO-OFDM 

systems have been proposed. In the scheme proposed by Yonenaga et al. [9], an 

optical subcarrier generator is used to generate OFDM subcarriers which are then 

simultaneously fed into an integrated optical modulator. Each subcarrier is 

modulated by a duobinary signal and each modulated subcarrier is coupled and the 
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output transmitted over fibre. Another variant of AO-OFDM systems utilises optical 

Inverse Discrete Fourier Transforms (OIDFTs) [10]-[13]. In these systems, the 

OIDFTs are designed using phase modulators and optical delay lines. Yet another 

AO-OFDM variant utilises a multiple subcarrier laser source with a carrier separation 

equal to the baud rate of the signal [14], [15]. Each laser output is then optically 

demultiplexed using an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG), with an array of I/Q 

optical modulators used to individually modulate and each subcarrier. After the 

parallel modulation, the subcarriers are multiplexed using another AWG and then 

transmitted over fibre. While AO-OFDM systems typically avoid the transmission 

data rate limitations suffered by the first type of optical OFDM systems, their overall 

complexity, especially on the receiver side, is currently prohibitive for optical access 

[16]. 

For access network applications, optical OFDM has been applied in ultra-

wideband (UWB) systems for the distribution of high-definition (HD) multimedia 

content [17]. UWB, or multiband-OFDM UWB (MB-OFDM UWB) as it is often 

referred to, is a radio technology occupying regulated spectrum from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz 

[18]. Applications of UWB include short-range, high-throughput indoor data 

communications with the potential to exceed 1 Gbit/s [19], radar sensors [20] and 

automobile short-range communications [21]. Current interest in UWB, both from 

industry and academia, is fuelled by its intrinsic properties including its ability to co-

exist with other systems, low power consumption, wide bandwidth, low latency, low 

probability of interception and high data rate.  

However, a combination of the fundamental limits of thermal noise and 

Shannon limits, together with the restrictions placed by the FCC on the maximum 

UWB equivalent isotropic radiated power (EIRP) spectral density restricts the 
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wireless range of UWB systems to a few meters. Since the broad bandwidth limits 

coaxial cable distribution [22], a transparent and low-cost solution is to employ 

transmission over fibre. This enables the advantages of UWB to be combined with 

the advantages optical fibre offers in terms of wide bandwidth and low attenuation 

loss to increase the wireless coverage of UWB systems to hundreds of meters, 

distributing UWB signals to multiple simplified remote antenna units (RAUs).  

Although UWB systems are capable of supporting multi-Gbit/s 

communications, the UWB capacity is restricted worldwide, with different 

regulations in different countries. This makes it difficult to support bandwidth-

intensive applications that require multi-Gbit/s data rates such as uncompressed HD 

video streaming, video-on-demand and wireless high-speed file transfer. This 

regulation constraint makes the 60-GHz band quite interesting for UWB operation 

because of the huge bandwidth and relaxed regulation requirements. Furthermore, 

60-GHz regulation permits much higher EIRP than existing wireless local area 

network (WLAN) and wireless personal area network (WPAN) systems [23]. In 

addition, the small size of 60-GHz antennas permits multiple-antenna solutions at the 

user terminal that would have been near-impossible at lower frequencies. This 

permits UWB to be introduced in devices like mobile phones which have space 

restrictions. Because of the high density of RAUs required for 60-GHz operation, 

using RoF technology for distribution of the 60-GHz MB-OFDM UWB signals 

would result in simplified operation and maintenance which would eventually 

translate to cost savings. 

The main technical objective of this thesis is the proposal, analysis, simulation 

and experimental demonstration of various OFDM-based radio-over-fibre (RoF) 

architectures in different frequency bands, ranging from baseband to millimetre-
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wave systems for multi-Gbit/s communications. In this work, the term “RoF” refers 

to the transport and distribution of analogue electrical signals (which could be at 

baseband, intermediate-frequency (IF) or RF frequencies) over an optical fibre link; 

with the electrical signal used to modulate the lightwave.  

 For the various architectures, our investigations are concerned with, but not 

limited to, proof-of-concept demonstrations and evaluation of the effect of 

parameters such as modulator non-linearity, drive power, bias current, fibre 

dispersion and the received optical power on the system performance. 

For majority of the experimental work considered in this thesis, the OFDM 

signals modulate the lightwave using Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs) which are 

inherently non-linear devices. In this thesis, we also carry out MZM non-linearity 

impairment compensation by digital pre-distortion to improve the system 

performance of the optical OFDM systems at high modulation indexes. 

The details of the thesis structure and the contributions of this work are 

presented in the following sub-sections. 

  

1.1 Thesis organisation 

A common structure is used throughout this thesis. Each chapter begins with 

an introduction where the aims and contents of the chapter are highlighted, and is 

concluded with a summary of the main contributions of the chapter. The thesis is 

organised as follows: 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of optical access networks, covering state-of-

the-art technologies, principles, recent progress and different application scenarios. 

In this chapter, various optical fibre topologies and technologies for shared fibre 

multiple are first discussed. RoF is then introduced as a hybrid technology that 
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combines the advantages of optical fibre and wireless access. The benefits, 

limitations and latest applications of RoF technology are also discussed. Next, 

OFDM is introduced as a solution to chromatic dispersion compensation in optical 

communication networks. In order to provide fundamental understanding of how an 

OFDM system works, we talk about the background, history, basic mathematical 

principles, system implementations, advantages and disadvantages of OFDM. We 

also briefly review some important optical communication concepts. The two broad 

flavours of optical OFDM that are currently in use – coherent optical OFDM (CO-

OFDM) and direct-detection optical OFDM (DD-OOFDM) are discussed. Then, we 

illustrate how OFDM has been used in PONs and UWB communications for optical 

access applications. Finally, a brief introduction of the OptSim™ simulation platform 

is given.  

Chapter 3 focuses on how the non-linearity of the MZM affects the 

performance of the DD-OOFDM system. This chapter shows how, because of the 

MZM non-linearity, system performance is dependent on the MZM drive and bias 

levels. The chapter follows this up with an investigation into how a variation in 

system parameters such as the modulation format and number of subcarriers 

influences the MZM non-linear distortion and consequently, the system performance. 

Finally, the possibility of optimising the spectral efficiency of the DD-OOFDM 

system by employing a reduced frequency guard band is investigated by simulation. 

Chapter 4 looks at MB-OFDM UWB transmission over standard single mode 

fibre (SSMF) in fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) access networks. In particular, we 

demonstrate with the aid of simulations and experiments, how the UWB range can be 

extended by using SSMF to optically distribute the MB-OFDM UWB signal in its 

native format from a central office to the customer’s premises. This access technique 
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is a flexible, transparent and low-cost solution, permitting the delivery of multi-

Gbit/s UWB signals for HD audio and video contents. To prevent chromatic 

dispersion-induced fading, optical single sideband (OSSB) architectures are 

employed. Using error vector magnitude (EVM) and bit error rate (BER) 

measurements as figures of merit, we carry out investigations into how the 

transmission performance is affected by various impairments including the MZM 

non-linearity, fibre transmission and received optical power variation.  

Chapter 5 explores MB-OFDM UWB operation in the 60-GHz radio band as a 

means to further improving the range and flexibility of UWB. This chapter illustrates 

and experimentally demonstrates four techniques for enabling MB-OFDM UWB 

RoF operation in the 60-GHz band. These techniques are classified in terms of the 

underlying modulation/detection principles employed, namely Intensity Modulation 

with Direct Detection (IM-DD) and optical heterodyne detection (OHD). For the first 

three techniques (based on IM-DD), we experimentally demonstrate that the system 

performance of the various techniques is limited by the first major non-linear 

component encountered by the driving UWB signal. We also illustrate the limitations 

imposed on the three techniques by fibre distribution. We then demonstrate 

analytically and experimentally that the OHD technique is robust to laser phase 

noise. The final part of Chapter 5 is concerned with applying digital pre-distortion as 

a linearisation technique to compensate for the MZM non-linearity and improve 

system performance at high modulation indexes. In this regard, a digital pre-distorter 

with a transfer function which is the inverse of the MZM power transfer function is 

proposed and experimentally demonstrated. The proposed digital pre-distortion 

technique is valid for any single-electrode MZM. EVM results are presented in this 

chapter to evaluate the performance improvement brought about by pre-distortion. 
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Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and proposes potential future work planned for 

further research. 

 

1.2 Contributions and publications 

The major contributions of the work herein presented can be summarised as 

follows: 

 Proposed a simple 60-GHz radio-over-fibre system employing a combination 

of uncorrelated optical heterodyning and envelope detection. Analytically 

demonstrated that the proposed system is capable of avoiding the laser phase 

noise effects at baseband. Carried out proof-of-concept experimental 

demonstration of the proposed system for the successful transmission of a 3.84 

Gbit/s, 16-QAM MB-OFDM UWB signal over up to 48-km standard single-

mode fibre and a further 4-m wireless channel. The experimental results 

therefore confirm that photonic millimetre-wave signal generation and 

detection can be achieved without the need for complex optical phase-locked 

loops and high-frequency microwave sources.  

 Carried out comprehensive analytical studies and experimental demonstrations 

of three techniques for millimetre-wave MB-OFDM UWB generation. In each 

of these three techniques, the modulating MB-OFDM UWB signal drives a 

different type of non-linear component – a laser, a MZM and a mixer. 

Experimentally demonstrated that the system performance of the various 

techniques is limited by the first major non-linear component encountered by 

the driving UWB signal. The three techniques are also compared in terms of 

transmission performance, fibre distribution, cost and complexity.  

 Proposed a novel digital pre-distortion technique to compensate for the MZM 

non-linearity in DD-OOFDM systems and improve system performance at high 

modulation indexes. The proposed digital pre-distorter has a transfer 

characteristic which is the inverse of the MZM power transfer characteristic. 

The digital pre-distortion function is also valid for any single-electrode MZM. 

Carried out proof-of-concept experimental demonstration of the proposed pre-
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distortion technique in an MB-OFDM UWB RoF system where performance 

analysis showed an increased tolerance to the amplitude of the applied UWB 

signal as well as increase in the optimum drive power when pre-distortion is 

employed. For drive powers up to 18 dBm, the EVM is still less than -15 dB 

when digital pre-distortion is applied, almost a 9 dB improvement when 

compared to the uncompensated case. 

 Demonstrated, with the aid of experiments and simulations, the performance of 

a DD-OOFDM system with respect to the non-linearity of the MZM. Clearly 

illustrated that the system performance can be improved by proper selection of 

the bias point and appropriate drive to the MZM. Showed that to obtain an 

EVM penalty (due to the MZM non-linear distortion) of   2 dB, the 

normalised MZM drive level has to be    0.11; and the normalised MZM bias 

needs to be within 0.06 of the normalised quadrature bias voltage value of 0.5. 

 Demonstrated how a variation in system parameters such as the number of 

subcarriers and the modulation format influenced the non-linear distortion 

caused by the MZM and consequently, the performance of the DD-OOFDM 

system. Showed that the impact of the MZM non-linearity on the system 

performance can be reduced by reducing the number of subcarriers. This 

improvement is however, only seen for short fibre lengths (<50 km). Also 

experimentally demonstrated that as higher level modulation formats are 

employed, the system performance gets more affected by the MZM non-

linearity because the interference due to the MZM non-linear distortion 

becomes more severe. 

 Demonstrated that with a quadrature bias to the MZM, a very low level of 

intermodulation distortion products is obtained which results in the system 

BER remaining largely unchanged for at least a 50% reduction in the guard 

band. For a quadrature bias, a system BER of          is obtained when the 

width of the guard band is 80% of the OFDM bandwidth. When the guard band 

is reduced to 50% of the OFDM bandwidth, the BER is still around       

    . Thus, the spectral efficiency in DD-OOFDM systems can be improved 

by reduction of the width of the guard band by at least 50% if a quadrature bias 

is used. 
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The research work has resulted in the following publications listed below: 

 O. Omomukuyo, M. P. Thakur and J. E. Mitchell, "Simple 60-GHz MB-

OFDM ultra-wideband RoF system based on remote heterodyning," IEEE 

Photon. Technol. Lett., vol. 25, no. 3, pp. 268-271, Feb. 2013.  

 O. Omomukuyo, M. P. Thakur and J. E. Mitchell, "Experimental 

demonstration of digital predistortion for linearisation of Mach-Zehnder 

modulators in direct-detection MB-OFDM ultra-wideband over fiber systems," 

in Proc. Asia Communications and Photonics Conference (ACP’12), Nov. 7–

10, 2012, paper ATh1C.4. 

 O. Omomukuyo, M. P. Thakur and J. E. Mitchell, "Experimental performance 

analysis of MB-OFDM ultra-wideband radio-over-fiber signals in the 60-GHz 

band using a commercially-available DFB laser," in Proc. International 

Conference on Transparent Optical Networks (ICTON’12), July. 2–5, 2012, 

paper Mo.C3.4. 

 O. Omomukuyo, M. P. Thakur and J. E. Mitchell, “Experimental 

demonstration of the impact of MZM non-linearity on direct-detection optical 

OFDM,” in Proc. IEEE International Wireless Communications and 

Networking Conference Workshop on Hybrid Optical Wireless Access 

Networks (WCNC/HOWAN’12), pp. 419-423, Apr. 1-4, 2012. 

 O. Omomukuyo and J. E. Mitchell, “Performance evaluation of a 60-GHz 

multi-band OFDM (MB-OFDM) ultra-wideband radio-over-fibre system,” in 

Proc. London Communications Symposium (LCS’11), London, UK, Sep. 8, 

2011. 

 O. Omomukuyo and J. E. Mitchell, “Impact of Mach-Zehnder non-linearity on 

the receiver sensitivity of direct-detection optical OFDM”, in Proc. London 

Communications Symposium (LCS’10), London, UK, Sep. 10, 2010. 
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Chapter 2. Optical OFDM-based access 

networks 

2.1 Introduction 

As stated in Chapter 1, an increase in demand for high data rates has been an 

important factor in the emergence of OFDM in the optical domain, with a wide 

variety of solutions developed for different applications both in the core and access 

networks. This emergence has been facilitated by the intrinsic advantages of OFDM 

such as its high spectral efficiency, ease of channel and phase estimation; and 

robustness against delay. In this chapter, an overview of optical access networks is 

presented, covering state-of-the-art technologies, principles, recent progress and 

different application scenarios. We also present OFDM as an effective solution to the 

major problems of today’s optical access networks and describe how OFDM has 

been applied in the access network in the form of passive optical networks (PONs) 

and through UWB systems.  

The structure of this chapter is as follows: section 2.2 provides an overview 

of next-generation broadband access networks. In this section, we highlight optical 

fibre as probably the most viable means of meeting the ever-increasing bandwidth 

demand of subscribers. Various optical fibre topologies such as point-to-point and 

point-to-multipoint are illustrated, together with their respective advantages and 

disadvantages. The various state-of-the-art optical technologies currently being 

deployed for shared fibre multiple access such as time division multiple access 

(TDMA), wavelength division multiple access (WDMA), subcarrier multiple access 

(SCMA), and optical code division multiple access (OCDMA) are also briefly 

discussed. 
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In section 2.3, RoF is introduced as a hybrid access technology that combines 

the wide bandwidth and low loss merits of optical fibre with the mobility advantages 

of radio access. In this section, the key optical components used in contemporary 

RoF systems, as well as some basic RoF concepts are described in order to provide a 

foundation on which the simulations and experiments in the succeeding chapters are 

built on. This will also make it easier to understand the results presented in those 

chapters. The latest RoF applications are also presented in this section.  

Section 2.4 introduces OFDM as a candidate technology for next-generation, 

high-speed optical access networks. This section provides a review of some 

fundamental OFDM principles including the background, basic mathematical 

representation, system implementations, cyclic prefix use, advantages and 

disadvantages of OFDM. This literature review is essential in order to appreciate the 

motivation behind applying OFDM techniques in optical communication systems.  

In section 2.5, the two optical OFDM variants that have been introduced – 

coherent optical OFDM (CO-OFDM) and direct-detection optical OFDM (DD-

OOFDM) are examined with a focus on their corresponding transmitter and receiver 

side architectures. The respective advantages and disadvantages of these two variants 

are also highlighted, with emphasis placed on implementation aspects that are of 

importance in optical access networks.  

Section 2.6 looks at how OFDM has been applied in access networks in 

PONs and for UWB systems communications. We briefly look at the multi-user 

version of OFDM i.e. orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), and 

review the reasons why it has been advocated for application in next-generation 

PONs. The principles and latest advances of OFDMA-PONs are also discussed. 

Next, the motivation behind the transition to RoF for the distribution of MB-OFDM 
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UWB signals for home networks is discussed. The final part of section 2.6 talks 

about the feasibility of utilising the 60-GHz band for MB-OFDM UWB RoF 

operation. 

In section 2.7, the OptSim™ platform which is the software package used 

throughout this thesis for design and simulation of the different optical OFDM 

systems is introduced. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in section 2.8. 

 

 

2.2 Next-generation broadband access networks and technologies 

The access network is the link between the service provider’s central office 

and the customer’s premises. It is also called the last mile (from the service 

provider’s perspective), or the first mile (from the customer’s perspective) and 

provides the connection to and from the user network as shown in Figure 2.1. In the 

core network, optical fibre is used, with technologies such as synchronous optical 

networking (SONET)/synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) employed.  

Typical data rates in the core network are between 10 Gbit/s and 1 Tbit/s over 

long distances. However, these high data rates are not available to end users in many 

of today’s networks because of what is referred to as the “last-mile bottleneck”. This 

bottleneck arises because access networks based on legacy infrastructure like twisted 

pair were never intended to carry data and are now reaching their capacity limits. 
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Figure 2.1. The access network.  

 

In recent years, the demand of customers has evolved from simply voice and 

broadcast services to bandwidth-intensive applications such as Video on Demand 

(VoD), HD multimedia, online gaming, peer-to-peer file sharing, teleworking, and 

cloud storage. Consequently, the existing access infrastructures based on copper and 

coaxial cable are seriously struggling with the pressure of the bandwidth 

provisioning and cannot keep up.  

For instance, xDSL technologies which utilise the existing copper telephone 

infrastructure to transmit data are distance-sensitive. Hence, the longer the distance 

from the local exchange to the subscriber is, the lower the available downstream data 

rate. In the same vein, coaxial cable is disadvantaged by its huge loss and limited 

bandwidth. Since VoD requires at least 3 Mbit/s of downstream bandwidth while 

High-definition television (HDTV) alone requires around 20 Mbit/s of downstream 

bandwidth, it is obvious that the capabilities of these legacy infrastructures are being 

tested to their limits. 

As a result of this, some of the afore-mentioned technologies, typically the 

xDSL family, have evolved to accommodate higher bitrates for larger number of 

users. However, these modifications have come at the cost of a shorter reach.  
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For example, as shown in Table 2.1, asymmetric digital subscriber line 

(ADSL) typically has a maximum downstream data rate of around 12 Mbit/s at 0.3 

km from the local exchange, with a maximum reach of 5.4 km. ADSL 2+ which 

extends the capability of basic ADSL by doubling the number of downstream 

channels has a maximum downstream data rate of around 26 Mbit/s at 0.3 km but has 

a reduced maximum reach of 3.6 km. On the other hand, very-high-bit-rate digital 

subscriber line (VDSL) can support downstream data rates of up to 52 Mbit/s at a 

distance of 0.3 km but has a much shorter maximum reach of 1.3 km, where the 

downstream capacity has degraded to 13 Mbit/s. This implies that for VDSL, the data 

has to be carried from the local exchange to a point closer to the customer. 

As a result of the capacity challenges encountered by legacy infrastructure, 

optical fibre with its wide bandwidth and low-loss advantages, having already been 

adopted in core networks, has been seen as a suitable alternative and is now being 

increasingly deployed in access networks. 

 

 

Technology Max. 

Upstream 

Capacity 

(Mbit/s) 

Max. 

Downstream 

Capacity 

Max. 

Distance 

(km) 

Downstream 

Capacity at 

Max. 

Distance 

(Mbit/s) 

ADSL 0.64 12 (0.3 km) 5.4 1.5 

ADSL 2+ 1 26 (0.3 km) 3.6 4 

VDSL 16 52 (0.3 km) 1.3 13 

 

Table 2.1. xDSL bandwidth vs. distance capability [24]. ADSL: Asymmetric digital subscriber line. VDSL: 

(Very high bit rate digital subscriber line). 
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2.2.1 Fibre access network architectures  

There are three fibre access network architectures that may be deployed. 

These are shown in Figure 2.2 and explained below: 

i). Point-to-point (home-run) architecture: In this architecture, individual fibres 

are run from the local exchange to each subscriber’s premises.  The advantage of this 

architecture is that it provides high bandwidth to each subscriber, together with high 

flexibility in upgrading that particular subscriber. However, since individual fibres 

need to be connected for each subscriber, both high installation and termination 

costs, as well as limited floor space in the local exchange to house large amount of 

equipment are disadvantages for deployment of this architecture.  

ii). Active star architecture: In this architecture, a single fibre is run from the local 

exchange to an active node near the subscribers. From this active node, the 

connection to the subscriber’s premises could be made through a variety of ways as 

shown in Figure 2.2 (b). In fibre-to-the-cabinet (FTTCab) architecture, short spans of 

optical fibre are run from the active node to cabinets in the street. From these 

cabinets, the connection to the subscriber’s premises can be made using twisted pair 

cables or coaxial cable lines. In the fibre-to-the-building (FTTB) architecture, optical 

fibre is run from the active node to an optical network terminal (ONT) usually 

located in the basement of a large building e.g. a block of flats. From this ONT, the 

communication traffic can be run throughout the building to various subscribers 

using coaxial cable or twisted pair cables. In the case of the FTTH architecture, 

optical fibre is run from the active node to an ONT located at a subscriber’s home. 

The advantage of the active star architecture is that it requires only a single feeder 

fibre from the local exchange which helps reduce costs in comparison with the point-

to-point architecture. However, it is disadvantaged by the need for appropriate power 
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supply to, and proper maintenance of the active node. Since the active node is placed 

outside on the street, it also needs to be able to withstand a wider range of 

temperature variation than in-door equipment. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Fibre access network architectures: (a) Point-to-point. (b) Active star. (c) Passive star. SSMF: 

Standard single-mode fibre. AN: Active node. FTTCab: Fibre-to-the-cabinet. FTTB: Fibre-to-the-building. 

FTTH: Fibre-to-the-home.  
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iii). Passive star architecture: This architecture is essentially the same as the active 

star architecture with the active node replaced by a passive node (typically a passive 

optical splitter/combiner), and is the architecture employed in PONs. As a result of 

having no active electronics on the field, the maintenance and powering requirements 

of the active star architecture are avoided. However since in this architecture, the 

traffic multiplexing in the upstream direction is achieved optically by combining the 

individual data streams at the passive optical combiner, adequate multiple access 

techniques are required in order to avoid collision of the individual data streams. 

 

2.2.2 Passive optical networks  

As stated in the previous sub-section, in a PON architecture, a single fibre 

originates from a central location, typically an optical line terminal (OLT) in a local 

exchange as shown in Figure 2.3. At a point close to the customers, a passive optical 

splitter on the street divides the fibre between a number of optical network units 

(ONUs), where there is usually one ONU per customer premises.   

 

 

Figure 2.3. PON architecture. OLT: Optical line terminal. SSMF: Standard single-mode fibre. POS: 

Passive optical splitter. ONU: Optical network unit.  
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In order for the individual ONUs to be able to send traffic upstream to the 

OLT without collisions, it is necessary to have an appropriate multiple access 

scheme. In this regard, several multiple access techniques have been developed for 

PON operation. These include TDMA, WDMA, SCMA, and OCDMA. 

 

2.2.2.1 TDMA-PONs  

In TDMA-PONs, a round-robin time-domain algorithm is utilised which 

ensures that during each time slot, only one ONU can transmit or receive. Since the 

ONUs are typically at different distances from the OLT, ranging protocols are used 

to ensure that each ONU sends its data at the right time instant. These ranging 

protocols measure the round-trip time (RTT) from each ONU to the OLT and then 

offset each RTT to the highest RTT. For TDMA-PONs, a burst mode receiver which 

can handle different amplitude levels of packets is also needed at the OLT.  

Initially with TDMA-PONs, the bandwidth of each ONU was assigned during 

ranging. This implies that the capacity of each ONU would decrease with an increase 

in the number of ONUs. However, TDMA-PONs can now dynamically adjust the 

bandwidth of each ONU depending on customer need. 

Several TMDA-PONs have been standardised. These include broadband PON 

(BPON) defined by the ITU-T G.983 standard, the gigabit PON (GPON) defined by 

the ITU-T G.984 standard, and the Ethernet PON (EPON) defined by the IEEE 

802.3ah standard.  

BPON uses only asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) cells to carry data. It 

also uses a maximum of 32 ONUs with a maximum reach of 20 km. Data rates of 

155/622 Mbit/s (up- and downstream) are achievable. GPON can use ATM cells, 

GPON encapsulation method (GEM) frames, or a mixture of both to carry data. In 
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GPON, the maximum ONU split size is 64 with a maximum reach of 20 km, while 

data rates as high as 1.244/2.488 Gbit/s (up-and downstream) are achievable. GPON 

also uses reed-Solomon (255,239) forward error correction (FEC). EPONs carry 

variable-length packets up to 1518 bytes in length, which are transported at 1.25 

Gbit/s using the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet protocol [25]. The maximum ONU split size 

for EPON is 32; with a maximum reach of 20 km. FEC is also included as an option 

in the EPON standard. 

 

2.2.2.2 WDMA-PONs  

Typically in WDMA-PONs, each ONU uses a dedicated wavelength to 

transmit data to the OLT, implying there is no need for time synchronisation. This 

multiple wavelength arrangement requires multiple transceivers; hence AWGs or 

optical filters are needed to correctly distribute the wavelengths. Moreover, having 

each ONU operating at a dedicated wavelength might be impractical because of the 

cost and complexity involved for network operators in managing the inventory of 

lasers. To avoid this, colourless ONUs such as those utilising reflective modulators 

[26], spectral slicing approaches [27], or Fabry–Pérot lasers [28] have been 

developed and can bring down the cost of WDMA-PONs.  

 

2.2.2.3 SCMA-PONs  

In the upstream direction in SCMA-PONs, each ONU uses a different 

electrical frequency to modulate its data. Since each ONU data stream is in a 

different frequency band, no time synchronisation is needed. However, the need for 

different frequency bands puts high requirement on the frequency range of the user 
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equipment. In addition, if the wavelengths of the lasers used at the ONUs are very 

close to each other, optical beat interference products at the receiver could arise.  

 

2.2.2.4 OCDMA-PONs  

In OCDMA-PONs, different ONUs are assigned unique orthogonal optical 

codes. Each ONU could use a different sequence of short optical pulses which are 

on-off modulated with the data to be transmitted (time-slicing) or different 

combination of spectral slices from a broadband optical source (spectral-slicing). The 

disadvantage of OCDMA-PONs is that they require expensive optical encoders and 

decoders, limiting their use to special applications for e.g. where network security is 

a major concern. 

 

2.3 Radio-over-fibre techniques 

Although FTTH access technologies can provide huge bandwidth to 

subscribers, they are not flexible enough to permit user mobility. On the other hand, 

while wireless networks are typically quick and easy to deploy, and also permit user 

mobility, they require increased cell density to provide Gbit/s data rates. 

Consequently, in order to support multi-Gbit/s communications, next-generation 

access networks are featuring the integration of optical fibre and wireless networks in 

the form of RoF architectures so as to harness the respective advantages of both 

propagation media. Such a convergence of the two networks will enable network 

penetration to be boosted and will result in capital and operational cost savings. 

RoF techniques are involved with transmitting RF signals from a central 

station, via optical fibre, to multiple remote antenna units. Out of the different 
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methods used to achieve this, in this work we are most concerned with intensity 

modulation with direct detection (IM-DD).  

In IM-DD, an intensity-modulated optical signal is obtained either by directly 

applying a real-valued RF signal to a laser diode to manipulate its bias current (direct 

modulation) as shown in Figure 2.4 (a); or indirectly, by using an external modulator 

like a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) to modulate the intensity of light from the 

laser diode operating in continuous wave mode as shown in Figure 2.4 (b).  

The resulting optical signal travels along the fibre where it is directly detected 

by a photodetector and converted back to an electrical signal for onward wireless 

transmission to mobile terminal units (MTUs). 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Transmitting RF Signals by IM-DD using: (a) Direct modulation of a laser (b) External 

Modulation using an MZM. CW: Continuous-wave. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator. MTU: Mobile 

Terminal Unit 
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2.3.1 Direct modulation 

A laser diode can easily be modulated by controlling its current. The degree 

to which the laser emits light when current is injected into it is aptly illustrated on its 

L-I curve, as shown in Figure 2.5. As the injected current is increased, the laser emits 

spontaneously, until it gets to the threshold current      where stimulated emission 

starts. The slope 
  

  
 of the linear portion of this L-I curve is an indication of the 

efficiency of the laser diode in carrying out electro-optical conversion. The lower the 

value of     , the more efficient the laser is. 

In directly modulated lasers, the modulation current causes transient 

fluctuations in the laser wavelength. This is because the frequency of the laser output 

changes in response to the modulation current (about 100 MHz frequency shift per 

mA of drive current [5]), effectively adding some frequency modulation to the 

signal. This phenomenon is referred to as laser chirp. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Laser diode L-I curve. 
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The output pulse of the laser is made of different optical wavelengths, and 

since the refractive index of the fibre is dependent on the wavelength, different 

wavelengths of the pulse propagate at different speeds. Typically, longer 

wavelengths travel faster than shorter wavelengths. This effect is referred to as group 

velocity dispersion (GVD) and results in a spreading out of the pulse as it propagates 

along the fibre. The variation of dispersion with wavelength is not linear so the 

wavelength fluctuations caused by laser chirp result in a change in the dispersion 

level. The effect of this interaction of the laser chirp with dispersion is more pulse 

broadening.  

The transfer function of the fibre,  ( )  in the presence of GVD is given by: 

                                                   ( )      
   
 
                                                               (   ) 

where    and   represent the fibre GVD parameter and fibre length respectively. 

The GVD parameter can also be related to the chromatic dispersion 

parameter,     of the optical fibre by [29]:  

                                                            
  
 

   
                                                                (   ) 

where   is the speed of light and    is the corresponding wavelength. 

If the modulating RF signal has amplitude   and angular frequency     , 

ignoring the chirp of the laser, the output optical field of the laser,   ( )  can be 

expressed as: 

                             ( )  {√   (√(       (    ))) }   
                              (   ) 

where       ,        are the optical power of the laser, the centre emission 

wavelength of the laser, and the modulation index respectively.  

Expanding (2.3) into a Taylor series yields: 
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Ignoring the higher-order terms in (2.4), the output optical field can be 

approximated as: 
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Equation (2.7) shows that the optical spectrum at the output of the directly-

modulated laser is composed of an optical carrier at a frequency of   , and several 

sidebands; each sideband separated at a distance of     from the next sideband as 

shown in Figure 2.6 (a). This optical signal is called a double-sideband with carrier 

(DSB-C) signal.  

Equation (2.7) also shows that since   is generally less than 1, the 

amplitudes of the sidebands of the DSB-C signal decrease with increase in the 

harmonic order. 
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Figure 2.6. (a) Optical spectrum at output of directly-modulated laser. (b) Photodetected electrical 

spectrum.     

 

Considering only the optical carrier and the first-order optical sidebands as 

shown in Figure 2.6 (a), and neglecting the fibre channel, the photocurrent,    ( )  

generated when the optical DSB-C signal impinges on a photodetector is given by: 

                                                                 ( )   {|  ( )|
 }                                            (   )  

where   is the responsivity of the photodetector. It is easy to show, after some 

algebraic manipulation, that (2.8) can be expressed as: 
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The first term in (2.9) is a D.C. component; the second term, centred at     is 

formed from the superimposition of the mixing products arising from the beating of 

each first-order optical sideband with the optical carrier. The last term, centred at 

     is obtained from the beating of the first-order optical sidebands with 
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themselves. These terms are all depicted in the photodetected electrical spectrum 

shown in Figure 2.6 (b). 

 

2.3.2 External modulation 

For high transmission data rates, external modulation provides a better optical 

modulation solution than direct modulation. This is because as data rates increase, 

the bit durations become smaller and the impact of the pulse broadening caused by 

laser chirp becomes more severe. 

The external modulator used for all simulations and experiments in this thesis 

is the MZM. A typical dual-electrode MZM (DE-MZM), as shown schematically in 

Figure 2.7, is made of Lithium Niobate (      ) and comprises two Y-junctions. 

Light in the waveguide on getting to the first Y-junction is split into two halves. The 

electro-optical properties of        enable a phase modulation of the light in both 

arms depending on whether or not an electrical field is applied to the electrodes.  

 

 

Figure 2.7. Dual-electrode MZM 
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With no electrical field applied, there is no phase difference between the two 

arms and the light combines to give an intensity maximum at the output of the DE-

MZM. An application of an electrical field results in a phase difference, which could 

result in constructive or destructive interference.  

If the phase difference is   , there’s total destructive interference, 

corresponding to the “off” state for the DE-MZM. An MZM where only one of the 

arms is modulated with a voltage is referred to as a single-electrode MZM.  

With an ideal extinction ratio assumed, and ignoring the insertion loss of the 

MZM; if the D.C. offset voltage at which maximum transmission is obtained is 

assumed to be 0, the output and input optical fields of the MZM are related by the 

following equation: 

                                       ( )  
  ( )

 
 [    ( )      ( )]                                            (    ) 

where   ( ),   ( ),   ( )  and   ( ) are the MZM output and input optical fields, 

and the phase shifts in the upper and lower MZM arms respectively. The drive 

voltages      ( ) and      ( ) applied to the top and bottom electrodes are related 

to the phase shifts by: 

                                     ( )  
      ( )

  
   ( )  

      ( )

  
                                 (    ) 

Using (    ) in (    ), the output optical field becomes: 

                                     ( )  
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where     is the voltage at which there’s complete suppression of the MZM output.  

If a D.C. bias voltage is applied to one of the electrodes of the MZM while 

the other D.C. terminal is grounded, the drive voltages can be expressed as: 

                                               ( )     ( )                                                          (    ) 
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                                                ( )     ( )                                                                (    ) 

where     ( ) and    ( ) are the two outputs of the electrical hybrid coupler used to 

split the modulating sinusoidal RF signal with amplitude   and angular frequency 

   .  

   ( ) and    ( ) are applied to the top and bottom electrode respectively 

and are given by:  

                                                  ( )      (    )                                                       (    ) 

                                                   ( )      (      )                                              (    ) 

where   is the phase angle of the electrical hybrid coupler.  

Making use of (2.13) – (2.16), (2.12) can be re-written as: 
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where   
   

  
       

 

  
  are the normalised bias and drive levels respectively. If 

we take   ( ) to be a CW signal from a laser with amplitude   and centre emission 

frequency      (2.17) reduces to: 
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Equation (2.18) can be further expanded using Bessel functions as: 
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where   ( ) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order  . Equation (2.20) 

indicates that the optical signal at the output of the MZM is also a DSB-C signal, 
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made up of the optical carrier at the laser centre emission frequency    , and several 

sidebands, located at multiples of the frequency of the modulating RF signal      as 

shown in Figure 2.8 (a). To generate this DSB-C signal, the two arms of the MZM 

are driven by two RF signals with equal amplitude but out of phase by   . 

The MZM also has to be biased at its most linear point, the quadrature point 

as shown in Figure 2.8 (b). At the quadrature point, the value of the D.C. bias voltage 

to the MZM is  
  

 
. However, it is important to note that depending on the value of the 

D.C. bias voltage, we can end up suppressing the optical carrier and the even-order 

optical sidebands, or the odd-order optical sidebands. 

If the MZM is biased at the maximum point of the optical intensity transfer 

function (0 in this case), and the two arms of the MZM are driven by two RF signals 

with equal amplitude and out of phase by  , we obtain a special case of a DSB-C 

signal with its odd-order optical sidebands suppressed as shown in Figure 2.9 (a).  

For this DSB-C scheme,            . Consequently, (2.20) reduces to: 
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Figure 2.8. (a) DSB-C signal at output of DE-MZM showing optical carrier with even-order and odd-order 

sidebands (b) System configuration for generating DSB-C signals. CW: Continuous wave. DE-MZM: Dual-

electrode Mach-Zehnder modulator 
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Figure 2.9. Optical spectrum of and system configuration for generating: (a) DSB-C signals (odd-order 

optical sidebands suppressed). (b) DSB-SC signals. (c) OSSB signals (lower first-order optical sideband 

suppressed). (d) OSSB signals (upper first-order optical sideband suppressed). CW: Continuous wave. DE-

MZM: Dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder modulator.  
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A close inspection of (2.21) shows that because    (
  

 
)    for all odd 

values of   , with this DSB-C scheme, all the odd-order optical sidebands are 

eliminated, leaving the optical carrier and the even-order optical sidebands. 

In a similar vein as in (2.8), considering only the optical carrier and the 

second-order optical sidebands, and neglecting the fibre channel, the generated 

photocurrent for this optical DSB-C signal is: 

                             ( )   {|       ( )|
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Equation (2.22) can be simplified as: 
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It is obvious from (2.23) that for this DSB-C scheme, the output photocurrent 

contains the D.C. component (the first term in (2.23)), a component at      (the second 

term in (2.23)) which is formed from the beating of the second-order optical 

sidebands with the optical carrier, and a component at      (the last term in in 

(2.23)) which is formed from the beating of the second-order optical sidebands with 

themselves. All these terms are depicted in the photodetected spectrum shown in 

Figure 2.10 (a). 

If the D.C bias voltage is set at    , and the two arms of the MZM are driven 

by two RF signals with equal amplitude and out of phase by  , we end up 

suppressing the optical carrier and the even-order sidebands, leaving only the odd-

order sidebands. This is a double-sideband suppressed carrier (DSB-SC) signal as 
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shown in Figure 2.9 (b). For the DSB-SC scheme,            . Consequently, 

(2.20) reduces to: 
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Equation (2.24) confirms that because    (
  

 
)    for     and for all 

even values of   , with the DSB-SC scheme, the output of the DE-MZM is carrier-

suppressed, and all the even-order optical sidebands are eliminated, leaving only the 

odd-order optical sidebands. 

Considering only the first-order optical sidebands and neglecting the fibre 

channel, the generated photocurrent for this optical DSB-SC signal is: 
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Equation (2.25) can be simplified as: 
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Equation (2.26) shows that the for the DSB-SC scheme, the output 

photocurrent as shown in Figure 2.10 (b) consists of a D.C. component and a 

component centred at      , formed from the beating of the first-order optical 

sidebands with themselves. The DSB-SC scheme is widely used in many optical 

communications systems to generate a microwave signal with an angular 

frequency     which is double the angular frequency of the modulating RF 

signal (           ). 

Biasing the MZM at  
  

 
 with the two arms of the MZM driven by two RF 

signals with equal amplitudes and a  
 

 
 phase shift between them yields an optical 

single sideband signal (OSSB). The lower sideband is suppressed if the phase shift 
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is  
 

 
, as shown in Figure 2.9 (c) while the upper sideband is suppressed if the phase 

shift is  
 

 
, as shown in Figure 2.9 (d). For the OSSB scheme,     

 

 
        

 

 
. 

Consequently, for this scheme, (2.20) reduces to: 
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In (2.27), only the lower first-order optical sideband (    ) is suppressed 

if     
 

 
 , while only the upper first-order optical sideband (   ) is suppressed 

if     
 

 
. 

Considering the case where the lower first-order optical sideband is 

suppressed, and neglecting the second-order optical sidebands as well as the fibre 

channel, the generated photocurrent for this OSSB signal is: 
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Equation (2.28) can be simplified as: 
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Equation (2.29) shows that for the OSSB scheme, the output photocurrent as 

illustrated in Figure 2.10 (c) consists of a D.C. component and a component centred 

at      which is formed from the beating of the upper first-order optical sideband 

with the optical carrier. 
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Figure 2.10. Photodetected electrical spectrum for: (a) DSB-C signals (odd-order optical sidebands 

suppressed). (b) DSB-SC signals. (c) OSSB signals.  
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2.3.3 Benefits and limitations of RoF technology 

Some commonly expressed benefits of RoF technology stem from the 

intrinsic advantages of utilising optical fibre as a transmission medium with regards 

to its low attenuation loss and large bandwidth. In today’s commercially-available 

standard single-mode fibres (SSMFs) made from silica, the reduction of the loss due 

to absorption by the impurities in the silica has being successful up to the point 

where the loss due to Rayleigh scattering is the dominant component [29]. 

Consequently, the attenuation losses in the three wavelength windows used for 

optical communication:  800 nm, 1300 nm, and 1550 nm are typically 2.5 dB/km, 0.4 

dB/km, and 0.25 dB/km as shown in Figure 2.11.  

These losses are much lower than that of coaxial cable, where the losses are 

higher by three orders of magnitude at higher frequencies [30]. For example, for 

frequencies above 5 GHz, the attenuation of a 0.5 inch coaxial cable is more than 500 

dB/km [31]. Alternative transmission of high-frequency electrical signals through 

free space is also problematic because the free-space path loss increases with the 

square of the frequency in accordance with Friis transmission formula [32]: 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Attenuation loss in silica as a function of wavelength [29]. 
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                                                        (    ) 

where FSPL, R, f and c represent the free-space path loss, distance between the 

transmitting and receiving antennas, the transmitted frequency and the speed of light 

respectively. This high FSPL would necessitate the use of expensive 

regenerative/amplification equipment in order to distribute the high-frequency 

electrical signals over long distances. Therefore, by transmitting these electrical 

signals in optical form over SSMF which has relatively low loss, the transmission 

distances (before the signals need to be amplified or regenerated again) are increased.  

Another benefit of using RoF technology is the large bandwidth that optical 

fibre offers. The available bandwidth can be measured in terms of either wavelength 

or frequency by using the equation: 

                                                                
    

  
                                                             (    ) 

where   is the speed of light,   is the corresponding wavelength, and    and    

represent the bandwidth expressed in terms of frequency and wavelength 

respectively. Considering the 1300 and 1550 nm transmission windows, and taking 

the usable bandwidth in these bands to be the bandwidth over which the loss in 

dB/km is within a factor of 2 of its minimum, from (2.31) the available usable 

bandwidth is about 35 THz [29]. However, the usable optical fibre bandwidth in 

today’s state-of-the-art commercial networks is limited by the bandwidth of the 

Erbium-Doped Fibre Amplifiers (EDFAs) which are widely used. Conventional 

EDFAs typically operate in the 1530 to 1570 nm frequency band. Substituting 

      nm in (2.31) yields a usable bandwidth of around 5 THz.  

In addition to the bandwidth limitation of EDFAs, the limited bandwidth of 

the electronic devices used to transmit and receive the electrical signals also restricts 
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the utilisation of the large bandwidth offered by optical fibre. Multiplexing 

techniques such as optical time-division multiplexing (OTDM), wavelength-division 

multiplexing (WDM), as well as subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) have however been 

used in optical systems as solutions around this problem [30].  

With the explosive multimedia-driven growth of internet traffic, current 

global communication systems are rapidly approaching the information capacity of 

current optical fibre transmission technologies. Consequently, there has also been 

research in recent years to address this issue, for example the UNLOC research 

programme currently being undertaken by researchers at UCL and Aston University 

which is focused on “unlocking” the capacity of optical communications by 

combining photonic concepts, information theory techniques, digital signal 

processing, and advanced modulation formats [33]. 

Another of the major benefits of RoF technology is that of centralisation. In 

RoF systems, the higher layer and signal processing functions (e.g. frequency up-

conversion, carrier modulation, and multiplexing) occur only at the central station. 

This makes the RAUs simpler and lighter, and a single central station can be used to 

serve a number of RAUs. In addition, it is possible to have multiple central stations 

located in the same central site. Consequently, this centralisation results in easier 

installation and maintenance which would then lead to operational cost savings. 

Also, since the RAUs are simple, there will be reduced power consumption which is 

beneficial in situations where the RAUs are located in remote places not fed by the 

power grid. Having lighter RAUs is also important in specific applications scenarios 

like deployment of RoF in aircrafts. 
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Other advantages of RoF technology include its immunity to electromagnetic 

interference (EMI) since the signals are transmitted in the form of light; and its 

transparency to modulation and signal formats. 

The principal disadvantage of the RoF concept as it is presented in this work 

is that being an analogue transmission system (since it involves analogue modulation 

and detection of light), it is susceptible to noise from various sources and distortion. 

The possible noise sources in RoF systems are the laser’s relative intensity noise 

(RIN), the laser’s phase noise, the photodiode’s shot noise, the RF amplifier’s 

thermal noise, and the optical amplifier’s amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). 

Distortion typically arises from the non-linearity of devices (lasers, modulators), and 

the fibre chromatic dispersion.  

When noise is added to the optical signal, it results in bit errors at the decision 

gate in the receiver side, while distortion could result in inter-symbol interference (ISI) 

due to the induced changes in the optical pulse shapes. This also results in BER 

degradation. The distortion brought about by the non-linearity of the external modulator 

will be extensively discussed in chapter 3. In section 2.3.4, we illustrate the kind of 

signal degradation that can occur in a RoF system because of fibre chromatic dispersion. 

 

2.3.4 RF power degradation due to chromatic dispersion in IM-DD systems 

with DSB-C modulation  

In this sub-section, the impact the fibre chromatic dispersion has on a RoF 

system employing IM-DD with DSB-C modulation, as shown in Figure 2.8 (b), is 

examined. In IM-DD systems with DSB-C modulation, when the optical signal 

impinges on the square-law photodiode, each sideband beats with the optical carrier 

to yield a beat signal with a frequency (and phase) equal to the difference in 
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frequency (and phase) of the beating components. As shown in Figures 2.6 (b) and 

2.10 (a), these two beat signals add up to yield a single component at the RF 

frequency at the output [34].  

However, due to fibre chromatic dispersion, each spectral component 

experiences different phase shifts depending on the chromatic dispersion parameter, 

the modulating RF frequency and the length of the fibre [34]. This produces a phase 

difference in the two beat signals at the RF frequency which results in destructive 

interference of the beat signals, which in turn causes a reduction of the power of the 

recovered RF signal, and hence a reduction in its carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) [35]. 

If the phase difference between the beat signals is   , there will be total 

destructive interference resulting in complete power cancellation of the RF signal. To 

avoid this, either one of the sidebands in a DSB-C optical signal must be suppressed 

before transmission over fibre, or OSSB modulation implemented so there is only 

one beat signal at the photodiode (as shown in Figures 2.9 (c) and 2.10 (c)). 

Alternatively, DSB-SC transmission can be employed (as shown in Figure 2.9 (b) 

and 2.10 (b)). 

To evaluate the dispersion-induced RF power degradation in DSB-C 

transmission, the optical fibre can be modelled as a BPF with flat amplitude response 

and linear group delay [35]. The transfer function of the fibre,   ( ) of the fibre can 

be obtained from (2.1) and (2.2) as: 

                                                           ( )    
     

   

                                                  (    ) 

where   is the frequency of the RF signal and all other terms are as defined 

previously in (2.1) and (2.2). 

The RF power     of the generated RF signal will vary approximately as 

[34]: 
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                                                   ∝    [
   

 
  
    ]                                                  (    ) 

Complete power cancellation of the RF signal occurs when the argument of 

the cosine function in (2.33) equals  
  

 
 , for all odd values of  . This indicates that 

for a fixed radio frequency  , the lengths   of fibre at which power cancellation of 

the RF signal occur is given by: 

                                                    
  

    
   

                                                   (    ) 

Equation (2.34) indicates that as the RF frequency increases, the effect of the 

chromatic dispersion becomes more severe, and the power-cancellation cycle 

becomes smaller, limiting the fibre-link distance. 

In a similar vein, for a fixed length of fibre   , the frequencies   at which 

power cancellation of the RF signal occur can be obtained from (2.34) as: 

                                                    (
  

    
   
)

 
 

                                                           (    ) 

In order to demonstrate the RF power degradation in a DSB-C transmission, 

the schematic shown in Figure 2.8 (b) has been implemented in OptSim™ to yield a 

DSB-C signal with no sidebands suppressed. A CW laser with output power of 0 

dBm and centre emission wavelength of 1550 nm acts as the optical source to the 

MZM which has an extinction ratio of 20 dB and a     of 5 V. The electrical drive to 

the MZM is a sinusoidal RF signal. 

The value of the frequency,   of the modulating RF signal is varied from 2 to 

20 GHz. The optical DSB-C signal is transmitted over an optical back-to-back link, 

and directly-detected by a photodiode with a responsivity of 0.6 A/W.  

For each value of   , the received RF power is measured with an electrical 

power meter attached to the output of the photodiode. The simulations are then 
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repeated for 20 km of SSMF with an attenuation of 0.2 dB/km and a chromatic 

dispersion parameter   of 16ps/nm/km. The attenuation loss brought about by fibre 

transmission is compensated by an optical amplifier to ensure that the received 

optical power at the photodiode is the same as in the back-to-back transmission.  

The RF power degradation is then computed to be the difference between the 

measured RF power at 20 km and the measured RF power for optical back-to-back 

transmission. 

A plot of this RF power degradation against the frequency of the signal as 

depicted in Figure 2.12 shows a periodic degradation of the RF power, with power 

nulls obtained at 5.1, 9.1, 11.6, 14, 15.8, 17.5 and 19 GHz where there is complete 

power cancellation of the RF signal. A maximum RF power degradation of around 

25 dB is obtained with the DSB-C transmission. 

Using (2.35), the power nulls are computed to occur at the following 

frequencies: 5.28, 9.14, 11.81, 13.97, 15.84, 17.51 and 19.04 GHz, showing very 

good agreement with the results obtained through simulation. 

In a likewise manner, the OSSB schematic as shown in Figure 2.9 (c) has also 

been implemented in OptSim™ with the same simulation parameters as in the DSB-

C case. 

The RF power degradation has also been plotted against the RF frequency in 

Figure 2.12, where it can be seen that with OSSB transmission, the received RF 

power remains fairly constant with RF frequency with a maximum RF power 

degradation of only around 1.5 dB obtained. 
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Figure 2.12. RF power degradation for DSB-C and OSSB transmissions.  

 

2.3.5 Applications of RoF technology 

Over the past couple of years, RoF techniques have been the subject of 

extensive research and investigation; and find application in distributed antenna 

systems (DAS), millimetre-wave and THz generation systems, enhancement of cable 

television (CATV) systems, antenna array beamforming, imaging and spectroscopy, 

and radar processing [36], [37]. Some of these applications are discussed below. 

 

2.3.5.1 Distributed antenna systems 

One of the most dominant markets for RoF technology today is the 

distribution of wireless standards over optical fibre in centralised architectures for 

both indoor and outdoor applications; the so-called DAS. A DAS is a network of 

spatially separated antennas connected by coaxial cable and optical fibre. DAS 
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installations have been used to extend the range and capacity of radio systems in 

situations where strong coverage is difficult; and are being increasing used in wide 

variety of locations including corporate office buildings, airports, shopping centres, 

stadiums, and underground stations.  

An example of a commercially-available DAS architecture manufactured by 

Andrew Corporation (now owned by CommScope Inc.) for indoor wireless signal 

distribution [38] is shown in Figure 2.13. This DAS architecture is capable of 

transporting radio signals in the frequency range between 800 and 2500 MHz for 

cellular and WLAN applications.  In this DAS architecture, the so-called equipment 

hotel is the central office which contains the base transceiver stations (BTSs) where 

the signal processing functions are carried out before the radio signals are transmitted 

via coaxial cable to an intelligent optical network (ION)-M master unit. The ION-M 

master unit is responsible for controlling the entire ION-M system and for 

transmitting and receiving RF signals via coaxial cable to/from the operator base 

stations. Optical fibre cables then connect up to 124 ION-M or ION-B remote units 

to the ION-M master unit. The remote units convert and amplify the RF signals from 

optical signals for transport over coaxial cable to the antenna for wireless coverage. 

The remote units also convert the RF signals from the antenna to optical signals for 

transport over optical fibre back towards the central office. 

This particular system has been deployed at a number of important sporting 

events such as the Olympic Games in Sydney (2000), Beijing (2008), and London 

(2012); and the FIFA World Cups in Germany (2006), and South Africa (2010). It 

has also been deployed in the world’s tallest building in Dubai, and the world’s 

largest indoor stadium (Dallas Cowboys stadium, USA) [39].  
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Figure 2.13. A schematic of Andrew Corporation’s (CommScope Inc.) intelligent optical network (ION) 

family of optical distributed antenna systems [37]. BTS: Base transceiver station. WLAN: Wireless local 

area network.  

 

2.3.5.2 Antenna array beamforming  

Beamforming is a signal processing technique used in phased arrays which 

has been implemented in some mobile communication systems as a means of sharing 

the time and frequency resources among users who are spatially separated [40]. Over 

the last decade, it has become increasingly necessary to have “true time delays” in 

phased array antennas, especially as radar systems are required to achieve higher 

resolution, longer distances and wider scan angles [41]. In classic phased arrays, the 

phase of the transmitted/received wave is controlled by a transmit/receive module on 

the antenna element. For a system with narrow RF bandwidth, a classic phased array 

works well. However, for a system with wide RF bandwidth, the main beam 

direction varies with frequency, a phenomenon referred to as “squint”. Squint results 
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in temporarily distorted pulses, loss of gain, as well as spatial and temporal 

resolutions, rendering phased arrays unsuitable for many applications [41].  

By replacing the phase delays with true time delays, squint can be eliminated. 

True time delays have been implemented using the Rotman lens, which uses RF 

guided waves in a special structure to produce the delays [42]. However, the Rotman 

lens is disadvantaged by the smaller volume and lower weight requirements of true 

time delays. RoF offers an alternative solution in the form of optical components that 

can provide lightweight delay modules. Optical true time delays have been 

demonstrated using optical path switching [43], [44], and dispersive components that 

provide different delays at different optical wavelengths [45], [46]. 

 

2.3.5.3 Enhancement of cable television networks  

CATV networks are usually laid out over large geographical areas, and are 

designed for downstream broadcasting of a combination of digital and analogue 

channels which are frequency division multiplexed in a carrier frequency grid 

extending up to 1 GHz [25]. Coaxial cables are used to carry the CATV signals into 

subscribers’ residences. In traditional CATV networks, trunk amplifiers were usually 

required every 600 m, with around 30 amplifiers in cascade. Consequently, the 

CATV signals suffered degradation from the thermal noise as well as the non-linear 

intermodulation distortion of the amplifiers. 

The RoF concept has been applied to the enhancements of CATV networks 

through the so-called hybrid fibre coaxial (HFC) network. In the feeder network in 

HFC systems, optical fibre is used as the trunk lines that carry the CATV signals 

from the central office to the local neighbourhoods. In comparison with coaxial 

cable, the use of optical fibre ensures greater downstream bandwidth and extra 
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capacity for future expansion. The relatively low loss of optical fibre also means 

trunk amplifiers are eliminated.  

At the central office in an HFC network, the CATV signals are remodulated 

into specific frequency grids, modulated on a light beam and sent through fibre to 

distribution centres. If a laser diode with low RIN or linearised external modulator is 

used at the central office, the signals can be transmitted without much loss of quality. 

The distribution centres serve around 2000 homes. From the distribution centres, 

optical fibre is run to several fibre nodes, with each fibre node serving about 500 

homes.  

At each fibre node, opto-electronic conversion takes place, and the electrical 

signal is carried in a tree and branch coaxial distribution network to various 

subscriber residences as shown in Figure 2.14. Nowadays, HFC networks carry not 

only CATV signals but also voice and data signals as well. 

 

 

Figure 2.14. Hybrid fibre coaxial network architecture. CATV: Cable television. SSMF: Standard single-

mode fibre. SDH: Synchronous digital hierarchy. DC: Distribution centre. FN: Fibre node. PD: 

Photodetector. EA: Electrical amplifier. 
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2.4  OFDM review 

In RoF systems, system designers have to deal with the inherent linear 

distortions that exist in the fibre link (in the form of chromatic dispersion and PMD) 

as well as in the wireless link (in the form of multipath fading). Despite optical fibre 

being historically thought to be a virtually inexhaustible resource and with 

transmission rates being low enough to render linear distortion effects negligible 

[16], this is not the norm in the context of next-generation optical access. This is 

because as stated in section 2.2, there has been an explosion of demand of 

subscribers for bandwidth-intensive applications that require multi-Gbit/s data rates 

to support them. As data rates increase, both chromatic dispersion increases 

quadratically with the data rate while PMD increases linearly with the data rate [5].  

In addition, recent research has shown that the optical fibre channel itself imposes 

some fundamental capacity limits [47]. 

Considering all these, OFDM, a modulation format advantaged by its spectral 

efficiency, robustness against delay, and ease of channel and phase estimation, made 

the transition into the optical communications world where it was applied for long-

haul fibre transmission at high data rates of up to 100 Gbit/s [48]-[50] and is now 

being used for optical access applications.  

In this section, a review of general OFDM principles is provided to appreciate 

the motivation behind applying OFDM techniques in optical communication 

systems. 

 

2.4.1 Single-carrier and multi-carrier modulation systems 

There are two modulation techniques that are employed in modern 

communication systems. These are single-carrier modulation and multi-carrier 
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modulation. In single-carrier modulation, the information is modulated onto one 

carrier by varying the amplitude, frequency or the phase of the carrier. For digital 

systems, this information is in the form of bits or symbols (collection of bits). The 

signalling interval for a single-carrier modulation system equals the symbol duration 

and the entire bandwidth is occupied by the modulated carrier. As data rates increase, 

the symbol duration      becomes smaller. If     is smaller than the channel delay 

spread  τ, there will be significant ISI due to the memory of the dispersive channel 

[51] and an error floor quickly develops. Consequently, the system becomes more 

susceptible to loss of information from adverse conditions such as frequency 

selective fading due to multipath, interference from other sources, and impulse noise.  

On the other hand, in multi-carrier modulation systems such as frequency 

division multiplexing (FDM) systems, the modulated carrier occupies only a fraction 

of the total bandwidth. In such systems, the transmitted information at a high data 

rate is divided into    lower-rate parallel streams, each of these streams 

simultaneously modulating a different subcarrier. If the total data rate is     , each 

parallel stream would have a data rate equal to 
   

 ⁄ . This implies that the symbol 

duration of each parallel stream is            times longer than that the serial 

symbol duration; and much greater than the channel delay spread τ. These systems 

are thus tolerant to ISI and are increasingly being employed in modern 

communication systems where high data rates are used and saving of limited 

spectrum is of utmost importance. 

As an illustration on the serial-to-parallel conversion process that occurs in 

multi-carrier modulation systems, let us assume we have four subcarriers labelled 

            and our input bit stream is                . Using BPSK modulation for 

example to map the bits to symbols, we represent bit 1 with 1, and bit 0 with -1.  
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Thus, our BPSK symbols are:                               . The serial-to-

parallel converter converts the serial bit stream into parallel streams and assigns the 

data to the four subcarrier channels as shown in Figure 2.15. 

Figure 2.16 shows a conventional FDM transmitter incorporating a serial-to-

parallel converter. As can be seen from the figure, to maintain the data rate of 
    

 ⁄  

for each parallel stream, the parallel symbol duration is N times as long as that of the 

serial symbol duration   . The summation of these parallel information symbols will 

form one FDM symbol.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.15. Serial-to-parallel conversion in FDM systems. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.16. FDM transmitter. 
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In order to prevent one subcarrier’s spectrum from interfering with another, 

and to ensure accurate individual demodulation of subcarriers using filters, FDM 

systems require guard bands between the modulated subcarriers, as shown in Figure 

2.17 (b). The use of these guard bands results in poor spectral efficiency [52]. OFDM 

is a special case of FDM which makes use of orthogonal subcarriers. The OFDM 

signal in the frequency domain is shown in Figure 2.17 (c).  

As we can see from Figure 2.17 (c), in OFDM, the spectra of the subcarriers 

overlap, resulting in saving of bandwidth. The spectrum of each subcarrier is sinc-

shaped and the peak of each subcarrier corresponds to the zero-crossings of the other 

subcarriers. As long as the orthogonality between the subcarriers is maintained, there 

is no ICI because the energy from one subcarrier does not contribute to the energy of 

the adjacent subcarriers [52]. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.17. Single-carrier and multi-carrier modulation: (a) Single-carrier technique, (b) Conventional 

multicarrier technique (FDM), and (c) OFDM multicarrier modulation technique [52]. 
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2.4.2 OFDM principles  

The principles of OFDM have been around for several years, being 

introduced by Chang in a seminal paper as far back as 1966 [53]. The fundamental 

concept of OFDM is the orthogonality of the subcarriers. A set of subcarriers, given 

by   ( )   
 (     ) where   

  

 
     

 

 
  and       are said to be 

orthogonal in the time domain if the following equation holds: 

〈  ( )   ( )〉  ∫   ( )  
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where      is the Kronecker delta symbol defined by: 

                                                                  {
        

        
                                                 (    ) 

 In order for the orthogonality to exist between the subcarriers, the following 

conditions are necessary: 

 The frequency of each subcarrier must be chosen such that each subcarrier has an 

integer number of cycles within the OFDM symbol duration. 

 The difference in the number of cycles per OFDM symbol for adjacent 

subcarriers must be one. 

For these two conditions to be met, the frequency separation between 

adjacent subcarriers has to be the inverse of the OFDM symbol duration   . 

Figure 2.18 shows three time-domain subcarriers within an OFDM symbol, 

clearly showing that the conditions for orthogonality are met.  
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Figure 2.18. Three time-domain subcarriers within an OFDM symbol of duration    

 

As we can see, all subcarriers (shown here to have the same amplitude and 

phase) have an integer number of cycles within the OFDM symbol period   . 

 

2.4.3 Mathematical representation of an OFDM signal 

The complex envelope of an OFDM signal, ignoring the cyclic prefix, can be 

represented mathematically as: 

                                 ( )   ∑ ∑       (    )                                       (    )
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√ 
  
    
    [   ]                                                           (    ) 

where       is the complex symbol transmitted on the       OFDM subcarrier 

at the      signalling interval,   (    ) is the complex subcarrier,   is the OFDM 

symbol period, and       is the total number of OFDM subcarriers.  
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2.4.4 OFDM system implementations 

An OFDM system can be implemented both in continuous time and discrete 

time. The continuous-time implementation of OFDM makes use of a bank of 

oscillators, one oscillator for each subcarrier. At the transmitter, the incoming 

information stream is mapped into symbols depending on the modulation format 

used (n-PSK or n-QAM) and then fed into a serial-to-parallel conversion block. Each 

parallel stream at the output of the serial-to-parallel conversion block is used to 

modulate the corresponding subcarrier simply by multiplication with that particular 

subcarrier. As stated in section 2.4.2, the frequencies of adjacent subcarriers must 

differ by    ⁄   to maintain orthogonality. At the receiver, the received signal is 

correlated by the same subcarriers to give the original transmitted symbols. The 

spectrum of a BPSK-modulated OFDM signal comprising 8 subcarriers is simulated 

in MATLAB in Figure 2.19 using the continuous-time implementation shown in 

Figure 2.20. 

As we can see in Figure 2.19, the spectra of the subcarriers are sinc-shaped 

and overlap, where the sinc function is defined as: 

                                                       ( )  
   (  )

  
                                                       (    ) 

For the MATLAB simulation, the incoming symbols have a symbol duration 

of 2.5 ms. This implies that the OFDM symbol duration, as illustrated in Figure 2.16 

will be                    Consequently, the frequency spacing between the 

subcarriers is   ⁄       , as we can clearly see in Figure 2.19. At the peak of each 

subcarriers spectrum, the spectra of the other subcarriers are zero, hence the 

subcarriers are orthogonal. 
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Figure 2.19. OFDM overlapping spectrum for 8 subcarriers. 

 

 

Figure 2.20. Oscillator-based OFDM implementation. 
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To ensure that the transmission channel affects each subcarrier as a flat 

channel, OFDM requires a large number of subcarriers [3]. This implies that for this 

implementation, a large number of oscillators would be required at the transmitter 

and receiver, giving rise to a considerably complex, cost-ineffective and 

consequently, impractical architecture. 

For each OFDM symbol, the     recovered complex symbol,  ̂    at the     

signalling interval is given by: 

                                      ̂   

  
 

√ 
∫  ( )    

 (    )
 

 

                                          (    ) 

where  ( ) is the received OFDM signal, the superscript     carries out the 

complex conjugation operation, and all other terms are as defined in section 2.4.3. 

Equation (2.41) shows that each complex symbol is recovered by multiplying the 

OFDM symbol by the complex conjugate of the particular subcarrier and integrating 

over the signalling interval. 

On the other hand, the discrete-time OFDM implementation extends the ideas 

introduced by the continuous-time model into the digital domain by making use of 

the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform 

(IDFT). The concept of using the IDFT and DFT to carry out OFDM modulation and 

demodulation was first proposed by Weinsten and Ebert in 1971 [54].  

The DFT is defined on the N-long complex sequence   (        )  as 

[55]:  
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The IDFT is defined as: 
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Thus, it can be said that the discrete value of the transmitted OFDM signal, 

  ( ) is merely a simple  -point IDFT of the information symbol   . In reality, due 

to the large number of complex multiplications involved in computing the DFT and 

the IDFT, OFDM modulation and demodulation are accomplished more efficiently 

with the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) and the FFT. By using the IFFT and 

FFT, the number of complex multiplications is reduced from     to (
 

 
)      ( ) 

using a radix-2 algorithm and from     to (
 

 
)        (   ) using a radix-4 

algorithm [52]. 

Compared to the oscillator-based OFDM implementation, the discrete-time 

implementation is less complex because a large number of orthogonal subcarriers can 

be easily modulated and demodulated by using the IFFT and FFT without having to 

resort to having a huge bank of oscillators. The discrete-time OFDM architecture is 

shown in Figure 2.21. 

At the transmitter, the incoming serial bit stream at a high data rate, after 

coding and interleaving, is converted into several low-rate parallel streams, each 

mapped onto corresponding information symbols for the subcarriers within one 

OFDM symbol. The DFT-based OFDM system treats the information symbols as if 

they were in the frequency domain. These symbols, denoted as              in 

Figure 2.21 are used as the inputs to an IFFT block which converts them to the time 

domain samples             . A cyclic prefix, obtained by copying a number of 

samples from the end of each time-domain OFDM symbol, is appended to the start of 

that OFDM symbol. 
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Figure 2.21. DFT-based OFDM implementation. IFFT: Inverse Fast Fourier Transform. DAC: Digital-to-

analogue converter. ADC: Analogue-to-digital converter. FFT: Fast Fourier Transform.  

 

Although this process introduces some amount of redundancy, it is through 

the use of the cyclic prefix that OFDM is resilient not only to ISI but also ICI that 

arises from multipath in time-dispersive environments. This is because provided the 

length of the multipath delay is less than the length of the cyclic prefix, the cyclic 

prefix ensures that the attenuated and delayed copies of the OFDM symbol due to 

multipath still have an integer number of cycles within the OFDM period. If phase 

transitions of any of the delayed paths do occur, they occur within the cyclic prefix 

interval [52]. Also, it is because of this cyclic prefix that OFDM equalisation can be 

easily carried out in the receiver using a one-tap equaliser.  

If an ordinary guard interval with a length greater than the length of the 

multipath delay were to be used, the sum of the multipath replicas would not yield a 
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continuous wave. There will no longer be an integer number of cycles within the FFT 

interval, resulting in loss of orthogonality between the subcarriers, and ICI at the 

receiver. However, the use of the cyclic prefix ensures that the OFDM signal and its 

replicas are all continuous. Consequently, the sequence of received samples in one 

OFDM symbol is equivalent to one period of a cyclic convolution between the 

transmitted OFDM symbol and the samples of the channel impulse response. In the 

frequency domain, this corresponds to the multiplication of a particular subcarrier by 

its corresponding sample of the channel frequency response. This allows a one-tap 

equaliser to be used on that particular subcarrier to correct for any amplitude or 

phase distortions introduced by the channel. Figure 2.22 illustrates the cyclic prefix 

insertion process. 

It should be noted that the use of the cyclic prefix reduces the bandwidth 

efficiency of OFDM transmissions by the factor  

(    )
   [51], where    is the cyclic 

prefix duration. This is because some of the bandwidth is used for the guard interval 

without carrying information. Also, the use of the cyclic prefix results in a reduction 

of the SNR since the cyclic prefix samples are discarded at the receiver. After cyclic 

prefix insertion, the discrete time-domain baseband signal is passed through a DAC 

which converts the discrete signal into an analogue signal in readiness for up-

conversion and subsequent transmission over the analogue channel.  
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Figure 2.22. Cyclic prefix insertion. T: Active OFDM symbol duration. Tg: Cyclic prefix duration.  

Ideally, this digital-to-analogue conversion should convolve each OFDM 

time-domain sample with a sinc function. When the DAC samples the time-domain 

OFDM signal at a sampling rate of   , aliases at multiples of the sampling rate are 

produced. If all the subcarriers are modulated (i.e. all the inputs to the IFFT are used 

to carry data), these aliases would be located right next to the main OFDM signal, 

meaning it would be very difficult to use any practical filter to separate them.  

This problem is circumvented by oversampling using zero padding. Here, 

zero-valued subcarriers are placed at specific positions (around the Nyquist term) in 

the IFFT input sequence. Consequently, the aliases are shifted away from the main 

OFDM signal, thus simplifying the analogue filtering requirements at the transmitter. 

 As we can see in Figure 2.23, with oversampling, the zeros are mapped onto 

frequencies around the Nyquist term which is located at the centre of the IFFT. These 

frequencies correspond to the lowest negative and the highest positive frequencies of 

the signal. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.23. Oversampling for shifting the aliases from the OFDM signal, thereby simplifying filtering.  
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Consequently, the zero-carrying subcarriers become guard bands at either 

side of the main OFDM signal, with the resultant effect that the spectral replicas are 

much further apart from the main OFDM signal than in the case of no oversampling. 

Thus, a reconstruction filter to filter off the aliases is much easier to design.  

After the DAC, the baseband analogue OFDM signal is then up-converted to 

an RF passband using an electrical IQ mixer. With reference to Figure 2.21, the up-

converted passband signal  ( ) is: 

                                     ( )    ( ( ))    (     )    ( ( ))    (     )        (    ) 

                                     ( )    ( ( )        )                                                             (    ) 

where   ( ( )) and   ( ( )) denote the real and imaginary parts of the baseband 

signal  ( ) respectively, and    is the passband carrier frequency. From (2.45), it can 

be seen that the up-conversion process converts the complex-valued baseband 

OFDM signal to a real-valued signal. 

At the receiver, the received OFDM signal is fed into a symbol 

synchronisation block whose function is to determine the precise moment where the 

OFDM symbol starts and ends in the received frame. The continuous-time OFDM 

signal is then down-converted back to baseband and passed to an ADC for 

conversion to the digital domain. The cyclic prefix samples are then discarded before 

the discrete-time samples,              are passed to the FFT block for 

demodulation. Equalisation follows next before de-interleaving, demapping and 

decoding to recover the data.  
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2.4.5 OFDM disadvantages 

Despite its numerous advantages, OFDM has a number of disadvantages. Out 

of the various disadvantages, we will consider its high Peak-to-Average Power Ratio 

(PAPR) and its sensitivity to phase noise because of the significant challenges these 

disadvantages present for optical fibre communications 

 

2.4.5.1 Peak-to-average power ratio of OFDM signals 

Since OFDM has a multicarrier nature, the various subcarriers that make up 

the OFDM signal combine constructively. Consequently, since we are summing 

several sinusoids, the OFDM signal in the time domain has a high PAPR. Because of 

this high PAPR, any transmitter nonlinearities would translate into out-of-band 

power and in-band distortion. Despite the OFDM signal having relatively 

infrequently occurring high peaks, these peaks can still cause sufficient out-of-band 

power when there is saturation of the output power amplifier or when there is even 

the slightest amplifier non-linearity [56]. The PAPR is defined as: 

                                      
   {| ( )| }

 {| ( )| }
           [   ]                                        (    ) 

where  { } denotes the expectation operator. 

In optical communications, EDFAs are employed. These amplifiers are 

characterised by a slow response time, making them linear regardless of the input 

signal power. Nevertheless, the high PAPR of OFDM is still a challenge because of 

the non-linearity of the external modulator, the ADC and the optical fibre [3]. When 

the OFDM signal is transmitted over fibre, the Kerr effect gives rise to four-wave 

mixing (FWM) distortion products. The strength of these FWM products depends on 

the signal’s PAPR [57]. Techniques such as signal clipping, Selected Mapping and 
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Trellis Shaping (SLM) as well as signal scrambling have been proposed as solutions 

to the high PAPR of OFDM [3], [57]. 

 

2.4.5.2 Phase noise sensitivity 

OFDM signals are quite sensitive to phase noise. The received OFDM signal 

with laser phase noise can be modelled mathematically as: 

                             ( )  ∑ ∑       (    )                                            (    )

   
 

  
    
 
  

  

     

 

                             ( )  
 

√ 
 
 (
    
    ( ))

   [   ]                                                      (    ) 

where  ( ) is the laser phase noise and all other terms are as defined in section 2.4.3.  

The adverse effects of phase noise are two-fold: 

 A rotation of the phase of all the subcarriers in the frequency domain by the same 

angle due to the common phase shift (CPS). This CPS results in the entire OFDM 

constellation being shifted by the same angle. Phase noise causes BER degradation 

because the constellation points could rotate beyond the symbol decision regions. 

This skewed rotation can be corrected by using frequency-domain equalisation. 

 ICI and consequent BER degradation. 

In optical OFDM systems, the laser phase noise is usually relatively large and 

becomes more of a problem as higher order modulation formats are employed to 

achieve high spectral efficiency modulation [3]. This is because the phase noise 

penalty is proportional to the SNR, and higher order modulation formats require 

higher SNR.  
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This sensitivity to laser phase noise has necessitated, as we will later find out 

in section 2.5, the requirement for narrow linewidth lasers and small FFT sizes in the 

CO-OFDM flavour of optical OFDM. 

 

2.5 Optical OFDM flavours 

In the previous sections, we have succeeded in gaining a fundamental 

understanding of some OFDM and optical communications principles which will 

serve as the foundation for the simulations and experiments on optical OFDM that 

will be carried out in succeeding chapters.  

Optical OFDM solutions can be classified into two broad groups based on the 

techniques used for detection at the receiver. These groups are direct-detection 

optical OFDM (DD-OOFDM) and coherent optical OFDM (CO-OFDM). These two 

detection techniques have their respective advantages and disadvantages. CO-OFDM 

has shown superior performance than DD-OOFDM in terms of spectral efficiency 

and receiver sensitivity [58]. It is possible, in the context of optical access, for this 

increase in receiver sensitivity to be exploited in PONs to increase the ONU splitting 

ratio or the PON reach. However, CO-OFDM systems require a coherent receiver, 

meaning the optical carrier has to be generated locally by a laser before 

photodetection. They are thus sensitive to laser phase noise, and conventional CO-

OFDM systems would require narrow linewidth lasers and small FFT sizes to reduce 

the influence of this phase noise. This is disadvantageous because narrow linewidth 

lasers are quite expensive and small FFT sizes increase the overhead of cyclic prefix 

[59]. 

CO-OFDM systems also have a higher degree of complexity and cost than 

DD-OOFDM systems because they require extra polarisation controllers, an optical 
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hybrid and dual photodiodes. This increased complexity is practically prominent in 

the receiver side and may pose a challenge in deploying cost-effective PONs. 

Consequently, in terms of optical access, the advantages DD-OOFDM 

systems offer over CO-OFDM systems as regards simplicity and cost savings [60] 

render it the more attractive option. Hence, the simulations and experiments in this 

thesis will be focused entirely on DD-OOFDM. 

 

2.5.1 DD-OOFDM systems 

In DD-OOFDM systems, the transmitted optical OFDM signal is detected at 

the receiver using just a single photodiode. Since no laser is required at the receiver, 

the optical carrier has to be transmitted together with the OFDM signal. In order to 

ensure that the OFDM signal is unipolar, a sufficiently large D.C. bias has to be 

added to it. As a result, a significant portion of the total transmitted power is 

contained in the transmitted optical carrier, rather than in the OFDM signal. This 

increases the vulnerability of the optical OFDM signal to OSNR degradation [16]. It 

has however been shown that the DD-OOFDM performance can be optimised by 

equally dividing the optical power between the optical carrier and the OFDM 

sideband [1], [60]. 

As explained in section 2.3.4, because the optical carrier is present in the 

signal to be transmitted, to avoid power cancellation due to fibre chromatic 

dispersion in a DSB-C transmission, either one of the sidebands in the DSB-C optical 

signal must be suppressed before transmission over fibre, or OSSB modulation 

implemented.  

When this single-sideband optical OFDM signal impinges on the square-law 

photodiode, intermodulation distortion products due to mixing of pairs of OFDM 
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subcarriers with themselves are produced. These unwanted tones occur close to D.C. 

Consequently, DD-OOFDM systems require a spectrally-inefficient guard band 

between the optical carrier and the OFDM band so that these unwanted tones fall 

within the guard band and do not cause significant in-band distortion [60], [61]. The 

width of this guard band must be at least equal to the OFDM bandwidth. Thus, the 

required optical bandwidth is determined not only by the OFDM bandwidth but also 

by the bandwidth of the guard band. 

Figure 2.24 shows the mixing products obtainable when the optical carrier, 

subcarriers and ASE intermix upon photodetection. The ASE is assumed to be band-

limited by an optical filter. 

In Figure 2.24, although the various components that make up the 

photodetected electrical signal are indistinguishable in the actual signal, they have 

been separated for the purpose of analysis.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.24. DD-OOFDM received optical spectrum (left), its components (middle) and the results (right) 

of photodetection in the electrical domain [61]. LSB: Lower sideband. USB: Upper sideband. ASE: 

Amplified spontaneous emission. SC: Subcarrier. BNL: Bandwidth of the LSB ASE. BNU: Bandwidth of the 

USB ASE. BN: Total ASE bandwidth. BSC: OFDM bandwidth. Bgap: Bandwidth of the guard band. 
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The mixing of the OFDM sideband with the optical carrier yields the wanted 

OFDM signal with bandwidth     . The mixing of the subcarriers with themselves 

yields the unwanted out-of-band noise with bandwidth      which falls within the 

guard band. The unwanted in-band noise is due to products resulting 

from             ,                , and          mixing.  

In the subsequent sub-sections, three DD-OOFDM transmitter designs as 

introduced by Schmidt, Lowery and Armstrong in [60] are reviewed. These three 

designs vary in their levels of complexity but all generate the required real-valued 

signal required to carry out intensity modulation [56], and also all use a single 

photodetector at the receiver for direct-detection. 

 

2.5.1.1 Hermitian symmetry design 

In this design, to generate the real-valued OFDM signal, the input vector to 

the IFFT is constrained to have Hermitian symmetry. For Hermitian symmetry, the 

positive half of the  -size IFFT contains the baseband modulated symbols while the 

negative half contains the complex conjugates of these symbols as shown in Figure 

2.25. 

The width of the guard band      is determined by the number of inputs to 

the IFFT that are set to zero. In the case where          , only 
 

 
 complex values 

can be transmitted in each OFDM symbol [60].  
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Figure 2.25. Hermitian symmetry transmitter design. QAM: Quadrature amplitude modulation. IFFT: 

Inverse Fast Fourier Transform. CP: Cyclic prefix. DAC: Digital-to-analogue converter. CW: Continuous 

wave. DE-MZM: Dual-electrode Mach Zehnder modulator. OBPF: Optical band-pass filter. SSMF: 

Standard single-mode fibre. Inset (a): DSB-C signal obtained at output of DE-MZM. Inset (b): OSSB 

signal obtained by filtering off lower OFDM sideband of DSB-C signal.  

 

The generated real-valued OFDM signal is then fed into a      electrical 

hybrid, whose outputs drive the DE-MZM biased at the quadrature point to yield a 

DSB-C signal as shown in inset (a) of Figure 2.25. One of the sidebands of this DSB-

C signal has to be filtered by an OBPF (inset (b) of Figure 2.25) before transmission 

over fibre so as to avoid the chromatic dispersion-induced power fading.  

 

2.5.1.2 RF up-conversion design 

In this design, the real-valued OFDM signal is generated by up-converting 

the complex baseband OFDM signal by mixing it with a sinusoidal RF signal as 

shown in Figure 2.26.  
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Figure 2.26. RF up-conversion transmitter design. QAM: Quadrature amplitude modulation. IFFT: 

Inverse Fast Fourier Transform. CP: Cyclic prefix. DAC: Digital-to-analogue converter. Re: Real. Im: 

Imaginary. CW: Continuous wave. DE-MZM: Dual-electrode Mach Zehnder modulator. OBPF: Optical 

band-pass filter. SSMF: Standard single-mode fibre. Inset (a): DSB-C signal obtained at output of DE-

MZM. Inset (b): OSSB signal obtained by filtering off lower OFDM sideband of DSB-C signal.  

 

In this case, the width of the required guard band      will be determined by 

the value of the RF frequency,    . This implies that all the OFDM subcarriers apart 

from the D.C. subcarrier can be used to carry data [60]. In a similar manner as in the 

Hermitian symmetry design, one of the sidebands of the DSB-C signal generated at 

the output of the DE-MZM has to be suppressed before transmission over fibre.  

  

2.5.1.3 Hilbert transform design 

This design circumvents the need for an optical filter to carry out sideband 

filtering of the generated optical OFDM signal. To achieve this, the concept of 

generating an OSSB signal as shown previously in Figures 2.9 (c) and 2.9 (d) is 

employed with the difference being that the required     phase difference between 

the dual driving signals is obtained using the frequency-domain Hilbert transform. 

Hence, the quadrature-biased MZM is driven by a real-valued OFDM signal and its 

Hilbert transform as shown in Figure 2.27.  
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Figure 2.27. Hilbert transform transmitter design. QAM: Quadrature amplitude modulation. IFFT: 

Inverse Fast Fourier Transform. CP: Cyclic prefix. DAC: Digital-to-analogue converter. CW: Continuous 

wave. DE-MZM: Dual-electrode Mach Zehnder modulator. SSMF: Standard single-mode fibre. Inset: 

OSSB signal obtained at output of DE-MZM.  

 

The real-valued OFDM signal is obtained by utilising Hermitian symmetry. 

The Hilbert transform is preferred to using a     electrical hybrid for OSSB 

generation because electrical hybrids are limited by the range of frequencies they can 

operate at. Consequently, if the modulating OFDM signal is at an IF frequency which 

is out of the operating range of the     hybrid, it would be impossible to carry out 

OSSB modulation. Using the Hilbert transform resolves this issue. The inset of 

Figure 2.27 shows that an OSSB signal is produced at the output of the DE-MZM.  

 

2.5.2 CO-OFDM systems 

The concept of CO-OFDM was first proposed by Shieh and Athaudage [62], 

and early CO-OFDM experiments included 1000-km SSMF transmission at 8 Gbit/s 

[4], and 4160-km SSMF transmission at 20 Gbit/s [59]. Subsequent CO-OFDM 
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experiments have successfully used a variety of per-channel multi-Gbit/s data rates, 

from 400 Gbit/s [63] to 1 Tbit/s [64], [65] and higher [66]. 

In CO-OFDM systems, the optical carrier is not transmitted together with the 

OFDM sideband. This implies that unlike in DD-OOFDM systems, more optical 

power can be allocated to the OFDM sideband. In addition, since CO-OFDM utilises 

coherent detection, the full optical field is linearly captured [67]. Consequently, in 

CO-OFDM systems, the need for a frequency guard band between the optical carrier 

and the OFDM sideband to isolate IMD effects is obviated.  

However, as previously stated, in CO-OFDM systems, the optical carrier is 

generated locally by a laser before photodetection. As a result, laser phase noise is an 

important issue which should be taken into account when designing such systems, 

and is especially detrimental in uncompensated links where the equaliser has to first 

compensate for the receive phase noise, then the channel distortions, and then the 

transmit phase noise [68]. The phase noise upon the OFDM signal reception 

comprises two components: a random noise term, and a common deterministic term 

originating from the laser phase drift that affects all the OFDM subcarriers uniformly 

[69]. This laser phase drift results in ICI. Effective digital signal processing (DSP) 

algorithms for phase noise correction are thus a key requirement in the design of CO-

OFDM systems. 

Initially, because of the laser phase drift, CO-OFDM systems required 

sophisticated phase tracking mechanisms to guarantee accurate symbol decision. 

However, recent proposals of reduced-guard-interval (RGI) CO-OFDM systems 

[63], [64], [70] which require a lower cyclic prefix overhead, have, in comparison 

with conventional CO-OFDM systems, demonstrated a significant reduction in the 

laser-phase-noise-induced ICI [71], [72]. The use of an interferometric device 
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together with very simple processing has also been proposed for reducing the phase 

noise of transmit or receive lasers [68]. 

In the subsequent sub-sections, the architecture choices for a generic CO-

OFDM system as introduced by Shieh et al. [58] are presented. 

 

2.5.2.1 Direct up/down design 

In this design, a complex baseband OFDM signal is generated by the CO-

OFDM transmitter. This baseband OFDM signal is converted to an optical signal by 

using an optical I/Q modulator as shown in Figure 2.28. 

 

Figure 2.28. Direct up/down architecture for CO-OFDM. CO-OFDM: Coherent optical OFDM. Re: Real. 

Im: Imaginary. CW: Continuous wave. DE-MZM: Dual-electrode Mach Zehnder modulator. SSMF: 

Standard single-mode fibre.  
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The optical I/Q modulator is made up of two MZMs, both biased at the null-

point, with an optical     hybrid at the output of the bottom MZM. The real and 

imaginary parts of the complex baseband OFDM signal are used to drive the top and 

bottom MZMs respectively. 

With a null-point bias, the optical carrier in the generated optical signal at the 

output of the optical I/Q modulator is suppressed. This implies that CO-OFDM 

systems do not run the risk of sideband cancellation due to fibre chromatic 

dispersion. This generated DSB-SC OFDM signal is transmitted over the optical 

fibre link and then fed to the optical receiver.  

In the direct up/down design, the optical receiver carries out optical I/Q 

detection using two pairs of balanced receivers and an optical     hybrid. This 

design obviates the need for an image rejection filter in both transmitter and receiver 

[58].  

 

2.5.2.2 IF design  

The transmitter for this design is quite similar to the transmitter for the DD-

OOFDM RF up-conversion design with the only difference being that the MZM is 

biased at the null point to enable suppression of the optical carrier. The optical carrier 

is reintroduced locally at the receiver side as shown in Figure 2.29. The OBPF shown 

in Figure 2.29 is used to filter off the image OFDM band obtained at the output of 

the DE-MZM so as to improve the spectral efficiency and power efficiency of the 

design.  

In the IF down-conversion system, the electrical OFDM signal is first down-

converted back to baseband after which electrical I/Q detection is carried out using a 

pair of balanced receivers. 
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Figure 2.29. IF architecture for CO-OFDM. CO-OFDM: Coherent optical OFDM. Re: Real. Im: 

Imaginary. CW: Continuous wave. DE-MZM: Dual-electrode Mach Zehnder modulator. OBPF: Optical 

band-pass filter. SSMF: Standard single-mode fibre.  

 

It is important to note that since the transmitter/receiver can be of either direct or 

IF up/down architectures, there are four design choices for CO-OFDM systems. 

Although CO-OFDM systems offer many attractive advantages, they come at 

the expense of increased cost and complexity when compared to DD-OOFDM systems. 

This increased complexity, which is more obvious at the receiver side, may render CO-

OFDM systems unsuitable for future cost-effective, short reach access applications. 

 

2.6 OFDM applications in optical access networks 

Having described OFDM and how it has made its way into the optics world, 

in this section, we briefly describe the use of OFDM in PONs and UWB 

communications for optical access applications.  
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2.6.1 OFDM in PONs 

Present-day PON solutions do not seem to adequately address the stringent 

requirements of next-generation optical access networks. Together with dynamic 

bandwidth assignment, next generation PON systems are expected to transparently 

deliver multiple services over a common architecture. This architecture should be 

able to support multi-stage splitting at low power consumption, with up to 1000 

ONUs serviced by a given optical distribution network. In addition, it is envisioned 

that aggregate data rates of up to 40 Gbit/s and 10 Gbit/s downstream/upstream over 

up to 100 km reach would be offered by such systems [73] – [76].  

The performance of current standardised TDMA-PONs as introduced in 

section 2.2.2.1 is affected by packet latency and not transparent to other traffic 

flowing simultaneously through the same link. In addition, the complexity of burst-

mode TDM receivers at high data rates makes it quite a challenge to scale up 

TDMA-PONs to multi-Gbit/s aggregate data rates [73]. 

On the other hand, although WDMA-PONs as introduced in section 2.2.2.2 

can transparently deliver multiple services by utilising a dedicated wavelength for 

each ONU, they are still currently quite expensive to deploy. Moreover, WDMA-

PONs demonstrate limitations in terms of bandwidth granularity and flexibility in 

dynamic bandwidth allocation. 

It does seem that the current PON solutions used today are not able to meet 

the requirements of next-generation optical access. To combat the disadvantages 

suffered by the other PON technologies, OFDMA-PON has been introduced [77], 

[78] for the delivery of heterogeneous services. OFDMA is a multi-user version of 

OFDM whereby instead of assigning all the subcarriers to one user, subsets of 

subcarriers are assigned to different users. 
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There are three optical OFDMA variants as shown in Figure 2.30. In the first 

variant, referred to as 1-D OFDMA, different subcarriers from the same OFDM band 

are assigned to different users. The second variant is called 2-D OFDMA, where 

different users are assigned different OFDM subcarriers and TDM time-slots. It is 

therefore a combination of 1-D OFDMA with TDMA. The final variant, called 3-D 

OFDMA features different users being assigned different OFDM subcarriers and 

TDM time slots on different WDM wavelengths. The dynamic bandwidth allocation, 

TDM slot scheduling, as well as the wavelength assignment can all be implemented 

in DSP [16]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.30. Optical OFDMA variants [16]: (a) 1-D OFDMA. (b) 2-D OFDMA. (c) 3-D OFDMA.  
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The OFDMA-PON principle is illustrated in Figure 2.31. The OLT assigns a 

sub-channel with one or more subcarriers to each ONU. Some dedicated subcarriers 

are reserved as transparent pipes for delivery of arbitrary analogue or digital signals. 

In the case that one ONU does not have enough traffic to fill up its assigned 

bandwidth, several ONUs can share the same sub channel using TDM. The OLT 

receiver is capable of receiving multiple signals from different wavelengths 

simultaneously and is also able to allow multiple transmitters to operate within the 

same time slot.  

The advantages of OFDMA-PON over the other PON technologies can be 

summarised as follows [3]: 

1. It has improved spectral efficiency, implying that low bandwidth optical 

components can be used. 

2. It requires fewer receivers in the OLT, translating to cheaper costs than in WDM-

PON. 

3. It demonstrates service transparency since the reserved subcarriers that act as 

transparent pipes can support both digital and analogue signals. 

4. It is a scalable architecture and can coexist with WDM-PON and TDM-PON. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.31. OFDMA-PON architecture [78].  
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To date, a number of research groups have proposed and experimentally 

demonstrated a wide variety of OFDMA-PON architectures to support various 

services. Some of these proposals include: an OFDMA-PON architecture with 

source-free ONUs where direct-detection is used for the downstream transmission 

and coherent detection is used for the upstream transmission [79]; an extended-reach 

OFDMA-WDM-PON with a split ratio of 256 [80]; a multiple-input multiple-output 

(MIMO) OFDMA-PON which utilises polarisation multiplexing [81]; and an 

OFDMA-PON architecture that makes use of adaptively-modulated OFDM format 

[82].  

In terms of the Media Access Control (MAC) layer, two of the current 

proposals for MAC protocols for OFDMA-PONs include PONIARD [83] and 

ACCORDANCE [84], [85]. PONIARD uses OFDMA/TDMA bandwidth allocation 

only at inter-slice levels, with pure TDMA used elsewhere [83], so we will focus 

more on ACCORDANCE, whose MAC protocol operates at both inter-segment and 

intra-segment levels (where slices/segments are groups of subcarriers). 

The EU FP7 Project ACCORDANCE [84] addresses both the physical and 

MAC layers in OFDMA-PONs, with emphasis placed on the convergence of the 

optical infrastructure with existing standard wireless solutions [85]. This permits a 

seamless OFDMA-based access network which can support various types of 

connectivity. The ACCORDANCE architecture is depicted in Figure 2.32. 

In the ACCORDANCE architecture, a single fibre originates from the OLT in 

the central office to a Level 1 remote node (RN) where it is split into many fibre 

branches. The Level 1 RN could either be a power splitter or an AWG. If a power 

splitter is used, the OLT can dynamically distribute different spectral segments of 

different widths among different parts of the network.  
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Figure 2.32. ACCORDANCE network architecture [85]. OLT: Optical line terminal. CO: Central office. 

RN: Remote node. ONU: Optical network unit. DSLAM: Digital subscriber line access multiplexer. BH: 

Backhauling. AWG: Arrayed waveguide grating. BS: Base station.  

 

The use of a power splitter however increases the splitting loss. On the other 

hand, using an AWG means segment assignment would be static but there is no 

splitting loss and no need for optical filtering to remove unwanted spectral 

components at each ONU. 

From the Level 1 RN, fibre branches span out to various ONUs (or to a Level 

2 RN for further splitting) for various types of services including xDSL backhauling, 

mobile backhauling, xPON backhauling, as well as for residential and corporate 

FTTH customers. One of the main benefits expected to emerge from 

ACCORDANCE is node consolidation, enabling centralisation of network functions, 

resulting in reduction in operating costs for network operators. 

 

2.6.2 OFDM for UWB radio communications 

UWB radio communications have in recent years attracted growing attention 

both in academia and in industry due to the advantages they offer including low 
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power consumption, low cost, low latency, wide bandwidth and low probability of 

interference [86].   

In 2002, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) permitted 

unlicensed operation in the 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz band for use of UWB 

communication devices [18]. The maximum equivalent isotropic radiated power 

(EIRP) of UWB, as defined by FCC Part 15 is -41.3 dBm/MHz as shown in Figure 

2.33 and Table 2.2. 

 

 

Figure 2.33. FCC spectral mask for license-free applications in indoor environments [18]. 

 

 

Frequency (MHz) EIRP (dBm/MHz) 

960-1610 

1610-1900 

1990-3100 

3100-10600 

Above 10600 

-75.3 

-53.3 

-51.3 

-41.3 

-51.3 

 

Table 2.2. Maximum EIRP levels as stated by FCC for UWB emissions [18]. 
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The FCC restriction on the EIRP of UWB has enabled it to be designed to 

look like imperceptible random noise to conventional radios. On the one hand, this 

restriction has permitted UWB co-existence with other wireless services in the same 

frequency range (e.g. Long-Term Evolution (LTE), IEEE 802.16e and IEEE 

802.11a) as shown in Figure 2.34, but on the other hand, has limited the wireless 

range of UWB systems to a few metres as shown in Figure 2.35. 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.34. Co-existence nature of UWB with other wireless services. GPS: Global Positioning System. 

PCS: Personal Communications Service. ISM: Industrial, Scientific and Medical. LTE: Long-Term 

Evolution. (Note: Bandwidths and power are not drawn to scale). 
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Figure 2.35. Wireless range of UWB in comparison with other wireless services like IEE 802.11a, IEEE 

802.16e and LTE. (Note: Wireless range not drawn to scale). 

 

Since the use of coaxial cables to extend the wireless range of UWB has 

proven to be quite expensive because of its low power and broad bandwidth [22], 

transmission over fibre offers a transparent, practical and low-cost solution. RoF 

distribution of UWB signals over SSMF has been proposed in [87] for the delivery of 

HD audio and video content in FTTH networks.  

In this approach, as shown in Figure 2.36 (assuming a point-to-point 

architecture), SSMFs are used to distribute the UWB signals in their native format 

from the central office of the core network operator, through an SSMF-based FTTH 

network, to several distribution points (DPs) in different customers’ premises.  

The DPs are further connected via short spans of optical fibre to various 

remote access points (APs) for further in-building wireless transmission to various 

UWB-enabled customer-premises equipment (CPE) such as laptops, computers, 

televisions and mobile phones. 
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Figure 2.36. Schematic diagram of UWB RoF distribution in FTTH access networks. DP: Distribution 

Point. AP: Access Point. 

 

The use of FTTH networks for UWB distribution in such a manner not only 

extends the UWB range but also enables the advantages of UWB to be combined 

with the advantages optical fibre offers in terms of wide bandwidth and low 

attenuation loss. In addition, no frequency up-conversion or trans-modulation is 

required at the customer’s premises resulting in receivers that are agnostic with 

regards to the modulation scheme employed. 

In addition to the afore-mentioned advantages of UWB, another major 

attraction of UWB is its potential to support high bitrates. This can be inferred from 

Shannon’s capacity theorem that relates the maximum channel capacity,    in bit/s to 

both the channel bandwidth,    in Hz and the SNR.  

                                                         (     )                                                (    ) 

Equation (2.49) shows that the capacity per channel can be increased by 

increasing the SNR and/or by increasing the channel bandwidth. This is confirmed in 

Figure 2.37 showing the plots of the channel capacity for channel bandwidths 
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ranging from 1 MHz to 1 GHz. Here, it can be seen that the increase in channel 

capacity with SNR becomes more pronounced as the channel bandwidth increases. 

Currently, there are two major UWB implementations. The first one is called 

impulse-radio UWB (IR-UWB) and involves transmission of pulses with a very short 

duration of a few nanoseconds. The second implementation is based on OFDM and 

is called multi-band OFDM UWB (MB-OFDM UWB). The work in this thesis 

focuses entirely on the MB-OFDM UWB implementation. According to the draft 

IEEE 802.15.3a proposal [88], which was later adopted by the European Computer 

Manufacturers’ Association (ECMA) in the ECMA-368 standard [89], for the MB-

OFDM UWB implementation, the 7.5 GHz UWB spectrum is divided into 14 non-

overlapping frequency sub-bands, each sub-band with a bandwidth of 528 MHz as 

shown in Figure 2.38.  

 

 

Figure 2.37. Simulation of channel capacity variation with SNR for different channel bandwidths using 

(2.49). NB: Narrow band. 
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 Figure 2.38. MB-OFDM UWB channelization according to the ECMA-368 standard [89]. 

 

These 14 sub-bands are further organised into 5 Band Groups (BGs). BGs #1 

to #4 have 3 channels while BG #5 has only 2 channels.  A variable data rate from 

53.3 to 480 Mbit/s per sub-band is suggested in the ECMA-368 standard. BG #1, 

spanning from 3.168 GHz to 4.752 GHz, as depicted in Table 2.3, is mandatory 

while BGs #2 to #5 are optional. Most of the commercially-available UWB devices 

operate in BG #1 

Time-frequency codes (TFCs) are used to determine which sub-band is 

occupied by the 528-MHz wide OFDM signal. There are three types of TFCs that 

have been defined.  

 

 

Band 

Number 

Lower Frequency 

(GHz) 

Centre 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

Upper 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

1 3.168  3.432  3.696  

2 3.696  3.960  4.224  

3 4.224  4.488  4.752  

 

Table 2.3. Frequency details of MB-OFDM UWB sub-bands in the mandatory Band Group #1 
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In the first TFC, referred to as Time-Frequency Interleaving (TFI), the 

information is interleaved over three sub-bands of a BG. The second TFC is referred 

to as TFI2, where the information is interleaved over two sub-bands of a BG. The 

final TFC is referred to as Fixed Frequency Interleaving (FFI) which follows a no-

frequency hopping scheme where the information is transmitted on a single sub-band 

during all the time slots.  BG #1 supports four TFI codes (TFCs 1-4), three FFI codes 

(TFCs 5-7) and three TFI2 codes (TFCs 8-10) as shown in Table 2.4. 

Each MB-OFDM UWB sub-band has 128 subcarriers. Out of these, 100 are 

data tones, 12 are pilots for carrier and phase tracking, 10 are guard tones and the 

remaining 6 are null tones (used to relax the electrical filter requirements).  

An FFT size of 128 samples and a cyclic prefix length of 32 samples are used 

for each sub-band. A guard interval length of 5 samples separates one sub-band from 

the next. The subcarrier frequency spacing is 4.125 MHz, resulting in an FFT/IFFT 

period of 242.42 ns, a cyclic prefix duration of 60.61 ns and an OFDM symbol 

duration of 312.5 ns, as shown in Figure 2.39. 

 Both QPSK and Dual Carrier Modulation (D.C.M) techniques could be used 

for modulating the subcarriers. Consequently, a maximum bit rate per sub-band of 

480 Mbit/s and an aggregate bit rate of 6.72 Gbit/s per user (when all the fourteen 

sub-bands are combined) are achievable.  

The data and pilot tones have indices from  [             ]. The 

guard tones are obtained by copying the edge data tones at indices [     

          ], and are assigned indices [               ].  
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TFC 

Number 

BAND ID Sequence 

1 1 2 3 1 2 3 

2 1 3 2 1 3 2 

3 1 1 2 2 3 3 

4 1 1 3 3 2 2 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

6 2 2 2 2 2 2 

7 3 3 3 3 3 3 

8 1 2 1 2 1 2 

9 1 3 1 3 1 3 

10 2 3 2 3 2 3 

 

Table 2.4. Time-frequency codes for Band Group #1 [89]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.39. MB-OFDM UWB tone assignment and OFDM symbol structure. GI: Guard Interval. CP: 

Cyclic prefix. 
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As shown in Figure 2.39, the tones with the coefficients numbered 1 to 61 are 

mapped to IFFT inputs 1 to 61; while the tones with coefficients numbered -61 to -1 

are mapped to IFFT inputs 67 to 127. This implies that the IFFT inputs from 62 to 

66, as well as the 0 input (reserved for the D.C. term) are assigned to the zero-valued 

null tones. 

The transmitted MB-OFDM UWB signal (   ( )) can be expressed 

mathematically as [89]: 

                                    ( )    {∑   (    ) 
 (       ( ))

   

   

}                            (    ) 

where   ( ) is the  th OFDM symbol of duration   ,   is the number of OFDM 

symbols transmitted, and    and  ( ) represent the carrier frequency and phase noise 

of the RF carrier local oscillator respectively. 

In order to achieve even higher MB-OFDM UWB data rates, both spatial and 

multipath diversities via the use of MIMO can be exploited, as proposed in [90]-[93], 

since the channel capacity of UWB systems increases with the number of 

transmit/receive antennas [94]. In [90], the MIMO UWB proposal utilises band 

hopping in combination with joint coding across spatial, temporal and frequency 

domains to exploit all of the available spatial and frequency diversities inherent in 

UWB environments; while in [91], the use of MIMO techniques with linear precoded 

OFDM has been proposed for multi-Gbit/s home applications.  

Incorporating the MIMO technique into UWB is also an interesting solution 

to the problem of the EIRP constraints imposed on UWB by the FCC. For instance, if 

space-time coding is utilised, although the overall transmitted power would still be 

the same as a single-transmit antenna system, the power for a specific transmitted 

symbol will be strengthened without violating the FCC spectral mask [94]. 
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2.6.3 60-GHz radio technology 

In section 2.6.2, it was stated that a maximum MB-OFDM UWB aggregate 

bit rate of 6.72 Gbit/s per user (when all the fourteen sub-bands are combined) is 

achievable. Due to spectral co-existence issues however, this UWB capacity is 

further restricted strictly outside the U.S, with different regulations in different 

countries [95]; resulting in an available effective UWB bandwidth of only 1.5 GHz 

[96]. This implies that the maximum available bit rate is limited to hundreds of 

Mbit/s, making it difficult to support bandwidth-intensive applications that require 

multi-Gbit/s data rates such as uncompressed HD video streaming, video-on-demand 

and wireless high-speed file transfer.  

To overcome these limitations, the 60-GHz band has been considered for the 

RoF delivery of multi-Gbit/s MB-OFDM UWB signals to end-users in FTTH access 

networks. 60-GHz radio technology offers various operational advantages over 

current wireless communication systems operating at lower frequencies [97].  

The unlicensed bandwidth regulated for generic 60-GHz radio worldwide 

spans up to 9 GHz. This huge unlicensed bandwidth can be exploited to offer 

potential multi-Gbit/s wireless connectivity. Operation in the 60-GHz band permits 

the use of antennas which do not only have high gain (up to 40 dBi) [23], but are also 

much smaller than those used in the lower frequency bands. This enables MIMO, 

beam forming and beam steering, which enhances the channel capacity and also 

supports non-line-of-sight (NLOS) communications [98]. It is therefore not 

surprising that there has been an explosion of interest in 60-GHz technology in recent 

times. 

There have been a number of standardisation efforts and industry alliance 

formations including WirelessHD [99], ECMA-387 [100], IEEE 802.15.3c [101], 
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and WiGig [102] aimed at promoting 60-GHz technology to support multi-Gbit/s 

wireless communications. This has resulted in some consumer electronic products 

based on 60-GHz radio technology being introduced in the market. However, some 

challenges in achieving full-scale commercialisation remain, especially in providing 

robust 60-GHz products [23]. Some of these challenges are highlighted in sub-

section 2.6.3.1. 

 

2.6.3.1 Characteristics of the 60-GHz band 

The huge unlicensed bandwidth internationally available for 60-GHz systems 

not only has the potential to support high-throughput wireless communications but 

also simplifies the design of such systems. This is because low spectral efficiency 

can be used in such systems to achieve high data rates [23].  

Table 2.5 shows a comparison of the spectral efficiency required to achieve 1 

Gbit/s for both typical 60 GHz and IEEE 802.11n systems.  

 

 

Technology Bandwidth 

(MHz) 

Efficiency 

@ 1 Gbit/s 

(bit/s/Hz) 

Target 

data rate 

(Mbit/s) 

Efficiency 

required 

(bit/s/Hz) 

60 GHz 2000 0.5 4000 2 

IEEE 

802.11n 

40 25.0 600 15.0 

 

 

 Table 2.5. Spectral efficiency comparison between typical 60-GHz and IEEE 802.11n systems [23]. 
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Here, it can be seen that 60-GHz systems require a spectral efficiency of 0.5 

bit/s/Hz to achieve 1 Gbit/s while the corresponding required spectral efficiency for 

IEEE 802.11n is as high as 25 bit/s/Hz, implying higher system design costs [23]. 

Unfortunately, there are a couple of challenges with operation at 60 GHz that 

have inhibited full-scale deployment of 60-GHz systems. One of the major 

challenges is the high free-space path loss in the 60-GHz band in accordance with 

(2.30). Consequently, the 60-GHz wireless channel demonstrates between 20 to 40 

dB increased free-space path loss [103]. In addition, this band is plagued with high 

atmospheric absorption due to atmospheric oxygen which resonates at 60 GHz due to 

transitions between its three closely spaced rotational states [104]. This results in an 

attenuation of the 60 GHz signal by an additional 7-15.5 dB/km, depending on the 

atmospheric conditions [103], [105].  

Another specific challenge with 60-GHz radio technology has to do with the 

difficulties in implementing power amplifiers at this frequency. This is because 

increase in the frequency of transistor operation in an amplifier results in a decrease 

in the effective gain per transistor [103]. In order for power amplifiers to generate 

enough power in transmit antennas, there has to be an increase in transistor size. 

Increase in transistor size however results in a corresponding decrease in gain. In 

addition, the high PAPR of the MB-OFDM UWB signals may in itself necessitate 

the use of expensive power amplifiers to enable operation at a higher average power. 

The higher free-space path loss, although an apparent disadvantage, has 

enabled higher frequency reuse, resulting in a high throughput network. It is 

therefore possible to use multiple devices operating at the same frequency in a high 

density pattern without running the risk of interference between them. In addition, 

because of the high path loss, 60-GHz operation is confined to indoor environments, 
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implying less severe interference than that in the lower frequency bands. Also, in 

order to overcome the higher free-space path loss, 60-GHz radios utilise high-gain 

antennas (up to 40 dBi). These antennas, by virtue of the high frequency of 

operation, have very compact sizes, thus permitting multiple antenna solutions. 

Therefore, wireless networking at 60 GHz is inherently made up of small 

radio cells of radius typically limited to less than 10 m [106]. This implies that the 

number of RAUs required in a given geographical deployment area will be quite 

high. To link the different RAUs together, and to a central station, some kind of 

backbone network must be deployed. This backbone network must not be cost-

prohibitive, must be easy to deploy and must also be capable of transmitting multi-

Gbit/s data over various distances.  

The insufficient bandwidth and serious propagation loss of conventional 

coaxial cables render them inadequate for such a backbone network. Using RoF 

technology to distribute the 60-GHz signals from the central station to the RAUs 

would be an effective way to deal with the demands of the small radio cell 60-GHz 

network and result in a simplified overall system design. This is because as stated 

previously in section 2.3.3, in addition to the very wide bandwidth and low 

propagation loss advantages of optical fibre, RoF also makes it possible to centralise 

the RF signal processing functions in the central station, facilitating equipment 

sharing and significantly simplifying the RAUs which would only have to perform 

optoelectronic conversion and amplification functions.  

Consequently, with a high density of RAUs being a necessity for 60-GHz 

radio deployment, using RoF technology for distribution of the 60-GHz signals 

would result in simplified operation and maintenance which would eventually 

translate to cost savings. 
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2.6.3.2 Frequency allocation and worldwide regulation 

The 60-GHz unlicensed frequency range is subject to different regulations 

and frequency bands in different countries. In the US [107] and Canada [108], the 

FCC has allocated 7 GHz of bandwidth from 57 to 64 GHz for 60-GHz operation. In 

Europe [109] and in Australia (indoor use only) [110], 9 GHz of bandwidth, from 57 

to 66 GHz is available, while the frequency range from 59 to 66 GHz (with a 

maximum allowed bandwidth of 2.5 GHz) is available in Japan [111] .  

The 60-GHz frequency band-plan, limits on transmit power, and maximum 

EIRP for the various countries is shown in Table 2.6. 

 

Region Frequency 

Range 

(GHz) 

Bandwidth 

 (GHz) 

Maximum 

EIRP (dBm) 

Maximum 

Transmit 

Power (dBm) 

US/ 

Canada 

57-64 7.0 43.0 (peak) 

40.0 

(average) 

27.0 (for 

bandwidth 10

0 MHz) 

Europe 57-66 9.0 40.0 (Indoor 

only) 

25.0 (Indoor 

and outdoor) 

Not Defined 

Australia 57-66 9.0 43.0 (Indoor 

only) 

13.0 

Japan 59-66 7.0 57.0 10.0 

 

Table 2.6. Frequency plan, maximum EIRP and maximum transit power in the 60-GHz band for various 

countries. 
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2.6.3.3 International 60-GHz standards 

Interest in the 60-GHz band has fuelled the introduction of international 

standards by many industry alliances, consortiums and standards groups. Table 2.7 

summarises the various international 60-GHz standardisation efforts, together with 

their associated modulation schemes and maximum data rates. 

 

Standard Modulation Scheme Max. Data Rate 

(Gbit/s) 

IEEE 802.15.3c Single carrier 

(BPSK, MSK, 

QPSK, 8PSK, 16-

QAM) 

OFDM 

(QPSK, 16-

QAM, 64-

QAM) 

5.28 (Single 

carrier) 

5.775 (HSI 

OFDM) 

3.8 (AV OFDM) 

WirelessHD OFDM 7 

28 (MIMO) 

ECMA-387 SCBT OFDM 6.350 (SCBT – 

without channel 

bonding) 

4.032 (OFDM – 

without channel 

bonding) 

WiGig Single carrier OFDM 4.6 (Single 

carrier) 

7 (OFDM) 

 

Table 2.7. Summary of wireless 60-GHz standards. HSI: High-speed interface. AV: Audio video. SCBT: 

Single-carrier block transmission. 
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2.6.3.4 Potential MB-OFDM UWB 60-GHz applications 

The severe attenuation suffered in the 60 GHz band renders it unsuitable for 

long-range communications but make it interesting for short-range wireless 

applications. Consequently, because of its simplified operation and maintenance 

benefits, it is envisaged that RoF technology can be utilised for the delivery of multi-

Gbit/s UWB signals in the 60-GHz band to end-users in FTTH access networks for 

multiple in-building wireless PAN applications including, but not limited to [23]: 

i). High-speed wireless transfer of large data files; 

ii). Uncompressed HD video streaming; 

iii). Wireless gaming with low latency and high-quality performance; 

iv). Wireless docking stations for inter-connecting various electronic devices 

including laptops, PDAs and external monitors; 

v). Cable replacement of gigabit Ethernet, enabling bidirectional wireless multi-

Gbit/s Ethernet traffic. 

 

2.7 The OptSim™ simulation platform 

OptSim™ is RSoft's software tool for optical communication systems design 

and simulation at the signal propagation level [112], giving the possibility to create 

multiple configurations for any given transmission scenario. 

The OptSim™ simulation platform comprises a graphical user interface as 

well as electrical, electro-optical and optical components e.g. RF signal generators, 

amplifiers, optical modulators, laser diodes, photodetectors, optical fibres, optical 

filters, etc. which can be independently configured with parameters to model actual 

commercially-available components.  
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Certain component parameters (e.g. device non-linearities, fibre dispersion) 

can also be turned off to observe how a system would perform in an ideal 

transmission scenario. Each component is represented by an icon or model block, 

and OptSim™ represents the whole transmission system as a collection of 

interconnected blocks. The icons are connected together to represent the flow of 

signal data from one component to the other [113]. 

OptSim™ also comes with lab-like measurement instruments like optical 

spectrum analysers, oscilloscopes, power meters, electrical spectrum analysers, BER 

testers, etc. for performance monitoring (e.g. BER, Q value, OSNR) of a given 

system design. 

  OptSim™ has a co-simulation functionality which enables it to run co-

simulations with 3
rd

 party software like MATLAB, Cadence Spectre, Liekki 

Application Designer and Luna Optical Vector Analyzer. This functionality enables 

custom component for MATLAB modules (CCMs) to be created and used in 

OptSim™ to simulate any electrical, electro-optical or optical component in a given 

optical network architecture. The behaviour of a CCM during a simulation run is 

governed by an external MATLAB subroutine. This MATLAB subroutine fully 

interacts with the OptSim™ data structure either for pre-processing or post-

processing [114]. It is this functionality that has been utilised in this thesis for 

simulating the various optical OFDM architectures.  

In this thesis, the CCMs are customised to act as the optical OFDM 

transmitter and receiver, where the simulation parameters of these CCMs such as the 

number of transmitted bits, number of OFDM subcarriers, the modulation format and 

the IFFT/FFT size are defined during CCM creation and can be easily edited in any 

simulation run in order to conduct different system performance tests. 
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The CCMs interface with the OptSim™ simulator scheduler to run a 

particular MATLAB subroutine which generates the OFDM signal in the case of the 

transmitter. In the case of the receiver, the MATLAB subroutine is responsible for 

carrying out equalisation, demodulation, EVM computation and demapping of the 

received OFDM signal. The MATLAB subroutine writes the vector signal output and 

then the MATLAB subroutine for that CCM closes. When this happens, control of 

the simulation is passed back to the OpSim™ simulation environment and the rest of 

the project simulation continues. The CCM theory of operation is depicted in Figure 

2.40. 

After photodetection, the received OFDM signal is equalised by using a one-

tap equaliser in the CCM that acts as the OFDM receiver. In this CCM, in order to 

carry out equalisation, a training symbol with a known bit sequence is inserted every 

10 data symbols. Using the training symbols, a set of channel frequency responses 

corresponding to each subcarrier are obtained by comparing the received training 

symbols with the transmitted ones by carrying out a single complex division.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.40. CCM theory of operation [114]. 
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 The channel estimate for each subcarrier is then obtained by averaging over 

the set of channel responses. These channel estimates are the coefficients of the so-

called one-tap equaliser. Equalisation is then carried out by dividing the received 

OFDM symbols by the channel estimates. 

Figure 2.41 shows an example of an overlaid received 4-QAM constellation 

before and after equalisation in the CCM that acts as the OFDM receiver. The 

overlaid unequalised constellation is shaped like a doughnut because of the effect of 

chromatic dispersion. Chromatic dispersion causes a phase delay for each OFDM 

subcarrier. This phase delay is expressed as [3]:  

                                               (  )           
  
 

  
                                                     (    ) 

where   (  ) is the phase delay due to chromatic dispersion for the  th OFDM 

subcarrier,    is the frequency of the  th subcarrier,    is the frequency of the optical 

carrier,   is the speed of light,    is the chromatic dispersion parameter and     is the 

length of the fibre. Chromatic dispersion causes a rotation of each constellation point 

around the origin.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.41. Received constellations: (a) unequalised (b) equalised. 
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From (2.51), it can be seen that the degree of rotation for each subcarrier’s 

constellation is proportional to the frequency of the subcarrier relative to the optical 

carrier squared. So, the subcarriers furthest away from the optical carrier receive the 

most rotation. 

The beauty of using MATLAB- OptSim™ co-simulations in such a manner is 

that the exact same MATLAB routines as used in the CCMs that act as the OFDM 

transmitter and receiver can also be used in experiments for generating the OFDM 

signal and for offline baseband digital signal processing. This, as we will find out in 

succeeding chapters, enables the simulation and experimental parameters to be 

matched as well as possible for the purpose of result comparison.     

 

2.8 Summary 

This chapter commenced with an overview of next-generation broadband 

access networks and state-of-the-art technologies where various optical fibre 

topologies such as point-to-point and point-to-multipoint; and fibre multiple access 

schemes have been discussed, together with their respective advantages and 

disadvantages.  

Next, RoF technology has been introduced as a hybrid access technology that 

combines the benefits of both optical and wireless networks. The basic RoF 

techniques that will be made use of in the simulations and experiments that will be 

carried out in the succeeding chapters have been discussed. We have also shown, 

with the aid of mathematical analysis, how different optical signals – DSB-C, DSB-

SC and OSSB signals can be produced by biasing the MZM at the maximum, null 

and quadrature points respectively. Some of the latest applications of RoF 

technology, as well as its benefits and limitations have also been presented. The 
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periodic RF power degradation due to chromatic dispersion in a DSB-C transmission 

has been illustrated, where the frequencies at which power nulls are obtained tallied 

for both simulations and numerical calculations. It has also been shown that with 

OSSB transmission, we can avoid the significant RF power degradation due to 

chromatic dispersion that occurs in DSB-C transmissions. As shown in Figure 2.12, 

with OSSB transmission employed a maximum RF power degradation of only 

around 1.5 dB obtained as compared to maximum power degradation of 25 dB 

obtained with the DSB-C transmission 

We have also introduced single-carrier and multi-carrier modulation systems. 

This has provided an excellent backdrop for discussing the basics of OFDM and 

highlighting what has made it emerge as a suitable technology for optical 

communications. In particular, the principles of operation of OFDM, its 

mathematical representation, system implementations, advantages, and disadvantages 

have been discussed. In section 2.5, the two broad forms of optical OFDM – DD-

OOFDM and CO-OFDM have been introduced. The various transmitter architectures 

that exist under these two variants have also been illustrated.  

We have talked about how optical OFDM has been used in applications in the 

access network in the form of PONs and UWB systems, with some of the relevant 

proposals and latest projects discussed. Finally, the OptSim™ simulation platform, 

which is the simulation tool used throughout this thesis, has been introduced, and 

one-tap equalisation demonstrated. 
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Chapter 3. System performance of direct-

detection optical OFDM in the presence 

of MZM non-linear distortion 

3.1 Introduction 

In section 2.5.1, it was shown that DD-OOFDM systems require a spectrally-

inefficient guard band (with a bandwidth,       at least equal to the OFDM signal 

bandwidth) between the optical carrier and the OFDM signal band. This is so that the 

second-order intermodulation distortion products, that arise when pairs of subcarriers 

mix with themselves, fall within this guard band and do not cause significant in-band 

distortion.  

In this chapter, we show that the power transfer characteristic of an MZM is 

non-linear. Because of this non-linearity, the system performance degrades at high 

MZM drive and bias levels. We demonstrate, with the aid of theoretical analysis, 

simulations and experiments, how the system performance of DD-OOFDM in the 

presence of the MZM non-linear distortion can be improved by proper biasing and 

selection of appropriate drive to the MZM. Simulations and experiments are also 

conducted to investigate how a variation in system parameters such as the number of 

subcarriers and the modulation format influences the sensitivity of the DD-OOFDM 

system to the non-linear distortion from the MZM. Finally, simulations are 

conducted to examine the possibility of improving the spectral efficiency of DD-

OOFDM systems by reduction of the width of the guard band      .  

The structure of this chapter is as follows: section 3.2 provides the theoretical 

analysis for the MZM non-linear distortion considering the DD-OOFDM system 

with OSSB modulation, which is the modulation technique that is extensively used 
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throughout this thesis. In this section, the power transfer function of the MZM is 

expressed as a Taylor series which includes the third-order and fifth-order non-linear 

distortion terms, and it is shown that there is a system performance trade-off with 

regards to the MZM non-linear distortion and the received SNR. In sections 3.3 and 

3.4, the simulation and experimental setups used to conduct tests on the impact of the 

MZM non-linearity on the system performance are described respectively. Section 

3.5 provides analysis of the simulation and experimental results of the system 

performance tests. This section illustrates the dependence of the system performance 

on the MZM bias point and the amplitude of the drive to the MZM. In section 3.6, 

the analysis of the system parameter variation tests is given with the aid of 

simulations and verified with experiments. This section looks at how the system 

performance is affected when the number of subcarriers and modulation format is 

varied. The system performance, making use of EVM measurements as the 

performance metric, is measured against the MZM bias level. Thereafter, the 

possibility of optimising the spectral efficiency of the DD-OOFDM system by 

employing a reduced frequency guard band is investigated by simulation in section 

3.7. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in section 3.8. 

 

3.2 Theoretical analysis 

Figure 3.1 (a) shows a schematic of the DE- MZM used in this work. 

Following from (2.12), the optical power,    ( ) at the output of the DE-MZM can be 

obtained by taking the square of the modulus of the output optical field as follows: 
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Figure 3.1. (a) DE-MZM with hybrid coupler (b) DE-MZM optical power transfer characteristics. CW: 

Continuous-wave. DE-MZM: Dual-electrode Mach-Zehnder modulator. 
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where      ( ) and      ( ) represent the drive voltages applied to the top and 

bottom electrodes of the MZM respectively and    is the half-wave switching voltage 

of the MZM.  

In Figure 3.1 (a), in a similar fashion as in Figure 2.7, a D.C. bias voltage has 

been applied to the upper electrode of the MZM while the other D.C. terminal is 

grounded. Consequently,      ( ) and      ( ) are given by (2.13) and (2.14) 

respectively. 

In this case,    ( ) and    ( ), which are the two outputs of the electrical 

hybrid coupler used to split the modulating real-valued passband OFDM signal  ( ), 

are given, respectively, by: 

                                           ( )    {  ( )   
     }                                                   (   ) 
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                                           ( )    {  ( )   
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where   ( )        and   represent the baseband OFDM signal, the amplitude and 

the angular frequency of the LO used for up-converting the baseband OFDM signal, 

and the phase angle of the electrical hybrid coupler respectively.     is the number of 

OFDM subcarriers,    is the     subcarrier (either information or pilot symbol), and 

   is the frequency of the     subcarrier. It should be noted that for the sake of 

simplicity, the baseband OFDM signal in (3.4) shows only one OFDM frame. 

It is easy to show, after some algebraic manipulations that the power transfer 

function, (
   ( )

  ( )
) of the MZM can be re-written as:  
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Equation (3.6) confirms that the MZM power transfer function is non-linear 

due to the presence of the      term and that the value of  
   ( )

  ( )
  is dependent only on 

the drive voltage difference as shown in Figure 3.1 (b). 

Using (   ) and (   ) in (   ), the MZM power transfer function reduces to: 

             
   ( )

  ( )
     (

 

 
 [     {  ( )  

        ( )  
 (      )} ])            (   ) 

where   
   

  
       

  

  
 are the normalised bias and drive levels respectively. 

Equation (3.7) shows that for fixed values of    (with     and    fixed), the 

value of 
   ( )

  ( )
  will be solely determined by the value of the normalised bias,  . 
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Similarly, for fixed values of     (with     and    also fixed), the system 

performance will be dependent on the value of the normalised drive,  . 

Equation (3.7) can further be expressed as: 
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  ( )
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 (      )    ( )  
     })}   (   ) 

As illustrated earlier in section 2.3.2, for generating an OSSB signal, 

   
 

 
  and    

 

 
 for a quadrature MZM bias. Consequently, (3.8) reduces to: 
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Expanding (3.9) into a Taylor series yields: 
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Ignoring the higher-order terms in (3.11), the MZM power transfer function 

for OSSB modulation can be approximated as: 
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The third and fifth-order non-linear distortion terms in (3.12) will generate 

inter-modulation products between the subcarriers in the OFDM signal band. For 

small normalised drive levels  (∝  ), the non-linear distortion terms are negligible. 

However, with such small levels of drive power, the power of the optical carrier is 

much higher than the power in the optical OFDM sideband, resulting in low received 

electrical SNR and consequently, poor system performance. Increase in the value of 

∝ results in improvement in the system performance due to an increase in the SNR. 

For very large values of  ∝  however, the non-linear distortion terms become 
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prominent and result in system performance degradation. Thus, there is a system 

performance trade-off with regards to the MZM non-linear distortion and the 

received SNR. 

In the subsequent sub-sections, following on from the theoretical analysis, the 

dependence of the system performance on the drive conditions of the MZM (bias and 

drive level) will be illustrated both by simulations and experimentally using EVM 

measurements as the performance metric. Our investigations will aim to illustrate the 

optimum MZM drive conditions to yield the best system performance.  

 

3.3 Simulation setup 

Figure 3.2 shows the simulation setup for the DD-OOFDM system, utilising 

the OptSim™ platform as described previously in section 2.7. In order to generate an 

OSSB signal, the Hilbert transform design as explained in section 2.5.1.3 is utilised. 

Consequently, the CCM module that acts as the OFDM transmitter has two outputs. 

The first transmitter output is the generated real-valued OFDM signal; and to obtain 

the required 90-degree phase difference for OSSB generation, the second transmitter 

output is the frequency-domain Hilbert transform of the OFDM signal.  

The OFDM signal has a bandwidth of 1.5 GHz and is generated using a 512-

point IFFT with a cyclic prefix length of 128 samples. 64 data-carrying subcarriers 

have been used; each modulated using 4-QAM. This results in an OFDM symbol 

duration of 53.34 ns. Consequently, the gross data rate is 3 Gbit/s (1.5 Gbaud). The 

system parameters used are listed in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.2. DD-OOFDM simulation setup illustrating the CCM theory of operation. CCM: Custom 

component for MATLAB module. Tx.: Transmit. HT: Hilbert Transform. RVA: RF variable attenuator. 

CW: Continuous-wave. DE-MZM: Dual-electrode  Mach-Zehnder modulator. VOA: Variable optical 

attenuator. SSMF: Standard single-mode fibre. OSA: Optical spectrum analyser. ESA: Electrical 

spectrum analyser. Rx.: Receive. 

 

System parameter Value 

Subcarrier modulation format 4-QAM 

FFT size 512 

OFDM bandwidth 1.5 GHz 

Number of data-carrying subcarriers 64 

OFDM subcarrier frequency spacing 23.44 MHz 

Information duration 42.67 ns 

Cyclic prefix length (in samples) 128 (25%) 

Cyclic prefix duration 10.67 ns 

OFDM symbol duration 53.34 ns 

Gross data rate 3 Gbit/s 

Net data rate 2.4 Gbit/s 

 

 Table 3.1. OFDM system parameters. 
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Since the main purpose of this chapter is to analyse the influence of the MZM 

non-linear distortion on the system performance, the OFDM system parameters as 

shown in Table 3.1 do not conform to any particular existing standard. Rather, as 

stated in section 3.1, and as we will demonstrate in succeeding sections, the system 

parameters such as the number of subcarriers and the modulation format will be 

varied to see if trade-offs exist between fibre transmission distance and robustness to 

the MZM non-linear distortions.  

After generation of the electrical OFDM signal and its Hilbert transform, the 

MATLAB subroutine closes, and control of the simulation is passed back to the 

OptSim™ simulation environment where the two transmitter outputs are used as the 

electrical drives to a DE-MZM (Vπ = 3.1 V, extinction ratio = 20 dB, insertion loss = 

6 dB). A D.C. bias voltage is applied to one electrode of the MZM.  

The electrical drive power to the MZM is varied by tuning the attenuation of 

the RF variable attenuators (RVAs). A CW laser with 9.47 dBm output power, a 

linewidth of 800 kHz and centre emission wavelength of 1550 nm is used as the laser 

source for the MZM. The OSSB signal is transmitted over SSMF with dispersion 

parameter, D of 16 ps/nm/km and attenuation of 0.2 dB/km. A PIN photodiode with 

a responsivity of 0.6 A/W is used as the photodetector. The attenuation provided by 

the VOA is adjusted as appropriate to set the maximum average power input to the 

photodiode at 1 dBm. It is important to stress at this point that the simulation 

parameter values have been so chosen so as to match the values of the actual 

components we will later use in the experiments. This will enable the simulation 

results to be matched with the experimental ones.  

Once the photodetected signal reaches the CCM that acts as the OFDM 

receiver, the MATLAB engine starts again, passing the vector signal input and 
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launching the MATLAB subroutine for the OFDM receiver which in this case carries 

out the baseband digital signal processing including one-tap equalisation, 

demodulation, demapping, constellation plotting, as well as EVM and BER 

computation. 

The EVM is a measure of the signal divergence from an ideal reference. The 

error vector is obtained by subtracting the nth received symbol    from an ideal 

reference symbol     as shown in Figure 3.3.  

For a total number of N OFDM symbols transmitted, the R.M.S value of the 

EVM (      ) can be expressed as: 

                                         √
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In the case of M-ary square QAM, an appropriate expression for the BER is 

[115]: 
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where     ( ) is the complementary error function and   is the SNR.  

 

 

Figure 3.3. Visualisation of Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) in the I-Q plane. 
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The Q function,  ( ) can be expressed as [116]: 
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where  ( ) is related to     ( ) as follows: 
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The EVM can also be related to   as follows [116]: 
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Making use of (3.16) and (3.17) in (3.14), the relationship between the EVM 

and BER for an M-ary square QAM is given by: 
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Due to the memory limitations of our workstation and restrictions in 

MATLAB as regards the maximum size of a variable, error counting at Gbit/s data 

rates is not possible. Therefore, in this chapter and throughout this thesis, the BER is 

analytically obtained from the EVM using the expression given in (3.18). It is 

important to state at this point that (3.18) is obtained under the assumption that there 

is no optical amplification. 

 

3.4 Experimental setup 

The experimental system setup for the performance evaluation of the DD-

OOFDM system is shown in Figure 3.4. Making use of the Hilbert Transform 

transmitter design and the same MATLAB routines and system parameters as used 

previously in section 3.3, the OFDM signal and its Hilbert Transform are saved as 
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single-column ASCII text files and then loaded into a Tektronix AWG7122B 

Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG). When both the mapping of the subcarriers to 

IFFT array and the size of the IFFT array are fixed, the sampling rate of the AWG is 

what determines the bandwidth of the generated OFDM signal. On the other hand, 

with a fixed sampling rate and IFFT size, the way the subcarriers are mapped to the 

IFFT determines the centre frequency of the OFDM signal.  

The AWG is operated in dual-output mode. The first AWG output is the 

OFDM signal as shown in Figure 3.5 (a), while the second output is the Hilbert 

transform of the OFDM signal. These two outputs are used as the electrical drives to 

a Fujitsu FTM7921ER 10-Gbit/s DE-MZM. The peak-to-peak amplitudes of these 

driving signals are 1 V. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. DD-OOFDM experimental setup. AWG: Arbitrary waveform generator. RVA: RF variable 

attenuator. PC: Polarisation controller. BT: Bias tee. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator. SSMF: Standard 

single-mode fibre. VOA: Variable optical attenuator. 
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The MZM has a Vπ of 3.1 V, an insertion loss of 6 dB and an extinction ratio 

of 20 dB. A D.C. bias voltage is applied via a bias-T to one arm of the MZM while 

the other bias-T is grounded. An Anritsu MG9541A tunable laser with centre 

emission wavelength of 1550 nm, linewidth of 800 kHz and 9.47 dBm output power 

is used as the CW laser source for the quadrature-biased MZM. The OSSB signal at 

the output of the MZM at point (b) in Figure 3.4 is shown in Figure 3.5 (b). 

The modulated optical signal after the MZM is sent through 20-km SSMF 

with a chromatic dispersion parameter D of 16 ps/nm/km and attenuation loss of 0.2 

dB/km before being directly detected by a Newport DG-15ir, 20-GHz photodiode. 

The spectrum of the photodetected OFDM signal is shown in Figure 3.5 (c). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 (a)-(c). Electrical and optical spectra at corresponding points in the experimental setup shown in 

Figure 3.4. 
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By varying the attenuation provided by the VOA placed before the 

photodiode, the received optical power and consequently the received SNR can be 

varied. After photodetection, the electrical OFDM signal is captured using a 

Tektronix DPO72004, 20-GHz, 50-GS/s real-time digital sampling oscilloscope.  

The oscilloscope is operated at a sampling rate of 25 GS/s and has a large 

memory that can store about 200 million samples of the signal for processing. The 

baseband digital signal processing is performed offline in MATLAB.  

In the MATLAB code for the OFDM receiver, a Virtual Instrument Standard 

Architecture-General Purpose Interface Bus (VISA-GPIB) object is created, which 

establishes a connection between the MATLAB workspace and the oscilloscope via 

its GPIB interface. At any instant the MATALB code is run, this VISA-GPIB object 

enables the data from the oscilloscope to be easily captured and saved as a variable in 

the MATLAB code. Since the sampling rates of the AWG and the oscilloscope may 

differ, this captured data is then resampled at a rate which equals the ratio of the 

sampling rate of the AWG to the sampling rate of the oscilloscope.  

Symbol synchronisation is then carried out on the resampled data in order to 

determine the start of the OFDM symbol. For the symbol synchronisation, Minn and 

Zeng’s modification [117] to Schmidl and Cox’s method for OFDM symbol 

synchronization [118] is employed.  

In Schmidl and Cox’s method, a training symbol with two identical halves in 

the time-domain is used to determine where the OFDM symbol starts in the received 

frame. Each half of the training symbol contains   
 

 
 samples, where   is the 

IFFT/FFT size. A window of    samples slides across the received OFDM time-

domain samples and a timing metric is computed. This timing metric is given by 

[118]:  
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where   is a time index corresponding to the first sample in a window of    samples 

and  

                                            ( )  ∑   (   )  (     )                             (    )
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where  ( ) is the autocorrelation function of the received signal,  ( ) is the power 

of the second half of the training symbol, and the superscript     carries out the 

complex conjugation operation.  

The start of the OFDM symbol is determined by the value of   that 

maximises  ( ).  ( ) will be minimum at all other values of   . As an example, a 

plot of the timing metric against received samples is shown in Figure 3.6 (a) where it 

can be seen that the timing metric reaches a plateau with a length equal to the length 

of the cyclic prefix (128 samples). This introduces some uncertainty as to the exact 

start of the OFDM symbol.  

This uncertainty is solved by Minn and Zeng’s modification as shown in 

Figure 3.6 (b) which averages the timing metric over a window of the same length as 

the cyclic prefix. In this case, the start of the OFDM symbol is easily obtained from 

the received sample value that corresponds to the maximum value of the timing 

metric. 

After synchronisation, the cyclic prefix is removed. This is followed by 

demodulation of the data, one-tap equalisation using dedicated training symbols, 

demapping, and EVM/BER computation using (3.13) and (3.18). 
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Figure 3.6. Timing metric used for OFDM symbol synchronisation: (a) Schmidl and Cox (b) Minn-Zeng 

Modification. 

 

A snapshot of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.7 with the 

equalised constellation plots at various values of normalised MZM D.C. bias levels,   

(for a normalised drive level,   of 0.05) shown in Figure 3.8.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Snapshot of the DD-OOFDM experimental setup.  
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Figure 3.8. Experimental equalised 4-QAM constellations for different normalised bias levels,  = (a) 0.27 

(b) 0.5 (c) 0.69. 

 

In the subsequent sections, a series of tests will be conducted using the 

simulation and experimental setups to illustrate how the MZM non-linearity 

influences the performance of the DD-OOFDM system. In particular, the following 

will be considered: 

 System performance tests, concerned with illustrating the dependence of the 

system performance on the MZM bias and drive levels. 

 System parameter variation tests which will deal with evaluating the impact of 

a variation in the system parameters such as the number of subcarriers and 

modulation format on the MZM non-linearity. 

 Spectral efficiency tests which will look at operating with a reduced frequency 

guard band as a means to optimizing spectral efficiency for the DD-OOFDM system. 

 

3.5 System performance tests 

In this section, we investigate, with the aid of simulations and experiments, 

using EVM as the performance metric, how variations in the D.C. bias point and the 

amplitude of the drive to the MZM affect the system performance.  

Using the simulation setup as shown in Figure 3.2 with the system parameters 

as specified in Table 3.1, a sampling rate of 12 GS/s, and a normalised MZM drive 
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level   of 0.04; the value of the D.C. bias to the MZM,     is varied from the 

maximum point of the optical intensity function, through the quadrature point to the 

null point     . For each value of normalised bias,    
   

   
  the received EVM is 

computed.  

Figure 3.9 shows the plot of the EVM variation with    for 20-km SSMF 

transmission. It can be seen from Figure 3.9 that the EVM first decreases (improves) 

with increasing values of    because the received SNR increases. The received SNR 

increases because increasing   results in an increase in the power of the OFDM 

sideband and a corresponding decrease in the power of the optical carrier.  

The EVM keeps decreasing until it gets to a point, the so-called inflection 

point, where the EVM is lowest. For values of   from 0.46 to 0.56, the EVM is lower 

than -18 dB. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.9. EVM vs. normalised MZM bias voltage,   using both simulation and experimental setups. 
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This range of values represents the linear portion of the MZM characteristic 

(quadrature regime) where the EVM performance is optimum. Beyond this 

quadrature regime, the EVM starts to degrade with further increase in    because of 

the increased influence of the MZM non-linear distortion. Hence, provided the value 

of   is not increased beyond the quadrature regime where the MZM non-linearity 

dominates, the system performance improves.  

Figure 3.9 also shows that the variation of the EVM with   using the 

experimental setup as shown in Figure 3.4 validates the simulation results, with a 

very good agreement obtained. 

Figure 3.10 shows a plot of the EVM against   for various values of    using 

the simulation setup. Here, it can be seen that even though it is clear that the EVM 

performance degrades as   is increased beyond the quadrature regime of the MZM, 

the EVM performance is still dependent on the value of   . Increasing the value of   

from 0.02 initially improves the EVM performance (as shown by the dash-line 

curves in Figure 3.10). For higher values of   greater than 0.08, the EVM 

performance starts degrading (as shown by the solid-line curves in Figure 3.10). This 

degradation, as will be shown soon, is also due to the MZM non-linear distortion. 

This is because the higher the drive level, the sooner the driving OFDM signal 

encounters the non-linear portion of the MZM characteristics.  

Next, to fully illustrate the dependence of the DD-OOFDM system 

performance on the drive level, the value of    is fixed at 0.5. Then, the value of   is 

varied by varying the attenuation of the RVAs. For each value of    in a similar 

fashion as before, the EVM is obtained. Figure 3.11 shows the variation of the EVM 

with   for a value of   equal to 0.5. 
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Figure 3.10. Simulated values of EVM vs. normalised bias,   for different values of normalised drive 

level  .  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Simulated values of EVM vs. normalised drive levels,   for a normalised bias,   of 0.5. 
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The simulation results in Figure 3.11 show a similar trend to that shown in 

Figure 3.9 with the EVM reducing up to a minimum point and then increasing, 

confirming that the EVM performance of the system is affected not only by the value 

of    but also by the value of   . 

In Figure 3.11, for very low values of  , the signal power is much lower than 

the noise power, resulting in low SNR, and as specified by (3.17), high EVM. Figure 

3.12 (a) shows the simulated OSSB spectrum at the output of the MZM for a 

normalised bias level of 0.02 where it is clearly evident that at such a low value of    

the power in the optical OFDM sideband is much less than the power of the optical 

carrier. 

As the value of   increases, the power in the OFDM sideband increases 

(Figure 3.12 (b)), resulting in improvement in the received SNR and consequently, 

reduction in the EVM and improvement in the system performance. This 

improvement continues until   becomes 0.08 where the EVM is optimum. For high 

values of     0.08 however, the non-linear distortion terms as shown previously in 

(3.12) become prominent, resulting in system performance degradation. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Simulated OSSB spectrum at output of MZM for (a)  = 0.02 (b)  = 0.13. 
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This is in agreement with the results shown previously in Figure 3.10. Thus, 

for optimum DD-OOFDM system performance, not only does the MZM bias have to 

be controlled to within the quadrature regime of operation but the driving amplitude 

still has to be chosen low enough to avoid the MZM non-linear distortion. In essence, 

to obtain an EVM penalty (due to the MZM non-linear distortion) of   2 dB   has 

to be    0.11; and   needs to be within 0.06 of the normalised quadrature bias voltage 

value of 0.5. 

 

3.6 System parameter variation tests 

The investigations in this section are centred on determining the effect a 

variation in the number of subcarriers and modulation format has on the EVM 

performance of the DD-OOFDM system.  

For the investigation into the system performance with respect to subcarrier 

number variation, the same simulation model as in section 3.3 is used with the same 

simulation parameters as in section 3.5 and no intentional signal clipping 

implemented.   is fixed at 0.11 and then    is varied from 0.5 to 0.76 (i.e. the region 

dominated by the MZM non-linear distortion). The EVM is then obtained for each 

value of   . This test is repeated for various numbers of subcarriers.  

Figure 3.13 shows the EVM plotted against     for a normalised drive level of 

0.11 for 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 subcarriers. Here, it can be seen that although the EVM 

variation with   for the different number of subcarriers follows the same trend as 

discussed in section 3.5, the system performance improves with a reduction in the 

number of subcarriers. This improvement becomes more obvious as the value of   

increases.  
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Figure 3.13. EVM vs.   for different number of subcarriers. 

 

In Figure 3.13, for a normalised bias level of 0.74, the EVM reduces from -

9.4 to -12 dB and then to -14.7, -16 and -18.6 dB when the number of subcarriers 

reduces from 64 to 32 and then to 16, 8 and 4 subcarriers respectively. We can thus 

infer that the tolerance of the DD-OOFDM system to the MZM non-linearity can be 

improved by reducing the number of subcarriers. The reason behind this 

improvement can be attributed to the reduction of the non-linear impairment due to 

the reduction of the OFDM Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) [119]-[121]. 

As stated in section 2.4.5.1, the OFDM signal is made up of a number of 

independently modulated subcarriers that combine constructively to give a high 

PAPR. This PAPR is independent on the modulation format but varies depending on 

the number of subcarriers [122]. 

Figure 3.14 shows a simulation of the Complementary Cumulative 

Distribution Function (CCDF) of the PAPR for the DD-OOFDM system for 1000 

OFDM symbols and different modulation formats.  
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Figure 3.14. Simulated PAPR distribution for different number of subcarriers and different modulation 

formats. 

 

The vertical axis of the graph is the probability that the PAPR is less than a 

threshold value   dB. This threshold value is the system maximum limit of the 

PAPR. The CCDFs of the PAPR confirm that the PAPR doesn’t depend on the 

modulation format but decreases with a reduction in the number of subcarriers.  

Figure 3.15 shows a simulation of the PAPR of the DD-OOFDM system, 

computed using (2.46), plotted against the number of subcarriers where it can be 

clearly seen that the PAPR does reduce as the number of subcarriers decreases.  

The results presented in Figures 3.13 – 3.15 show that the tolerance of the 

DD-OOFDM system to the MZM non-linear distortion improves with a reduction in 

the number of OFDM subcarriers. 

This implies that it may be desirable to minimise the number of subcarriers 

employed. This implication is quite interesting in the context of the usual theory that 

increasing the number of OFDM subcarriers is a good thing for fibre transmission. 
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Figure 3.15. Simulated PAPR as a function of the number of subcarriers. 

 

This is because if the cyclic prefix is excessively long relative to the number 

of OFDM subcarriers, a large fraction of the transmitted energy is wasted in cyclic 

prefix samples, resulting in a substantial power penalty. For a given cyclic prefix 

length, this penalty can be reduced by increasing the number of subcarriers [121]. 

Hence, we would like to demonstrate how the system EVM varies with 

SSMF length for various numbers of OFDM subcarriers in a situation where the 

MZM bias is in the region dominated by the MZM non-linear distortion. This would 

enable us to see if there is a trade-off with regards to the number of subcarriers and 

the SSMF length. 

To demonstrate this, with the same simulation parameters,   and   are kept 

fixed at 0.11 and 0.6 respectively. With the fibre non-linearities disabled (so 

chromatic dispersion is the major fibre impairment), and with the received optical 
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power to the photodiode kept fixed at 1 dBm, the SSMF length is varied and the 

EVM obtained for each fibre length. This test is repeated for the various numbers of 

subcarriers. 

Figure 3.16 shows the variation of the EVM with the SSMF length for 4, 8, 

16, 32 and 64 subcarriers using the simulation setup of Figure 3.2 with no ASE noise 

included. It can be seen from the figure that as the fibre length is gradually increased, 

the EVM starts degrading. This is because with a fixed cyclic prefix length, increase 

in the fibre length results in a corresponding increase in the delay spread caused by 

the fibre chromatic dispersion. The EVM starts degrading when the delay spread 

exceeds the cyclic prefix length. However, as can be seen from Figure 3.16, the rate 

of the EVM degradation depends on the number of OFDM subcarriers. For small 

fibre lengths (< 50 km), having a reduced number of subcarriers is desirable because 

of the greater tolerance to the MZM non-linear distortion. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16. Simulated EVM degradation with SSMF length for different number of subcarriers. 
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At longer fibre lengths (> 450 km) however, it becomes more practical to 

have a higher number of subcarriers because of the power penalties caused by the 

pulse spreading brought about by the fibre chromatic dispersion.  

The next step in our investigations is to examine the sensitivity of the OFDM 

signal to the MZM non-linearity for different modulation formats. To do this, the 

number of OFDM subcarriers is kept fixed at 64 and the modulation format is varied 

from 4-QAM to 64-QAM. In order to maintain the gross symbol rate of 1.5 Gbaud, 

and keep the signal bandwidth constant at 1.5 GHz, the gross bit rates vary between 3 

Gbit/s for 4-QAM to 9 Gbit/s for 64-QAM.  

For each of the modulation formats, the value of   is fixed at 0.11,    is 

varied from 0.5 to 0.76; and the EVM obtained for each value of   . Figure 3.17 

shows the simulation and experimental results for the EVM variation with   for the 

different modulation formats. From Figure 3.17, it can be seen that the MZM non-

linearity affects the system performance more for the higher level modulation 

formats. For       , the EVM increases from -20.3 dB for 4-QAM to -16 dB for 

64-QAM.  

Since the gross symbol rate of 1.5 Gbaud is constant, the noise power for all 

the modulation schemes is fixed, resulting in similar SNR in the absence of the MZM 

non-linearity [121]. However, in the region dominated by the MZM non-linearity, 

the SNR now becomes signal-to-noise plus interference ratio [122]. This interference 

is due to the MZM non-linear distortion which becomes more severe for higher level 

modulation formats because the constellation points are closer to each other [123]. 

Figure 3.18 shows the received constellation plots for the different modulation 

formats for a normalised bias voltage of 0.5 
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Figure 3.17. EVM vs.   for different modulation formats, using both simulation and experimental setups 

 

 

Figure 3.18. Experimental equalised constellations for different modulation formats with  = 0.5: (a) 4-

QAM (b) 16-QAM (c) 32-QAM (d) 64-QAM 
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3.7 Spectral efficiency tests 

In this section, the possibility of improving the spectral efficiency of DD-

OOFDM systems by reduction of the width of the guard band        is investigated. 

It was stated in section 2.5.1 that to avoid significant in-band distortion from the 

second-order intermodulation distortion products       must be at least equal to the 

OFDM signal bandwidth,       The amplitude of these second-order intermodulation 

distortion products is dependent on the value of   .  

Figure 3.19 shows the simulated received electrical spectrum with   = 0.11 

for normalised bias voltages of 0.5 and 0.9. With       , the amplitude of the 

intermodulation distortion products is much less than when       .  

With the intermodulation distortion products having such small amplitudes 

for       , it may be possible to remove a proportion of the guard band in order to 

improve the spectral efficiency. We therefore proceed to investigate by simulation; 

the impact reducing       has on the BER performance of the DD-OOFDM system 

operating with a fixed value of    and for different values of  .  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.19. Simulated received electrical spectrum with  = 0.11 for: (a)   = 0.5 (b)   = 0.9.  
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Figure 3.20 shows a plot of the BER against the ratio of       to      where it 

can be seen that for       , the BER is around          when 
    

   
    . This 

BER remains largely unchanged as the width of the guard band is reduced. In fact, 

with 
     

   
    , the BER is still around         . This is in stark contrast to when 

      where the BER degrades significantly from          when 
    

   
      to 

a BER of          when 
    

   
    . This significant BER degradation as      is 

reduced for       is due to the fact that the amplitudes of the second-order 

intermodulation distortion products are large enough to start causing considerable in-

band distortion.  

This implies that for transmission over fibre in DD-OOFDM systems, with a 

quadrature bias, we can comfortably remove at least 50% of the guard band without a 

significant change in the BER performance, resulting in improvement in the spectral 

efficiency. 

 

 
Figure 3.20. BER vs. 

    

   
  for    0.11 and for different values of  .  
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3.8 Summary 

In this chapter, the impact the non-linearity of the MZM characteristic has on 

the system performance of a DD-OOFDM signal has been studied. With the aid of 

theoretical analysis, MATLAB-OptSim™ co-simulations and experiments, it has 

been shown that both the MZM bias point and the amplitude of the driving OFDM 

signal affect the system performance.  

It has been found that for a fixed drive level to the MZM, provided the value 

of the MZM D.C. bias is not increased beyond the quadrature regime to the extent 

where the EVM will be degraded due to the MZM non-linear distortion, the system 

performance improves. Also, for a fixed value of D.C. bias, for low drive levels, the 

SNR is low resulting in high EVM. Increase in the drive level improves the SNR and 

consequently, the EVM. For exceedingly high drive levels, however, the OFDM 

signal suffers non-linear distortion. Thus, for optimum system performance, not only 

should the bias voltage be controlled to within the quadrature regime of MZM 

characteristics, the drive level also has to be kept sufficiently low enough to avoid 

the MZM non-linear distortion. Our experimental illustrations on the dependence of 

the EVM performance of the DD-OOFDM system on the MZM bias level yielded 

results that closely match the simulation results.  

It has also been shown that the tolerance of the DD-OOFDM system to the 

MZM non-linearity can be improved by reducing the number of subcarriers due to 

the reduction of the OFDM PAPR. This improvement is however, only seen for short 

fibre lengths (<50 km). It has also been demonstrated that as higher level modulation 

formats are employed, the system performance gets more affected by the MZM non-

linearity because the interference due to the MZM non-linear distortion becomes 

more severe. 
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Finally, it has been shown that with a quadrature bias, with the low level of 

intermodulation distortion products present, the BER remains largely unchanged for 

at least a 50% reduction in the guard band.  Thus, the spectral efficiency in DD-

OOFDM systems can be improved by reduction of the width of the guard band by at 

least 50% if a quadrature bias is used. 
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Chapter 4. Ultra-wideband (UWB) radio-

over-fibre in FTTH access networks 

4.1 Introduction 

As stated in chapter 2, OFDM has been applied optically in access networks 

through UWB systems. A UWB signal is defined as any radio signal with a 10-dB 

bandwidth of at least 500 MHz or a fractional bandwidth of at least 0.2 [18]. The 

fractional bandwidth is defined as the ratio of the 10-dB bandwidth to the centre 

frequency of the signal and is given by: 

                                                     
 (     )

(     )
                                                            (   ) 

where     is the fractional bandwidth, and    and    are the upper and lower 

frequencies at the -10 dB emission point respectively.  

In this chapter, the optical distribution of UWB signals in FFTH networks is 

investigated as a transparent and low-cost solution to extending the range and 

improving the flexibility of UWB. This chapter explores, with the aid of theoretical, 

simulation and experimental analysis using both EVM and BER measurements as 

performance metrics, how the UWB RoF system performance is limited by various 

parameters such as the MZM non-linearity, fibre chromatic dispersion and received 

optical power at the photodetector. 

The chapter is organised into three sections. In section 4.2, a simulation 

model of a complete UWB RoF system with focus on the ECMA-368 standard using 

multi-band OFDM (MB-OFDM) is developed in OptSim™, and demonstrated 

experimentally. For both the simulation and experimental models, external 

modulation by an MZM is considered, and an OSSB architecture using the Hilbert 

Transform design is implemented to prevent sideband cancellation due to fibre 
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chromatic dispersion. First, the impact of the non-linearities of the MZM on the 

system performance of the MB-OFDM UWB RoF model is demonstrated. A two-

tone intermodulation test is also simulated and compared with analytical 

approximations in order to explain the system performance behaviour under the 

influence of the third-order intermodulation distortion brought about by the MZM 

non-linearity. Next, the limitations brought about by fibre transmission are 

investigated; where simulations are performed to evaluate the maximum reach in 

SSMF for error-free operation for the MB-OFDM UWB RoF system. Also, the 

impact, if any, that fibre chromatic dispersion has on the performance of the UWB 

system is examined. The final investigations in this section deal with evaluating the 

effect of a received optical power variation on the system performance. The 

simulation analyses on the system performance presented in this section are validated 

experimentally, with a good agreement obtained between the simulation and 

experimental results. Finally, the chapter is concluded and summarised in section 4.3. 

 

4.2 Simulation evaluation and experimental demonstration of MB-

OFDM UWB RoF transmission 

The OptSim™ simulation setup for the performance evaluation of the MB-

OFDM UWB RoF system based on the point-to-point architecture of Figure 2.36 is 

shown in Figure 4.1. The ECMA-368 compliant MB-OFDM UWB signal with the 

first three sub-bands corresponding to BG #1 is generated, utilising the MATLAB-

OptSim™ co-simulation functionality as previously described in section 2.7. The 

UWB signal complies with the no-frequency hopping schemes of TFCs 5-7 as 

illustrated in Table 2.4.  
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Figure 4.1. Simulation schematic of the MB-OFDM UWB transmission system. Tx.: Transmitter. HT: 

Hilbert Transform. LPF: Low-pass filter. CW: Continuous-wave. RVA: RF variable attenuator. MZM: 

Mach-Zehnder modulator. EDFA: Erbium-doped fibre amplifier. OBPF: Optical band-pass filter. VOA: 

Variable optical attenuator. SSMF: Standard single-mode fibre. Rx.: Receiver.  

 

A sampling rate of 10.8 GS/s is used for the simulation and the three sub-

bands are modulated using 4-QAM, each sub-band being 528-MHz wide with 

frequency details as listed in Table 2.3.  

Since the MB-OFDM UWB signal has very wide bandwidth, out-of-band 

interference sources, most importantly the out-of-band leakage can cause signal 

degradation. The out-of-band leakage from one sub-band may cause degradation of 

an adjacent sub-band which would be undesirable especially in situations where 

different sub-bands are sent to different users. In this regard, in a practical network 

scenario, for satisfactory operation, the adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR), 

defined as the ratio of the power in an adjacent band to the power in the bandwidth 

within the main signal, should stay below -20 dB, in accordance with the ECMA-368 

standard [89]. 

The channel bit rate per sub-band is 640 Mbit/s, providing an aggregate bit 

rate of 1.92 Gbit/s for the three sub-bands. This aggregate bit rate would drop to 1.44 

Gbit/s (480 Mbit/s per sub-band) with the inclusion of error-correction and spreading 

codes. The system parameters, in accordance with the ECMA-368 standard [89], are 

listed in Table 4.1. 
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System parameter (per UWB sub-band) Value 

Subcarrier modulation format 4-QAM 

FFT size 128 

OFDM bandwidth 528 MHz 

Number of data-carrying subcarriers 100 

OFDM subcarrier frequency spacing 23.44 MHz 

Information duration 242.4 ns 

Cyclic prefix length (in samples) 32 (25%) 

Cyclic prefix duration 60.6 ns 

Guard interval duration 9.5 ns 

OFDM symbol duration 312.5 ns 

Channel gross bit rate 640 Mbit/s 

 

Table 4.1. MB-OFDM UWB system parameters according to the ECMA-368 standard [89]. 

 

The generated MB-OFDM UWB signal at point (a) in Figure 4.1 is shown in 

Figure 4.2 (a). The Hilbert Transform design introduced in section 2.5.1.3 is used to 

generate the optical UWB signal. With this design, the UWB transmitter has two 

outputs. The first output is the real-valued UWB signal while the second output is the 

frequency-domain Hilbert transform of the UWB signal.  

The generated UWB signals have peak-to-peak amplitudes of 1 V. These two 

outputs are amplified by two 16-dB amplifiers and filtered before being used to drive 

a 10-Gbit/s DE-MZM (Vπ = 3.1 V, extinction ratio = 20 dB, insertion loss = 6 dB) 

biased at its quadrature point.  
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Figure 4.2. (a)-(c) Electrical and optical spectra at corresponding points in the simulation schematic shown 

in Figure 4.8. (d) Equalised constellation diagrams at -7 dBm UWB drive power and 1 dBm received 

optical power for 26-km SSMF transmission.  

 

It is important to state at this point that the component parameters used in the 

simulation have been chosen to match those of the actual experimental components 

so as to enable the simulation results to be compared with the experimental ones. 

The amplitudes of the driving UWB signals can be varied as required by 

tuning the attenuation of the RVAs. A CW laser with 800 kHz linewidth and centre 

emission wavelength of 1550 nm serves as the optical source to the MZM.  

An OSSB is generated at the output of the MZM. This OSSB signal is 

amplified by an EDFA to compensate for the insertion loss of all optical components; 

filtered using an OBPF to suppress the out-of-band ASE noise, and then transmitted 

through various lengths of SSMF. 
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The OSSB spectrum of the amplified and filtered UWB signal is shown in 

Figure 4.2 (b). This optical UWB signal is directly detected by a photodiode with a 

responsivity of 0.6 A/W. A VOA is included in the setup to keep the maximum 

power input into the photodiode at 1 dBm. The VOA also enables the system 

performance to be analysed as a function of the received optical power. The 

photodetected UWB signal is amplified by a 19-dB amplifier (Figure 4.2 (c)) and 

then passed on to the UWB receiver for baseband digital signal processing. Figure 

4.2 (d) shows the equalized 4-QAM constellation diagrams for a UWB drive power 

of -7 dBm, a SSMF length of 26 km and a received optical power of 1 dBm.  

Figure 4.3 shows the experimental setup for the MB-OFDM UWB RoF 

system employing external modulation of a 10-Gbit/s, Fujitsu FTM7921ER DE-

MZM (Vπ = 3.1 V, extinction ratio = 20 dB, insertion loss = 6 dB). The same 

modulating MB-OFDM UWB signal, as used in the simulation setup, is generated 

offline in MATLAB as a single-column ASCII text file and then loaded into a 

Tektronix AWG7122B AWG operating at a sampling rate of 10.8 GS/s. In a similar 

fashion as in section 3.4, the AWG is operated in dual-output mode. The first AWG 

output is the UWB signal while the second output is the Hilbert transform of the 

UWB signal.  

These two outputs are amplified by two 16-dB gain, SHF 104P amplifiers and 

then filtered by two 7.5-GHz, Picosecond LPFs to remove the alias components 

produced from the DAC conversion at the AWG. These filtered signals are then used 

as the electrical drives to the MZM which is biased at its quadrature point to produce 

an OSSB UWB signal. The optical source to the MZM is an Anritsu MG9541A 

tunable laser with centre emission wavelength of 1550 nm and linewidth of 800 kHz. 
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Figure 4.3. Experimental setup of the MB-OFDM UWB RoF system. HT: Hilbert Transform. LPF: Low-

pass filter. RVA: RF variable attenuator. BT: Bias Tee. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator. EDFA: Erbium-

doped fibre amplifier. OBPF: Optical band-pass filter. VOA: Variable optical attenuator. SSMF: Standard 

single-mode fibre 

 

The OSSB signal generated at the output of the MZM is amplified by an 

EDFA and then filtered by a 0.8-nm DiCon tunable OBPF to suppress the ASE 

noise. Just as in the simulation setup, the filtered OSSB signal is transmitted through 

various lengths of SSMF with attenuation loss of 0.2 dB/km and chromatic 

dispersion parameter, D of 16 ps/nm/km. 

The VOA is used to vary the optical attenuation to set the maximum optical 

power input into a u
2
t Photonics, XPDV3120R photodetector (0.6 A/W responsivity) 

at 1 dBm. After photodetection, the electrical UWB signal is amplified by a 19-dB 

gain, SHF-100 AP-DIV amplifier and then captured by a Tektronix DPO 72004 real-

time digital sampling oscilloscope operated at 50 GS/s sampling rate. The baseband 

digital signal processing is performed offline in MATLAB in the same manner as 

demonstrated previously in section 3.4. 

In the subsequent sub-sections, using the setup as shown in Figure 4.1, the 

impacts of the various parameters such as the MZM non-linearities, fibre 

transmission and received optical power on the system performance will be 

investigated and validated experimentally using the setup shown in Figure 4.3. 
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4.2.1 Impact of MZM non-linearity on system performance 

For the investigation into the impact of the MZM non-linearity on the system 

performance, the SSMF length is fixed at 26 km. The RVAs are used to vary the 

amplitudes of the two driving UWB signals. For each value of driving amplitude, the 

corresponding drive power is measured and the VOA is adjusted to keep the input 

optical power to the photodetector fixed at 1 dBm.  Figure 4.4 shows the variation of 

the EVM for the three UWB sub-bands with the UWB drive power for both the 

simulation and experimental models using Figures 4.1 and 4.3 respectively.  

It is seen that the EVM variation with the UWB drive power follows the same 

trend for both the simulation and experiment with a very good agreement obtained. 

The EVM values for the three sub-bands improve as the UWB drive power increases 

from a low value. This is because of an increase in the received SNR. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Experimental and simulated values of     of the three UWB sub-bands vs. UWB drive power 

for 26-km SSMF transmission.  
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This improvement in the EVM continues until the UWB drive power gets to 

an optimum value of -2 dBm. For UWB power levels greater than -2 dBm, the EVM 

starts to degrade as the distortion induced by the inherent non-linear response of the 

MZM becomes worse.  

The measured PAPR for the UWB signal is about 15 dB. In order to fully 

explain the trend of the curves depicted in Figure 4.4, it is imperative to have a fuller 

understanding of the MZM non-linear intermodulation distortion. The third-order 

intermodulation (IMD3) terms are the most important in determining the severity of 

the degradation of the system performance due to the non-linearity of the MZM, 

because of their proximity to the fundamental frequency component. In this regard, a 

two-tone intermodulation test is simulated to help explain the impact of the MZM 

non-linearity on the MB-OFDM UWB RoF system. 

Figure 4.5 shows the simulation setup for the two-tone test for the MB-

OFDM UWB RoF system. A combination of two input RF tones at 1 and 1.004 GHz 

is split into two parts by an RF power splitter.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Simulation setup for the two-tone test.  
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One part is applied to the upper MZM electrode while the other is passed 

through a 90  phase shifter and used to drive the lower MZM electrode. In a similar 

manner as in Figure 4.1, a D.C. bias voltage is applied to the upper MZM electrode 

while the other D.C. terminal is grounded. The optically modulated signal is 

transmitted over 26 km SSMF, directly detected by the photodetector and the 

received electrical signal evaluated with an electrical spectrum analyser. 

The amplitudes of the two RF tones are varied from a low value to a high 

value. For each value of RF tone amplitude, the powers of a fundamental frequency 

component and an IMD3 component are measured. For the two RF input tones at 1 

and 1.004 GHz, the IMD3 components of significant interest to us (which are at 

close proximity to the fundamental frequency components) occur at 0.996 GHz i.e. 

(             ) and 1.008 GHz i.e. (             ). 

Figure 4.6 shows the spectrum of the photodetected signal depicting the 

fundamental and IMD3 components for RF tone amplitudes equal to 1 and 3.2. As 

can be seen from Figure 4.6, for a low value of RF tone amplitude, the intrinsic 

IMD3 components at 0.996 and 1.008 GHz are quite small compared to the 

fundamental components at 1 and 1.004 GHz.  

 

 

Figure 4.6. Two-tone test for 26-km SSMF transmission showing the fundamental components (1 and 1.004 

GHz) and the IMD3 components (0.996 and 1.008 GHz) for: (a) RF tone amplitude of 1. (b) RF tone 

amplitude of 3.2.  
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 With increase in the RF tone amplitude to 3.2, the amplitudes of the IMD3 

components become higher than those of the fundamental components. For OSSB 

signals in direct-detection systems, the power of the fundamental frequency 

component     at a frequency    (1 GHz) can be approximated analytically as [124]: 

                                     (  
 
∝ 

      
      

 (    )  (    ))
 

                        (   )   

where for the simulation, ∝           is the fibre attenuation loss;         is 

the SSMF length;              is the attenuation of the MZM due to its insertion 

loss of 6 dB;        mW is the laser diode amplitude;           is the 

photodiode’s responsivity;      
   

  
 is the RF modulation index, where     is the 

R.M.S voltage of the input RF tones; and    ( ) represents the Bessel function of the 

first kind of order  . 

 It should be noted that the other fundamental frequency component     at a 

frequency    (1.004 GHz) is the same as    . 

 Similarly from [124], the power of the first IMD3 component,       at a 

frequency of        (0.996 GHz) can be approximated as: 
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                                                                                (   ) 

where           is the centre emission wavelength of the laser diode,    = 16 

ps/nm/km is the chromatic dispersion parameter of the fibre and   is the speed of 

light. 

 The powers of the fundamental and IMD3 components can be computed using 

(4.2)-(4.6). Figure 4.7 illustrates the computed values of the powers of the 

fundamental and IMD3 components as a function of the RF modulation index      

in dB. It is seen from Figure 4.7 that at low values of modulation index, the IMD3 

power is much lower than that of the fundamental. As the modulation index 

increases, the IMD3 component increases faster than the fundamental, until at an 

optimum value of modulation index, the power of the IMD3 component equals that 

of the fundamental. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Analytical approximation showing variation of fundamental and IMD3 powers with 

modulation index.  
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 For values of modulation index greater than this optimum value, the system 

performance starts to degrade because of the IMD3 distortion. The optimum value of 

the modulation index obtained from the analytical approximation, as shown in Figure 

4.7, is -6.91 dB. Using the simulation setup of Figure 4.5, the variation of the output 

powers of the fundamental and IMD3 components with the RF modulation index can 

also be obtained. This variation is depicted in Figure 4.8.  

Figure 4.8 shows that the results obtained from simulation follow the same 

trend as that obtained from the analytical approximation with a good agreement 

obtained at low values of modulation index. However, at higher values of modulation 

index, the approximation deviates from the simulation results. Consequently, the 

optimum modulation index obtained from simulation is -4.67 dB. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Simulation showing variation of fundamental and IMD3 powers with modulation index.  
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In order to relate the IMD3 simulation results depicted in Figure 4.8 to the 

results shown in Figure 4.4 for the MB-OFDM UWB RoF system, the variation of 

the received EVM with the RF modulation index is obtained with the input optical 

power to the photodetector kept constant at 1 dBm for each value of modulation 

index. 

Figure 4.9 shows the variation of the EVM of the three sub-bands with the 

modulation index for 26-km SSMF transmission where it is apparent that the EVM 

of each sub-band decreases with increasing values of modulation index until the 

modulation index gets to the optimum value of -4.58 dB, beyond which the EVM 

starts to degrade.  

This optimum value of modulation index is in excellent agreement with the 

optimum value of modulation index depicted in Figure 4.8 at which the power of the 

IMD3 component equals that of the fundamental component. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9. EVM of the three UWB sub-bands vs. modulation index for 26-km SSMF transmission 

(simulation).  
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4.2.2 Impact of fibre transmission on system performance 

The first step in our investigations here is to evaluate the maximum reach in 

SSMF for error-free operation for the MB-OFDM UWB RoF system. To do this, the 

EDFA, OBPF and VOA in the simulation setup of Figure 4.1 are not included. The 

UWB drive power is fixed at the optimum value of -2 dBm and the optical power 

launched into the fibre is varied from -16 dBm to 4 dBm. For each value of optical 

launch power, the received BER is computed. Figure 4.10 shows a plot of the BER 

vs. the optical launch power for the three UWB sub-bands for five optical 

transmission cases: back-to-back, 10 km, 26 km, 50 km and 75 km of SSMF.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.10. BER of the three UWB sub-bands as a function of launch power for different SSMF lengths 

(simulation).  
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It can be seen from the results presented in Figure 4.10 that for error-free 

operation (BER of      ); with 4 dBm optical power launched in the fibre, the 

maximum SSMF reach is 50 km.  

The next step is to test the robustness of the system to fibre chromatic 

dispersion. With the original setups as depicted in Figures 4.1 and 4.3, and with the 

UWB drive power still fixed at the optimum value of -2 dBm, the length of the fibre 

is varied from 0 to 40 km. For each fibre length, the attenuation of the VOA is tuned 

to keep the power input to the photodiode fixed at 1 dBm and the EVM value at the 

optimum UWB drive power, denoted as        , is computed.  

Figure 4.11 shows a plot of the measured          vs. fibre length for the 

three UWB sub-bands for both the simulation and experiment. It can be seen that the 

simulation and experimental values of        remain fairly constant with increasing 

fibre length. This asserts that the MB-OFDM UWB RoF system is robust against 

fibre chromatic dispersion. The reason behind this is because an OSSB architecture 

has been used which is resistant to the power fading caused by fibre chromatic 

dispersion.  

Consequently, provided that the length of the delay spread caused by 

chromatic dispersion is less than the length of the cyclic prefix, the effect of the fibre 

chromatic dispersion, as demonstrated previously in section 2.7, would be to cause a 

rotation of each subcarrier’s constellation point around the origin. This rotation can 

be easily reversed by making use of the one-tap equaliser in the OFDM receiver 

without causing any significant degradation in the value of       .  

Figure 4.12 shows the equalised constellation (experiment) for optimum 

UWB drive power operation for all subcarriers in sub-band 2 for different fibre 

lengths, confirming that        doesn’t degrade with increasing fibre length.  
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Figure 4.11.         vs. fibre length for the three UWB sub-bands.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12. Sub-band 2 equalised constellation for different fibre lengths: (a) 2 km. (b) 4 km.  

(c) 18 km. (d) 22 km. 
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4.2.3 Impact of received optical power on system performance 

To illustrate the effect of the received optical power on system performance, 

the system is operated with a drive power of -2 dBm to yield        . The received 

optical power to the photodetector is then varied by tuning the attenuation of the 

VOA. Figure 4.13 shows the EVM variation of the three UWB sub-bands with the 

received optical power for optical back-to-back, 4, 10, 19 and 26 km SSMF 

transmission for both the simulation and the experiment.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13.     of the three UWB sub-bands vs. received optical power.  
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It is obvious from Figure 4.13 that the EVM improves with increasing 

received optical power. The EVM is limited by electrical noise at low received 

power. Increasing the received optical power improves the EVM due to an increase 

in the received SNR.  

According to [22], the total system EVM can be expressed as: 

                                                 (    
 )  

 

   
                                                   (   ) 

where      is the EVM induced by phase distortion and     is the received signal-

to-noise ratio. Since      is independent of optical power, it is clear from (4.7) that 

the EVM improves with increasing received optical power, in agreement with the 

results shown in Figure 4.13.  

Considering an EVM threshold of -14.5 dB as specified by the ECMA-368 

standard [89], the optical receiver sensitivities for successfully recovering the three 

UWB sub-bands are -7.43, -7.28 and -6.35 dBm for sub-bands #1, 2 and 3 

respectively for the simulation; and -6.86, -5.82 and -4.81 dBm for sub-bands #1, 2 

and 3 respectively for the experiment. Figure 4.13 also shows confirms the system is 

robust against fibre chromatic dispersion, with hardly any power penalty obtained for 

the various fibre lengths used.   

 

4.3 Summary 

In this chapter, the distribution of ECMA-368 compliant MB-OFDM UWB 

signals in FTTH networks has been investigated by both experiment and simulation. 

The impact of various parameters including UWB drive power, RF modulation index 

of the MZM, fibre distribution and received optical power on the system 

performance has been demonstrated with the aid of theoretical analysis, simulation 
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and experimental studies. For the investigations, an OSSB architecture has been 

utilised and BER and EVM measurements used as the performance metric. 

It is shown that the system performance is limited by low SNR at low values 

of UWB drive power (and RF modulation index) and by the MZM non-linearity at 

high values of UWB drive power (and RF modulation index). The results of the two-

tone intermodulation analysis show that at low values of RF modulation index, the 

power of the fundamental components is much higher than that of the IMD3 

components. Increase in the RF modulation index results in the IMD3 components 

increasing faster than that of the fundamental. At an optimum value of modulation 

index (-6.91 dB by analytical approximation and -4.67 dB by simulation), the power 

of the IMD3 component equals that of the fundamental. For values of modulation 

index greater than the optimum, the IMD3 distortion dominates and the system 

performance starts to degrade. The simulations also confirm that at a modulation 

index of -4.58 dB, the EVM performance of the MB-OFDM UWB RoF system is 

optimum, showing a good agreement with the simulation results of the two-tone test. 

Increase in the modulation index beyond -4.58 dB results in system performance 

degradation.  

It has been shown with the aid of simulations that for error-free operation 

(BER of      ); with 4 dBm optical power launched in the fibre, the maximum 

SSMF reach is 50 km. Also, when the optimum EVM,          is used, provided the 

length of the cyclic prefix is greater than the length of the delay spread, transmission 

over fibre is not limited by fibre chromatic dispersion. This is because an OSSB 

architecture which is resistant to the power fading caused by chromatic dispersion. In 

addition, it is found that the EVM performance degrades with reduction in received 

optical power due to reduction in the received SNR. 
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For all the tests on the system performance of the UWB RoF system, a good 

agreement between the simulation and experimental results is obtained. 
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Chapter 5. MB-OFDM UWB RoF operation 

in the 60-GHz band 

5.1 Introduction 

Since the 60-GHz band is wider and less restricted in terms of power limits 

than the frequency band allocated for UWB, this chapter looks at MB-OFDM UWB 

operation in the 60-GHz band as an interesting solution for the RoF delivery of 

multi-Gbit/s signals to end-users in FTTH access networks. This FTTH application 

scenario was first proposed and demonstrated by M. Beltran, et al. in [125] using a 

directly-modulated VCSEL.  

As stated in section 2.6.3, a couple of international standards such as ECMA-

387, IEEE 802.15.3c, WirelessHD and WiGig have been recently launched to 

support multi-Gbit/s communications in the 60-GHz band. Single-chip solutions 

based on the WirelessHD standard have already been integrated into consumer 

electronic products including TVs, laptop and desktop computers, digital cameras, 

and set-top boxes [99], [126] for uncompressed HD video applications. Likewise, the 

development of cheap single-chip CMOS prototypes [127] based on the ECMA-387 

standard for high data rate UWB operation in the 60-GHz band [100] also presents 

opportunities for UWB to be introduced in a wide range of products including PC 

peripherals, consumer electronic products and even in devices with board space 

restrictions like mobile phones [125].  

These ECMA-387 single-chip prototypes have been used in 60-GHz radios 

for demonstrations showing high-speed file transfer for data and image files as well 

as 1080i uncompressed video streaming [127]. Consequently, if these single-chip 60-

GHz radios are used as transmitters in the access points of a FTTH access network 
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like that shown in Figure 2.36, multi-Gbit/s UWB signals could be delivered over the 

common FTTH access network to a variety of UWB-enabled CPEs. 

Transition of UWB to the 60-GHz band for such an application scenario also 

gives an opportunity for the UWB transmission reach to be further extended by 

increasing the EIRP from -41.3 dBm/MHz to 13 dBm/MHz as permitted in the 60-

GHz band [109]. In addition, the uneven frequency response of 60-GHz systems can 

easily be compensated for by using a simple OFDM one-tap equaliser. These 

advantages, coupled with the fact that the unlicensed bandwidth available in the 60-

GHz band is comparable to the 7.5 GHz UWB bandwidth, make MB-OFDM UWB 

operation in the 60-GHz band quite an interesting consideration.  

This chapter reviews and experimentally demonstrates four techniques for 

enabling MB-OFDM UWB RoF operation in the 60-GHz band. These techniques are 

classified in terms of the underlying modulation/detection principles employed, 

namely IM-DD and optical heterodyne detection (OHD).  

The first three techniques fall under the IM-DD category but differ in the way 

intensity modulation is carried out. In each of these three techniques, the modulating 

MB-OFDM UWB signal drives a different type of non-linear component – a laser, a 

MZM and a mixer. We experimentally demonstrate that the system performance of 

the various techniques is limited by the first major non-linear component 

encountered by the driving UWB signal. We also illustrate the limitations imposed 

on the three techniques by fibre distribution.  

The fourth technique falls under the OHD category and utilises uncorrelated 

optical heterodyne mixing of an OSSB UWB signal with another free-running 

unmodulated laser in a broadband photodiode and envelope detection to achieve 

reduced overall system complexity by avoiding any analogue frequency/phase-
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locking mechanism or high-frequency electro-optic and RF devices. We demonstrate 

analytically that this technique is robust to laser phase noise. We also demonstrate 

experimentally the impacts of fibre distribution and wireless transmission on the 

system performance.  

The structure of this chapter is as follows: in section 5.2, the three IM-DD 

techniques for generating the 60-GHz MB-OFDM UWB signal are introduced and 

their respective system performances, evaluated experimentally. Section 5.3 

compares the three IM-DD techniques in terms of transmission performance, cost 

and complexity. Section 5.4 introduces the OHD technique, where it is demonstrated 

analytically that this technique is, in principle, capable of avoiding the laser phase 

noise effects at baseband. We also experimentally demonstrate, using the OHD 

technique proposed system, the successful transmission of a 60-GHz MB-OFDM 

UWB signal over SSMF and a further wireless channel. In section 5.5, we present a 

novel pre-distortion technique for compensating the MZM non-linearity, and apply 

this technique in a MB-OFDM UWB system. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in 

section 5.6. 

5.2 60-GHz MB-OFDM UWB generation by IM-DD 

In this section, three transmission techniques for generating the 60-GHz MB-

OFDM UWB signal based on IM-DD are reviewed and experimentally 

demonstrated. These three techniques all differ in terms of the first non-linear 

component that is driven by the MB-OFDM UWB signal and in the way up-

conversion to the 60-GHz band is achieved.  

The first two techniques are based on optical frequency up-conversion using 

optical frequency multiplication (OFM). In OFM, high-order optical harmonics are 

generated at the output of an external modulator (like an MZM) which is driven by a 
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low RF sinusoidal signal because of the non-linear response of the external 

modulator. Consequently, mm-wave signals can be generated by the beating of any 

two high-order optical harmonics and/or the beating of any high-order optical 

harmonics with the optical carrier in a broadband photodiode as demonstrated in 

[128] – [135]. Technique #1 utilises a directly-modulated DFB laser for electro-

optical conversion, in cascade with a high-bandwidth MZM (used for optical 

frequency up-conversion). The electrical drive to the MZM is a 15-GHz LO 

(frequency-multiplied by two). Thus, 60-GHz mm-wave generation is achieved by 

the beating of the optical harmonics at       and       GHz at the photodiode, 

where    is the centre emission frequency of the optical carrier. Technique #2 is 

essentially the same as technique #1, but utilises an externally-modulated, low-

bandwidth MZM for electro-optical conversion. 

The third technique is based on electrical frequency up-conversion by mixing 

the MB-OFDM UWB signal with a high RF sinusoidal signal. This technique utilises 

only a high-bandwidth MZM, externally modulated by the MB-OFDM UWB signal 

that has been electrically up-converted to 60-GHz. This technique has been 

previously used to transport multi-Gbit/s OFDM signals at 60 GHz over very short 

SSMF lengths [136], [137].  

The three techniques are illustrated in the high-level diagram shown in Figure 

5.1, where it can be seen that there is a different arrangement of devices for each 

technique. In each technique, the MB-OFDM UWB signal drives a different type of 

non-linear device - a DFB laser, a MZM and a mixer. It is envisaged that it is the first 

non-linear component encountered by the driving UWB signal that will dominate the 

distortion in the RF path. After 60-GHz mm-wave generation, the three techniques 

all use the same device setup for data delivery, detection and recovery.  
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Figure 5.1. High-level diagram showing the three IM-DD techniques for 60-GHz MB-OFDM UWB 

generation. DFB: Distributed feedback. CW: Continuous Wave.  MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator. 

 

This section begins with a theoretical analysis of mm-wave generation using 

the three IM-DD transmission techniques. The impact of various parameters 

including device non-linearity (i.e. laser, MZM and mixer), laser bias current, 

temperature, LO power, received optical power and chromatic dispersion on the 

system performance of the three techniques are then investigated experimentally.  

It should be noted that the system parameter being investigated is dependent 

on the devices included in the setup of that particular transmission technique. 

However, for all the techniques under review, the system performance is evaluated at 

a bit rate of 3.84 Gbit/s, using EVM measurements as the performance metric. 
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5.2.1 Technique #1 (DFB laser + MZM) 

The first technique for mm-wave generation is shown schematically in Figure 

5.2.  The first non-linear device encountered by the MB-OFDM UWB signal is a 

DFB laser. The optical signal modulation is therefore obtained by direct modulation 

of the current of the DFB laser by the UWB signal at an IF frequency. Ignoring the 

chirp of the laser, the optical field after the direct modulation can be expressed as [3], 

[138]: 
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where    is the instantaneous power of the optical MB-OFDM UWB signal;   is a 

scaling constant to set an appropriate optical modulation index   to minimise the 

clipping noise [3];   ( ) is the baseband OFDM signal as given in (3.4);     is the 

angular IF frequency for up-converting the baseband OFDM signal to passband;    

is the angular centre emission frequency of the DFB laser; and    is the transmitted 

information symbol for the     OFDM subcarrier.  
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Figure 5.2. Schematic layout of technique #1. DFB: Distributed feedback. DE-MZM: Dual-electrode Mach-

Zehnder modulator. Inset: optical spectrum at the output of the DE-MZM. 

 

The optical MB-OFDM UWB signal at the output of the DFB laser serves as 

the optical source to a DE-MZM biased at its null-point to generate a DSB-SC signal. 

An RF sinusoid with amplitude    and angular frequency of     is applied to a      

electrical hybrid. It is important to note that     is half the desired mm-wave 

frequency of operation.  

The two outputs of the      electrical hybrid directly drive the two electrodes 

of the DE-MZM. A D.C. bias,     is applied to one of the DE-MZM electrodes 

while the other electrode is grounded.  

Consequently, the drive voltages can be expressed as: 

                                         ( )       (    )                                                       (   ) 

                                         ( )       (      )                                                     (   ) 

If the insertion loss of the DE-MZM is neglected, and the extinction ratio is 

assumed to be infinite, utilising (2.12), the optical field at the DE-MZM output can 

be expressed as: 
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where    
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To achieve a null-point bias,       . Consequently, (5.6) reduces to: 
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where     is the RF modulation index, given by: 
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 Applying the Jacobi-Anger expansion [139]-[141],  
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where   ( ) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order  . Applying (5.10) in 

(5.8), the optical field at the output of the DE-MZM becomes: 
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For        , the Bessel function   (   ) for     decreases with 

increasing values of   . For example,   (
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)  are 0.5668, 

0.0690, 0.0022, and             , respectively. Therefore, the optical sidebands 
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with Bessel functions higher than   (   ) can be ignored. Consequently, (5.13) 

reduces to  

     ( )       ( ){   (   )  
 (      )    (   ) 

 (      )               
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 (       )       
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Equation (5.14) shows that the optical spectrum at the output of the DE-MZM 

is carrier-suppressed, and all the even-order sidebands are eliminated, leaving only 

the odd-order optical sidebands as shown in the inset of Figure 5.2. The beating of 

the first-order sidebands at (      ) and (      ) with themselves on a 

square-law photodiode would result in frequency doubling, producing a strong RF 

signal at      . 

Figure 5.3 shows the experimental setup for this technique employing a 

directly-modulated HP LSC2500 DFB laser. The modulating MB-OFDM UWB 

signal, with a frequency span from 1 GHz to 2.584 GHz as shown in Figure 5.3 (a), 

comprises three 16-QAM sub-bands, each with a bandwidth of 528 MHz.  

Each sub-band has 128 subcarriers, of which, 100 are data tones, 12 are pilots 

for carrier and phase tracking, 10 are guard tones and the remaining 6 are null tones. 

An FFT size of 128 and a cyclic prefix length of 32 samples per band are used for 

each sub-band. Consequently, the symbol duration of each band is 312.5 ns, resulting 

in a bit rate per band of 1.28 Gbit/s and an aggregate bit rate of 3.84 Gbit/s.  

The MB-OFDM UWB system parameters used in all the experiments in this 

chapter are listed in Table 5.1. 
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System parameter (per UWB sub-band) Value 

Subcarrier modulation format 16-QAM 

FFT size 128 

OFDM bandwidth 528 MHz 

Number of data-carrying subcarriers 100 

OFDM subcarrier frequency spacing 23.44 MHz 

Information duration 242.4 ns 

Cyclic prefix length (in samples) 32 (25%) 

Cyclic prefix duration 60.6 ns 

Guard interval duration 9.5 ns 

OFDM symbol duration 312.5 ns 

Gross bit rate  1.28 Gbit/s 

 

 

Table 5.1. 60-GHz MB-OFDM UWB system parameters. 

 

The time-domain samples of the MATLAB-generated MB-OFDM UWB 

signal are then loaded into a Tektronix AWG7122B AWG operating at a sampling 

rate of 10.8 GS/s. The real-valued MB-OFDM UWB signal is amplified by a 19-dB 

gain, SHF 600 APP amplifier and passed through a Picosecond 7.5-GHz LPF to 

remove the high frequency aliasing products formed from the DAC process at the 

AWG. 
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Figure 5.3. Experimental setup for technique #1. AWG: Arbitrary Waveform Generator. LPF: Low-Pass 

Filter. BT: Bias Tee. PC: Polarisation Controller. MZM: Mach-Zehnder Modulator. LO: Local Oscillator. 

EDFA: Erbium-Doped Fibre Amplifier. OBPF: Optical Band-Pass Filter. VOA: Variable Optical 

Attenuator. SSMF: Standard Single Mode Fibre. Insets (a) – (c): Electrical and optical spectra at 

corresponding points in the experimental setup. Inset (d): Equalised back-to-back constellation diagrams 

at 1 dBm received optical power. 
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The low-pass filtered MB-OFDM UWB signal is then used to directly 

modulate the DFB laser. Optical frequency up-conversion to the 60-GHz band is 

achieved by using the modulated optical signal as the optical source to a Sumitomo 

40-Gbit/s DE-MZM. The input optical power to the DE-MZM is 3.30 dBm. The DE-

MZM has an insertion loss of 6 dB and an extinction ratio of 20 dB. The DE-MZM 

D.C. bias is set to the half-wave switching voltage,     of -1 V to generate an optical 

DSB-SC signal.  

A 15-GHz LO signal, frequency multiplied by two, is amplified by an SHF 

804 EA amplifier providing 20 dB gain and applied to a 180  hybrid connected to the 

arms of the DE-MZM. The optical DSB-SC signal is further amplified by an EDFA 

to compensate for the insertion loss of all optical components and then a DiCon 

tunable OBPF with bandwidth of 0.8 nm is used for suppression of the ASE noise. 

The filtered optical DSB-SC signal is shown in Figure 5.3 (b), with the first-order 

sidebands spaced 60 GHz apart from themselves. 

The optical signal is then sent through various lengths of SSMF with a loss 

due to attenuation of 0.2 dB/km and   of 16ps/nm/km. A VOA is used to maintain a 

maximum of 1 dBm input to a u
2
t Photonics, XPDV3120R photodetector with 70 

GHz bandwidth and slope efficiency of 0.6 A/W. After photodetection, down-

conversion straight to baseband is achieved using a Spacek Labs, DV-2P waveguide 

broadband detector. The down-converted electrical MB-OFDM UWB signal is 

amplified by a 30-dB gain, Mini-Circuits ZHL-42 amplifier (Figure 5.3 (c)).  

A Tektronix DPO 72004, 20-GHz, 50-GS/s real-time digital sampling 

oscilloscope is then used to capture the signal. The oscilloscope is operated at a 

sampling rate of 25 GS/s and the baseband digital signal processing is performed 

offline in MALAB. Figure 5.3 (d) shows the equalized optical back-to-back 16-QAM 
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constellation diagrams with their corresponding EVM values at a received optical 

power of 1 dBm. 

In the subsequent sub-subsections, using the setup as shown in Figure 5.3, the 

impacts of the various parameters such as laser non-linearity, laser bias current, 

temperature, LO power, chromatic dispersion and received optical power at the 

photodetector on the system performance will be investigated. 

 

5.2.1.1 Impact of laser non-linearity 

For the investigation into the impact of the DFB laser non-linearity, electrical 

attenuators are used to vary the amplitude of the driving UWB signal to the DFB 

laser for optical back-to-back transmission. For each value of driving amplitude, the 

corresponding drive power is measured and the VOA is adjusted to keep the input 

optical power to the photodetector fixed at 1 dBm.  

Figure 5.4 shows the variation of the EVM for the three bands with the UWB 

drive power for laser bias currents of 40, 60 and 80 mA. It is evident that the EVM 

first reduces with increasing values of drive power because the received SNR 

increases. At high power levels, the EVM starts to degrade due to clipping of the 

high amplitude peaks in the lower half of the UWB signal because of the non-

linearity of the laser characteristics. The lower the bias current, the sooner the UWB 

signal encounters the laser non-linearity and the lower the value of the drive power at 

which the minimum EVM is obtained (    ).      is -6.2, -2.2 and 3.4 dBm for bias 

currents of 40, 60 and 80 mA respectively. 
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Figure 5.4. EVM vs. UWB drive power for different bias currents for the three UWB sub-bands. 

 

5.2.1.2 Impact of laser bias current 

We keep the laser temperature fixed at 20  and operate the system with the 

LO power and UWB drive power fixed at 24 dBm and 3.4 dBm respectively. Next, 

the bias current is varied from 35 to 110 mA. Figure 5.5 shows that the EVM for all 
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the bands improves as the bias is increased. This is because at low bias currents close 

to the laser’s threshold current of 16 mA, the non-linearity of the laser limits the 

system performance since there is no stimulated light output below the threshold 

current. Increase in the bias current results in operation in the linear portion of the 

laser’s L-I characteristics, implying an increase in the laser output power and 

consequently, EVM improvement. 

At bias currents greater than 80 mA, the EVM performance begins to degrade 

due to saturation of the photodetector. Hence, even with operation in the laser’s 

linear regime, the laser bias current should not be increased to the point where 

photodetector saturation occurs.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5.  EVM vs. laser bias current for the three UWB sub-bands. 
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Figure 5.6. DFB laser wavelength drift with bias current. 

 

Wavelength drift also occurs with laser bias current changes as shown in 

Figure 5.6 (from 1549.75 nm at 30 mA to 1550.35 nm at 110 mA). Since the 

bandwidth of the OBPF is 0.8 nm, this drift would necessitate continuous OBPF 

tuning. To circumvent this, the optical network can be made reconfigurable as 

proposed in [142] by using EVM fluctuations of OFDM edge tones to detect the 

wavelength drift to allow for automatic wavelength reassignment.  

 

5.2.1.3 Impact of operating temperature 

For this investigation, the UWB drive power and laser bias current are fixed 

at 3.4 dBm and 80 mA respectively to yield the minimum EVM as shown in Figures 

5.4 and 5.5. The operating temperature is then varied from 20 to 55   and the EVM 

measured for each temperature. 
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Figure 5.7. (a) EVM degradation with increase in operating temperature (b) laser output optical power vs. 

bias current for different operating temperatures. 

 

Figure 5.7 (a) shows that the EVM degrades with increase in temperature. 

This is because as seen in Figure 5.7 (b), for a fixed bias current, as the temperature 

increases, the output power of the laser decreases (for a bias current of 80 mA, the 

laser output power decreases from 3 to 1.5 mW as the temperature increases from 20 

to 55  ). This decrease in output power results in a reduction in the SNR and 

consequently, an increase in the EVM.  

 

5.2.1.4 Impact of LO power  

With the same optimum bias and drive conditions as in the preceding sub-

section and with the received optical power kept constant at 1 dBm, the LO power is 

varied to see its impact on the EVM performance. Figure 5.8 shows the plot of the 

EVM vs. the LO power for optical back-to-back transmission, with the EVM 

improving with increasing LO power. For values of LO power greater than 24 dBm 

however, the EVM then starts to degrade. 
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Figure 5.8.  EVM vs. LO power for the three UWB sub-bands. 

 

This trend can easily be explained by referring back to (5.14), where it can be 

inferred that the amplitudes of the first-order sidebands are proportional to the value 

of the RF modulation index,     which in turn is dependent on the LO power. Since 

these sidebands beat at the photodetector to yield the UWB signal in the 60-GHz 

band, the higher the LO power, the higher their amplitudes and the better the 

received SNR and EVM. For       (
 

 
), the Bessel function   (   ) increases 

with increasing values of    . However, for values of      (
 

 
),   (   ) starts 

decreasing as      increases. For example,   (
 

 
)     (

 

 
)        ( ) are 0.3632, 

0.5668, and 0.2846, respectively. This is why the EVM first improves with 

increasing LO power up to a point, before it starts to degrade. 

 

5.2.1.5 Impacts of received optical power and fibre transmission 

The values of the laser bias, drive, and LO power are fixed at 80 mA, 3.4 

dBm and 24 dBm respectively to yield the minimum EVM. Using sub-band #2 as the 
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test band, the attenuation of the VOA is varied to enable the received optical power 

to be varied considering back-to-back, 5, 12 and 16 km SSMF transmissions. Figure 

5.9 shows the EVM improving with an increase in the received optical power 

because of an increase in the received SNR. The optical receiver sensitivity at an 

EVM of -17 dB is -4.2 dBm for optical back-to-back transmission. The receiver 

sensitivity worsens at longer fibre spans due to progressive EVM degradation 

induced by chromatic dispersion.  

In order to explain the cause of the system’s susceptibility to degradation 

caused by the fibre chromatic dispersion, let us consider the inset of Figure 5.10 

which shows a magnified view of the optical spectrum at the output of the DE-MZM 

as illustrated previously in the inset of Figure 5.2. As can be seen from the inset of 

Figure 5.10, each optical sideband is in itself an optical DSB-C signal, with upper 

wavelength sidebands (USB1, USB2) and lower wavelength sidebands (LSB1, 

LSB2). 

 

 

Figure 5.9.  Sub-band #2 EVM vs. received optical power for different SSMF lengths. 
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Figure 5.10. Photodetected spectrum for technique #1. Inset: Magnified view of the optical spectrum at the 

output of the DE-MZM, considering only the first-order optical sidebands. 

 

Considering only the frequency components of interest to us after square-law 

photodetection (i.e. those around     ), we can clearly see from Figure 5.10 that the 

frequency terms at (        ) and (        ) are obtained from the 

superimposition of two beating terms (       ) (       ) and (     

  ) (       ), respectively.  

Consequently, the generated mm-wave is susceptible to power fading from 

chromatic dispersion. Improving the chromatic dispersion of this system would 

necessitate very precise optical filtering to remove USB1 and/or USB2; or LSB1 

and/or LSB2, which would require precise wavelength control of both the filter and 

the source.  

Figure 5.11 shows the down-converted UWB signal at point (c) in Figure 5.3 

for optical back-to-back and 16-km SSMF transmission where it can be confirmed 

that there is progressive signal deterioration, and hence EVM degradation at longer 

fibre lengths due to dispersion-induced fading. 
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Figure 5.11. Down-converted UWB signal spectra, showing signal deterioration at longer SSMF lengths. 

 

The nature of this EVM degradation is illustrated in Figure 5.12 which shows 

an OptSim™ simulation of the received EVM of sub-band #2 at 1 dBm received 

optical power for SSMF spans ranging from 0 to 20 km. An apparent “fading cycle” 

of 16 km is observed. This trend of EVM degradation is quite similar to the power 

degradation when an un-modulated RF signal at 1.75 GHz is transmitted instead of 

the UWB signal. In Figure 5.12, the RF power degradation is computed to be the 

difference between the measured RF power at the end of the fibre span and the 

measured RF power at 0 km.  

 

 

Figure 5.12. Simulation of EVM degradation of sub-band#2 and RF power degradation of a 1.75 GHz 

signal with increasing fibre lengths. 
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5.2.2 Technique #2 (Cascaded MZMs) 

This technique is quite similar to the technique presented in section 5.2.1, the 

difference being that the MB-OFDM UWB signal drives a low-bandwidth DE-MZM 

(DE-MZM1) as opposed to the direct modulation of technique #1. Using external 

modulation with DE-MZM1 allows an OSSB signal to be easily generated for better 

robustness to chromatic dispersion which couldn’t be achieved with technique #1. In 

a similar manner as in technique #1, a high-bandwidth DE-MZM (DE-MZM2) is 

used for optical up-conversion of the MB-OFDM UWB signal to the 60-GHz band. 

The schematic for this technique is shown in Figure 5.13.   

A lightwave from a laser operating in continuous wave mode serves as the 

optical source to DE-MZM1. The MB-OFDM UWB signal at an IF frequency is 

passed through a     electrical hybrid, and the outputs of the hybrid are used to drive 

the two electrodes of DE- MZM1 which is biased at its quadrature point to yield an 

OSSB signal.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.13. Schematic layout of technique #2. CW: Continuous wave.  
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A D.C bias,      is applied to the top electrode while the bottom electrode is 

grounded. In this case, the drive voltages applied to DE-MZM1 can be expressed as: 
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In this analysis, the insertion losses of both DE-MZM1 and DE-MZM2 are 

ignored. Also, the extinction ratios of both MZMs are assumed to be infinite. 

Consequently, from (2.12), the optical field at the output of DE-MZM1 can be 

expressed as: 
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where   is the optical power of the CW laser,    is the amplitude of the RF sinusoid 

used to upconvert the MB-OFDM UWB signal to an IF frequency, and all other 

constants are as defined previously in section 5.2.1.  

 For a quadrature-point bias,      
   

 
. Making use of this, and substituting 

(5.18) in (5.17), and the optical field at the output of DE-MZM1 can be written as: 
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where      is the RF modulation index of DE-MZM1, given by: 
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The optical signal at the output of DE-MZM1 serves as the optical source to 

DE-MZM2 which is biased at its null-point to generate a DSB-SC signal. An RF 

sinusoid with amplitude    and angular frequency of     is applied to a      

electrical hybrid. The two outputs of the      electrical hybrid directly drive the two 

electrodes of DE-MZM2. A D.C. bias,      is applied to one of the electrodes of 

DE-MZM2 while the other electrode is grounded.  

In a similar vein as in technique #1, the drive voltages to DE-MZM2 can be 

expressed as: 

                                                   ( )       (    )                                        (    ) 

                                                   ( )       (      )                                         (    ) 

The optical field at the output of DE-MZM2 can be expressed as: 
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where      is the RF modulation index of DE-MZM2, given by: 

                                                            
   
   

                                                              (    ) 

Substituting (5.28) and the Jacobi-Anger expansion of (5.10) in (5.27), we 

have: 
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where   ( ) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order  .  
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Ignoring optical sidebands with Bessel functions higher than   (    )   

(5.29) reduces to:  
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Equation (5.30) is in agreement with (5.14) in the sense that the optical 

spectrum at the output of DE-MZM2, as shown in the inset of Figure 5.13, is carrier 

suppressed and contains only odd-order optical sidebands. Each optical sideband is 

in itself an OSSB signal. Frequency doubling would therefore be obtained by the 

beating of the first-order sidebands at (      ) and (      ) with themselves 

on a square-law photodiode to produce a MB-OFDM UWB signal centred at 2   . 

Figure 5.14 shows the experimental setup for technique #2. This time, the 

AWG is operated in dual-output mode but also at a sampling rate of 10.8 GS/s. The 

first AWG output is the same MB-OFDM UWB signal at an IF frequency as used in 

section 5.2.1 while the second output is the MB-OFDM UWB signal, phase shifted 

by     by making use of the frequency-domain Hilbert Transform. These two outputs 

are amplified by two 19-dB gain, SHF 600 APP amplifiers and filtered by two 

Picosecond 7.5-GHz LPFs before being used to drive a Fujitsu MZM (Vπ=3.1 V) 

biased at its quadrature point. An Anritsu MG9541A tunable laser with centre 

emission wavelength of 1550 nm serves as the optical source for the MZM. 

Consequently, an OSSB signal (Figure 5.14 (a)) is generated at the output of the 

Fujitsu MZM. This, as we will later demonstrate, allows for better chromatic 

dispersion resistance without having to resort to using fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs) 

for optical filtering as used by G. H. Nguyen et al. in [143].  
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Optical up-conversion to the 60-GHz band is achieved in a similar vein as in 

technique #1 by using the modulated optical signal as the optical source for the 

Sumitomo 40-Gbit/s DE-MZM, biased at its null point to generate an optical DSB-

SC signal. This optical DSB-SC signal, with the first-order sidebands spaced 60 GHz 

apart is shown in Figure 5.14 (b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.14. Experimental setup for the cascaded MZMs Technique. AWG: Arbitrary Waveform 

Generator. H.T: Hilbert Transform. LPF: Low-Pass Filter. BT: Bias Tee. PC: Polarisation Controller. 

MZM: Mach-Zehnder Modulator. LO: Local Oscillator. EDFA: Erbium-Doped Fibre Amplifier. OBPF: 

Optical Band-Pass Filter. VOA: Variable Optical Attenuator. SSMF: Standard Single Mode Fibre. Insets 

(a) – (b): Optical spectra at corresponding points in experimental setup. 
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To ensure a fair comparison with technique #1, the input optical power to the 

Sumitomo MZM is also kept fixed at 3.30 dBm for this technique. This necessitates 

having the tunable laser operate at a higher output power (10.69 dBm) than the DFB 

laser (4.38 dBm) to compensate for the insertion loss of the Fujitsu MZM. Fibre 

transmission, data detection and baseband digital processing are done in exactly the 

same way as in technique #1, using exactly the same devices.  

In the subsequent sub-subsections, using the setup as shown in Figure 5.14, 

the impacts of the various parameters such as MZM non-linearity, LO power, 

chromatic dispersion and received optical power at the photodetector on the system 

performance will be illustrated. 

 

5.2.2.1 Impact of MZM non-linearity  

The investigation into the impact of the impact of the non-linearity of the 

Fujitsu MZM (DE-MZM1) is two-fold. The first investigation focuses on the 

variation of the UWB drive power to DE-MZM1 while the second investigation 

focuses on the variation of the D.C. bias voltage to DE-MZM1. 

 In a similar vein as in section 5.2.1.1, variation of the UWB drive power is 

achieved with the aid of electrical attenuators. For each value of driving amplitude, 

the corresponding drive power is measured and the VOA is adjusted to keep the 

input optical power to the photodetector fixed at 1 dBm. Figure 5.15 shows the plot 

of the measured values of the EVM versus the UWB drive power for optical back-to-

back transmission, where as expected, the EVM performance is limited by low SNR 

at low drive powers and by non-linear distortion of DE-MZM1 at high drive powers, 

with the minimum EVM obtained at a drive power of -1.7 dBm for the three UWB 

sub-bands. 
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Figure 5.15.  EVM vs. UWB drive power for the three UWB sub-bands. 

 

For the investigation into the impact of the D.C. bias voltage to DE-MZM1, 

with the UWB drive power and LO power kept fixed at -1.7 and 24 dBm 

respectively, the D.C. bias voltage of the Fujitsu MZM (DE-MZM1) is varied in 

order to find the optimum EVM. Figure 5.16 shows the EVM variation with the 

normalised D.C. bias voltage of DE-MZM1 (
    

   
⁄ ). 

It can be seen that the EVM first improves with increasing D.C. bias voltage 

(because of improvement in the received SNR) up to an inflection point, beyond 

which the EVM starts to degrade because of the non-linear distortion induced by DE-

MZM1. Since DE-MZM1 is the same Fujitsu MZM that was employed for the 

experiments in chapter 3, it is not surprising to see that the results of Figure 5.16 are 

in excellent agreement with that of Figure 3.9, showing that the EVM performance is 

optimum when the normalised bias is within the linear portion of DE-MZM1’s 

characteristics (for normalised bias voltage within the range of 0.46 to 0.56). 
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Figure 5.16.  EVM vs. normalised bias voltage of DE-MZM1. 

 

Beyond this quadrature regime, the EVM starts to degrade with further 

increase in the normalised bias voltage because of the increased influence of the non-

linear distortion of DE-MZM1.  

 

5.2.2.2 Impact of LO power  

With the values of the UWB drive power and normalised D.C. bias voltage of 

DE-MZM1 kept fixed at -1.7 dBm and 0.5 respectively in order to yield the optimum 

EVM, the LO power is varied to see its impact on the EVM performance.  

Figure 5.17 shows the plot of the EVM vs. the LO power for optical back-to-

back transmission, with the EVM improving with increasing LO power, showing 

good agreement with the results presented in section 5.2.1.4 for technique #1. This is 

because in a similar manner as for technique #1, the amplitudes of the first-order 

sidebands that beat at the photodiode, as seen from (5.30), are dependent on the LO 

power.   
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Figure 5.17.  EVM vs. LO power for the three UWB sub-bands. 

 

 

5.2.2.3 Impacts of received optical power and fibre transmission 

The values of DE-MZM1normalised bias voltage, drive and LO power are 

fixed at 0.5, -1.7 dBm and 24 dBm respectively to yield the minimum EVM. Using 

sub-band #2 as the test band, for various SSMF lengths, the received optical power is 

varied by tuning the attenuation of the VOA. Figure 5.18 shows that as expected, the 

EVM improves with increase in the received optical power. The optical receiver 

sensitivity at an EVM of -17 dB is -4.6 dBm for optical back-to-back transmission.  

Unlike technique #1 however, this sensitivity does not degrade with 

increasing fibre lengths, implying technique #2 is robust against fibre chromatic 

dispersion. In a similar manner as in technique #1, the robustness of the system to 

fibre chromatic dispersion can be explained by considering the inset of Figure 5.19 

which shows the optical spectrum at the output of DE-MZM2, considering only the 

first-order optical sidebands. 
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Figure 5.18.  Sub-band #2 EVM vs. received optical power for different SSMF lengths. 

 

Here, we can clearly see that each optical sideband is an OSSB signal, with 

only upper (or lower) wavelength sidebands USB1, USB2 (or LSB1, LSB2); 

depending on which optical sideband of DE-MZM1 is suppressed. 

 

 

Figure 5.19. Photodetected spectrum for technique #2. Inset: Magnified view of the optical spectrum at the 

output of the DE-MZM2, considering only the first-order optical sidebands. 
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Figure 5.20. Down-converted UWB signal spectra, showing robustness to chromatic dispersion. 

 

This implies that after square-law photodetection, the frequency terms at 

(        ) and (        ) are obtained from only one beating term (     

  ) and  (       ), respectively. This is the reason why technique #2 

demonstrates robustness to chromatic dispersion. 

Figure 5.20 shows the down-converted UWB signal at point (c) in Figure 

5.14 for optical back-to-back and 16-km SSMF transmission where it can be 

confirmed that there is no signal deterioration at longer fibre lengths. 

 

5.2.3 Technique #3 (Electrical frequency up-conversion using mixer) 

This technique is different to the afore-mentioned techniques in the sense that 

up-conversion to the 60-GHz band is achieved electrically, by mixing the MB-

OFDM UWB signal with a 60-GHz sinusoidal signal. So, the mixer is the first non-

linear device encountered by the UWB signal. The 60-GHz MB-OFDM UWB signal 

then serves as the electrical drive to a high-bandwidth MZM biased at its quadrature 

point.  

A lightwave from a laser operating in continuous wave mode serves as the 

optical source to the MZM. The schematic for this technique is shown in Figure 5.21.   
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Figure 5.21. Schematic layout of technique #3. CW: Continuous wave. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator. 

Inset: optical spectrum at the output of the MZM. 

 

It is important to note that because of the unavailability of actual     

electrical hybrids that can operate at 60-GHz, we have been unable to implement 

OSSB modulation with this technique to combat fibre chromatic dispersion fading. 

Consequently, with this limitation, DSB-C modulation is used. 

If the MZM is operated in the push-pull mode, the optical field at the output 

of the MZM with an ideal extinction ratio assumed, and with the insertion losses of 

the MZM ignored, can be expressed as [144], [145]: 

                                 ( )        ( )   {
 

 
[
    ( )

  
]}                                         (    ) 

where       ( ) and     ( ) represent the output optical field of the laser and the 

drive voltage to the MZM, given respectively, by: 

                                     ( )   (√  )    (   )                                                        (    ) 
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where   is the optical power of the laser,    and      are the amplitude and angular 

frequency of the RF sinusoid used to up-convert the MB-OFDM UWB signal to an 

RF frequency, and all other constants are as defined previously in section 5.2.1. It is 
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important to note that for this technique,     is the desired mm-wave frequency of 

operation. 

Substituting (5.32) and (5.33) in (5.31), we have: 
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For a quadrature bias,     
  

 
. Consequently, the output optical field can be 

rewritten as: 
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where     is the phase modulation index, which corresponds to     of (5.10). 

Applying the Jacobi-Anger expansion [139]-[141],  
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 Using (5.38) and (5.39) in (5.37), and letting  
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 Equation (5.37) reduces to: 
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Ignoring the high-order Bessel functions, (5.41) can be further simplified as: 
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The first term in (5.42) is the optical carrier, the second and third terms 

represent the first-order optical sidebands, while the remaining two terms represent 

the second-order optical sidebands, as shown in the inset of Figure 5.21. The beating 
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of the first-order sidebands with the optical carrier on a photodetector would result in 

the superimposition of two RF signals at      which may constructively or 

destructively interfere, depending on the phase shift induced by chromatic 

dispersion. 

Figure 5.22 shows the experimental setup for this technique. The MB-OFDM 

UWB signal at an IF frequency is generated by the AWG which is operated at a 

sampling rate of 10.8 GS/s. The UWB signal is electrically up-converted to the 60-

GHz band by mixing it with a 30 GHz LO signal frequency multiplied by two (using 

an active multiplier). The up-converted mm-wave UWB signal at the output of the 

mixer is amplified by a 30-dB gain HPA and used as the electrical drive to a high-

bandwidth Sumitomo MZM.  

 

 

Figure 5.22.  Experimental setup of technique #3. AWG: Arbitrary Waveform Generator. PC: Polarisation 

controller. HPA: High-power amplifier. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator. EDFA: Erbium-doped fibre 

amplifier. OBPF: Optical band-pass filter. VOA: Variable optical attenuator. SSMF: Standard single-

mode fibre. Inset: Optical spectrum at point (a) in the experimental setup.  
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The optical source to the MZM is a tunable laser with linewidth of 800 kHz 

and centre emission wavelength of 1550 nm. Although the MZM used to modulate 

the optical signal is specified for 40 Gbit/s, it has reasonable performance around 60 

GHz. The MZM is biased at its quadrature point, resulting in an optical DSB-C 

signal, which is amplified by an EDFA and filtered for ASE noise suppression. The 

optical DSB-C signal with the first-order sidebands spaced 60-GHz apart from the 

optical carrier is shown in the inset of Figure 5.22. Fibre transmission, data detection 

and baseband digital processing is done in exactly the same way as in techniques #1 

and #2 using exactly the same devices.  

In the subsequent sub-subsections, using the setup as shown in Figure 5.22, 

the impacts of the various parameters such as mixer non-linearity, LO power, 

chromatic dispersion and received optical power at the photodetector on the system 

performance will be investigated.  

Before proceeding with the experiments, it is important to highlight, at this 

stage, some of the mixer characteristics that will influence the experimental 

investigations. The mixer used in the experiment employs high-performance GaAs 

Schottky beamlead diodes which enable very good performance with a moderate LO 

pumping level [146]. The “mixing” process takes place due to the switching response 

of the diodes’ I-V curves to the LO signal [147]. 

For an “ideal” single-diode (unbalanced) mixer as shown in Figure 5.23 (a), 

the possible mixer output products after up-conversion are governed by the relation: 

                                                                                                                    (    ) 

where                   represent the centre frequencies of the RF, LO and IF signals 

respectively and   is an integer that assumes odd values only.  
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For such an “ideal” single-diode mixer, the LO power is significantly 

stronger than the IF, so the transconductance of the diode is affected only by the LO 

[147]. It is also assumed that the diode switches instantaneously as shown in Figure 

5.23 (b). However for realistic diode mixers, the diode I-V characteristics 

demonstrate some “turn-on” transition as shown in Figure 5.23 (c). In addition, the 

IF signal will affect the transconductance of the diode to a certain extent, regardless 

of how small the IF signal is. Consequently, additional unwanted mixing products 

called “spurs” are produced at the RF output because of a combination of the realistic 

IV-characteristics and the transconductance modulation by the IF signal. As a result, 

for practical single-diode mixers, output products at the RF port are governed 

mathematically by [147], [148]: 

                                                                                                                        (    ) 

where   and   are both integers, and all other terms are as defined previously in 

(5.43).  

 

 

Figure 5.23.  (a) Single-diode mixer. I-V Characteristics for (b) ideal diode (c) practical Schottky diode 

[147].  
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Equation (5.44) shows that all possible harmonic mixing components are 

present at the RF output of practical single-diode mixers. However, in balanced 

diode mixers, which make use of 180  hybrid junctions, in addition to inter-port 

isolation being provided (i.e. LO-to-RF, RF-to-IF, and LO-to-IF), it is also possible 

to suppress between 50-100% of the spurious interference [147], [149].  

The mixer used in the experiment is a single-balanced diode mixer which is 

illustrated schematically in Figure 5.24. With the LO applied to the 180° port of the 

hybrid, the spurious terms that contain the even-order harmonic LO products will be 

suppressed (i.e.                      ). However, the spurious terms that 

contain the odd-order harmonic LO products still remain (i.e.               

      ). 

It is also important to note that the LO signal which is fed into the mixer is 

not a “pure” single tone. This is because the unavailability of a 60-GHz signal 

generator has made us resort to frequency multiplication of a 30-GHz LO. Hence, 

harmonics of the LO signal are also produced at the output of the active frequency 

multiplier. Depending on the value of     and the width of the IF signal, the spurious 

image term at          may be quite close, or may in some cases, overlap with the 

desired RF signal at        , creating substantial interference. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.24.  Single-balanced diode mixer  
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Figure 5.25. Spurious image term overlapping with desired RF signal.   

 

In the case where there is overlap, filtering of the undesired spurious 

component would be impossible. Considering our UWB signal which spans from 1 

GHz to 2.584 GHz, the desired RF signal after up-conversion to 60 GHz would be 

centred at 61.792 GHz and span from 61 to 62.584 GHz.  

There would also be a spurious image term centred at 63.584 GHz which as 

can be seen in Figure 5.25, would be quite close and create substantial interference 

with sub-band #3 of the desired RF UWB signal. As a result, only UWB sub-band#2 

is transmitted for the experiment investigations in this section. 

 

5.2.3.1 Impact of IF power 

The first step in our experimental investigations is to optimise the IF stage of 

the RoF system for the highest received SNR prior to fibre transmission. 

Consequently, with an optical back-to-back connection, and with the LO power fixed 
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at 0 dBm, the IF power to the single-balanced mixer is varied by attenuating the 

output of the AWG. Figure 5.26 shows the variation of the EVM of sub-band #2 with 

the IF power to the mixer for a received optical power of 1 dBm, where it can be 

seen that the EVM improves as the IF power increases from a low value up to -14.8 

dBm, beyond which the EVM starts to degrade. 

The reason for this trend is that for low IF powers, the mixer operates linearly 

with a constant conversion loss. So, with fixed LO power, increasing the IF power 

would result in a corresponding increase in the power of the RF signal, resulting in 

an increase in the received SNR and a corresponding improvement in the EVM.   

However, for large IF powers, the mixer starts deviating from the linear 

behaviour, and the conversion loss starts increasing. This is referred to as mixer 

compression.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.26.  Sub-band #2 EVM vs. IF power. 
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As described previously, when the mixer operates linearly, the diode 

switching action is completely dominated by the LO. However, with sufficient 

increase in the IF signal power, the diode switching action is compromised by the IF 

signal and the diodes get partially turned on by the IF signal. In addition to increase 

in the conversion loss, this also results in increased spurious performance, increased 

levels of intermodulation distortion [147], and consequently, EVM degradation.  

 

 

5.2.3.2 Impact of LO power 

With the IF power to the mixer fixed at -14.8 dBm, and with an optical back-

to-back connection, the LO power to the mixer is varied and the EVM computed. 

Figure 5.27 shows the variation of the EVM of sub-band #2 with the LO power for a 

received optical power of 1 dBm.  

For low LO powers, the LO feed-through at the mixer’s RF port is minimised 

but the mixer’s conversion loss and noise figure are poor, resulting in poor system 

performance. Increase in the LO power results in improvement in the mixer noise 

figure, resulting in improvement in the EVM, up to an optimum LO power of 0 dBm.  

For LO powers higher than this optimum, the mixer noise figure starts to 

degrade again, resulting in EVM degradation. The reason why the mixer noise figure 

degrades when the LO power is too high is that with a very high LO power, the LO 

signal becomes almost a square-shaped signal [150].  
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Figure 5.27.  Sub-band #2 EVM vs. LO power. 

 

A square-shaped signal contains additional harmonics not present in a pure 

sinusoid signal. These additional harmonics add additional noise to the RF signal 

which further degrades the signal noise figure. 

 

5.2.3.3 Impacts of received optical power and fibre transmission 

Since both sidebands of the optical signal were transmitted, chromatic 

dispersion-induced fading of the generated 60-GHz carrier after SSMF transmission 

is expected. In order to investigate the nature of the fading and the impact it has on 

the system performance, the IF and LO powers are kept at -14.8 and 0 dBm 

respectively to yield the optimum EVM, then the UWB signal is transmitted over 

various SSMF lengths and the EVM of the received signal computed for different 

received optical powers.  Figure 5.28 shows the EVM variation of sub-band #2 with 

the received optical power for different SSMF lengths, where it can be seen that as 

expected, the EVM improves with increasing received optical power for the different 

SSMF lengths.  
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Figure 5.28.  Sub-band #2 EVM vs. received optical power for different SSMF lengths. 

 

A more interesting observation is that for 1 dBm received optical power; a 

power penalty of 3.6 dB is observed after just 2-km SSMF transmission because of 

the severe dispersion-induced fading suffered by the UWB signal. This is because in 

accordance with (2.34), the lengths of SSMF at which the power cancellation of the 

RF signal due to chromatic dispersion occurs will be very small because of the high 

frequencies involved. The power penalty then improves to 1.1 dB and 1.2 dB for 4-

km and 4.5-km SSMF transmissions respectively, indicating the UWB signal has 

started recovering from fading at these lengths. 

In a similar manner as in section 5.2.1.5, a detailed study of the trend of the 

EVM degradation has also been conducted by observing the EVM of the UWB 

signal at 1 dBm received optical power for SSMF spans ranging from 0 to 5 km, with 

a length resolution of 250 m. As shown in Figure 5.29, an apparent “fading cycle” of 

around 2 km is observed. This “fading cycle” is quite similar to that of an un-

modulated RF signal at 61.75 GHz when optical DSB-C transmission is used. 
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Figure 5.29.  EVM degradation for UWB signal and RF power degradation for a 61.75 GHz signal at 1 

dBm received optical power when optical DSB-C transmission is used.  

 

It should be highlighted again that the chromatic dispersion fading 

experienced when using this technique can be eliminated by employing OSSB 

modulation. However, this would necessitate either having a 90-degree electrical 

hybrid that can operate at 60 GHz or using optical filtering to remove one of the 

sidebands. The required devices to achieve this were either not available to us or 

would add complexity to the system. 

 

5.3 Comparison of the IM-DD transmission techniques 

The three IM-DD transmission techniques differ in either the principle used 

to modulate the optical carrier (i.e. direct or external modulation) or the methods 

used for up-conversion to the 60-GHz band (optical up-conversion or electrical 

mixing). Also, in the three different implementations, the electrical UWB signal 

drives a different type of non-linear device. These differences therefore lead to 
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different behaviours during light propagation, implying there will be differences in 

the signals produced both in the optical and electrical domain after photodetection. 

Despite this, we have tried to compare the three techniques as fairly as 

possible by using the same modulating signal with the same modulation format and 

ensuring that the optical power at the output of the 40-Gbit/s MZM as well as the 

optical power into the VOA for all the techniques were kept at -11.65 and 6.3 dBm 

respectively. Also, the sampling rates used for both the AWG and the digital 

sampling oscilloscope were the same for all the techniques. Down-conversion of the 

mm-wave UWB signal to baseband, as well as the baseband digital signal processing 

were all carried out in the same way, with the same devices. Table 5.2 shows the 

comparison of the three transmission techniques based on transmission performance, 

cost and complexity. 

Technique #1 requires just one DE-MZM and does not require 60-GHz 

electrical and electro-optical devices like technique #3. It therefore has the simplest 

and cheapest architecture out of all the three techniques.  

With optimum laser bias and operating temperature values of 80 mA and 

20  respectively, it is found that technique #1 can tolerate higher signal driving 

amplitudes than the other two techniques before non-linear distortion sets in. 

However, since the laser is the device that is driven by the MB-OFDM UWB signal, 

technique #1 may be disadvantaged by the limited modulation bandwidth of the laser 

used if the bandwidth of the driving signal is too wide. In addition, due to difficulties 

in precise optical filtering of one of the optical sidebands (which would require 

precise wavelength control of both the filter and the laser source); the desired UWB 

signal at the RF frequency is obtained by the superimposition of two beating terms.  
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  Table 5.2. Comparisons of the three IM-DD transmission techniques. 
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Consequently, this technique suffers some chromatic dispersion-induced 

fading though not as severe as technique #3. A fading “cycle” of 16 km is observed 

with a power penalty of 11 dB obtained after 18-km SSMF transmission. 

Technique #2 is quite similar to technique #1 in terms of optical up-

conversion architecture but requires two DE-MZMs as opposed to all the other 

techniques that use just one DE-MZM. So, technique #2 is relatively more complex 

than the other techniques. Also, the complexity of this technique is further slightly 

increased by the need for OSSB modulation to be done with the first MZM, which 

would require an additional     electrical hybrid (or a frequency-domain Hilbert 

Transform). This however results in a system that is robust to fibre chromatic 

dispersion fading because only one beating term at the photodetector produces the 

desired mm-wave UWB signal. Technique #2 also demonstrates the best 

performance at low UWB drive powers. For an UWB drive power of -8 dBm, the 

EVMs obtained for techniques #1, #2 and #3 are -11.8 dB, -17.8 dB and -13 dB 

respectively. To match the other two techniques and keep the optical power into the 

40-Gbit/s MZM fixed at 3.30 dBm, the CW laser used in this technique had to 

operate at a higher output power (10.69 dBm) than the DFB laser of technique #1 

(4.38 dBm) to compensate for the insertion loss of the first MZM. 

Though technique #3 is simple and also requires only one DE-MZM, there 

are several drawbacks that limit the system performance. Firstly, it requires high-

frequency electrical and electro-optical devices (MZM, LOs, and mixer) for its 

implementation which will drive the cost up. In addition, because of the non-

availability of some of the required high-frequency components, we have been 

forced to compromise and use alternatives. For instance, the MB-OFDM UWB 

signal is processed at 60 GHz, but the DE-MZM is specified for 40 Gbit/s. We have 
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also used a 30 GHz LO, frequency multiplied by 2 to generate the 60-GHz carrier. 

Although the system performance using these alternatives is still acceptable to a 

certain degree, there are resulting impairments (e.g. the additional harmonics 

generated by the active frequency multiplier) that have limited the system 

performance.  

Secondly, despite the simple architecture, technique #3 requires very careful 

adjustments of the IF and LO powers to the mixer. The results obtained with this 

technique show that the mixer strongly dominates the distortion in the RF path with 

the system performance hampered by the spurious interference from the harmonics 

produced by the mixer. In our case, these spurs caused interference with the desired 

UWB signal in the 60-GHz band, forcing us to transmit only one UWB sub-band. To 

avoid increased levels of intermodulation distortion and spurious performance, the IF 

power (i.e. UWB drive power) and the LO power to the mixer must be kept 

sufficiently low enough. Consequently, with technique #3, the UWB drive power at 

which the minimum EVM is obtained is far less than the other techniques. This 

implies that the UWB signal experiences non-linear distortion much earlier with 

technique #3 than with the other two techniques (minimum EVM is obtained at 3.4, -

1.7 and -14.8 dBm for techniques #1, #2 and #3 respectively).   

Thirdly, by virtue of the fact that DSB-C modulation is employed and 

because of the high frequencies involved, technique #3 is also more severely 

impacted by fibre chromatic dispersion fading than all the other techniques. A fading 

“cycle” of 2 km is observed, with a 7.2 dB power penalty obtained after just 500 m 

SSMF transmission (for a received optical power of 1 dBm). In fact, after 1 km 

transmission, the UWB signal cannot be recovered. This makes technique #3 suitable 

only for very short distances, possibly restricted to in-building applications only.  
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5.4 60-GHz MB-OFDM UWB generation by OHD 

This technique achieves all-optical up-conversion by utilising uncorrelated 

optical heterodyne mixing of an OSSB MB-OFDM UWB signal with a free-running 

CW laser in a broadband photodiode. The frequency offset between the two 

uncorrelated optical sources that beat at the photodiode is 60 GHz. In contrast to the 

numerous existing heterodyne mixing implementations in literature that require 

optical injection locking or complex optical phase-locked loops e.g. [151]-[153], this 

proposed technique utilises envelope detection to avoid laser phase noise effects at 

baseband, thus obviating signal control techniques, resulting in a very simple and 

cost-effective transmission system.  

Both optical sources are tunable lasers that utilize thermo-electric cooler 

(TEC) modules to ensure wavelength stability and accuracy throughout their tuning 

ranges. Using such lasers guarantees that the beat term falls within the 60-GHz band. 

It is well-known that the phase noise of the carrier generated by the beating of 

two uncorrelated optical sources on a photodetector significantly degrades the 

detection performance of the transmission system. This phase noise may manifest 

itself in the broadening of the spectral linewidth. In the absence of phase noise, the 

photodetected electrical signal at an IF frequency can be detected by extracting a 

carrier reference from it, followed by coherent demodulation. However, in the 

presence of phase noise, a carrier-recovery circuit might have difficulties in tracking 

rapid phase variations, resulting in degradation of the detection performance. 

Alternatively, these phase-noise effects can be avoided at baseband by utilizing a 

self-homodyning receiver [154] or an envelope detector with sufficient IF bandwidth 

[155].  
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The proposed system utilizes square-law envelope detection at the customer 

unit to down-convert the mm-wave wireless signal straight to baseband. Envelope 

detection is preferred over self-homodyning because it is cheaper and has been 

shown to provide better sensitivity [156]. Consequently, this proposed OHD 

technique significantly simplifies the optical mm-wave generation and data recovery 

as it doesn’t require any high-bandwidth electro-optical device at the central office or 

high-frequency LOs at either the central office or the customer unit; or optical phase-

locking techniques to generate the mm-wave wireless signal. This means that mm-

wave independence is achieved, provided the frequency separation between the two 

optical sources is within the bandwidth of the broadband photodiode.  

Figure 5.30 shows the schematic for this technique. One laser (signal laser) is 

used as the optical source to a low-bandwidth DE-MZM which is modulated by the 

MB-OFDM UWB signal. The phase fluctuations of the signal laser    ( ), as 

characterized by the Wiener-L ́vy process, has zero mean and a variance of     | |, 

where   is the two-sided 3-dB laser linewidth of Lorentzian power density spectrum 

[157]. 

 

Figure 5.30. Schematic layout of OHD technique. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator. LO: Local Oscillator. PD: 

Photodetector. BPF: Band-pass filter. ED: Envelope detector. LPF: Low-pass filter. Inset (a) Combined optical spectra. 

Inset (b) Photodetected signal spectra. 
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To introduce this phase fluctuation, the optical field at the output of the MZM 

is multiplied by the noisy carrier      ( ), which is the laser phase noise. 

Consequently, the field of the optical UWB signal at the output of the MZM in the 

presence of the signal laser phase noise can be written as: 

   ( )    
 (          ( ))    (  [       ]    ( )) ∑    

      
   
 

  
    
 
  

      (    )         

where    ,    ,     and    are the centre frequency of the signal laser, the carrier 

frequency of the UWB signal, the number of OFDM subcarriers and the frequency of 

the  th subcarrier. 

In a similar vein, the optical field at the output of the second laser (LO laser), 

in the presence of the LO laser phase noise,     ( ) can be expressed as: 

                                                      ( )    
 (          ( ))                                            (    ) 

where     is the centre frequency of the LO laser. The two optical signals are 

combined in the optical coupler resulting in the optical signal spectra shown in inset 

(a) of Figure 5.30. 

For simplicity, we have neglected both the fibre and wireless channels in this 

analysis. The generated photocurrent,    ( )  at the output of the square-law 

photodetector is: 

                          ( )   {(   ( )     ( ))  (   ( )     ( ))
 

}                     (    ) 

where   is the responsivity of the photodetector and the superscript     carries out 

the complex conjugation operation. After some algebraic manipulations, it is easy to 

show that (5.47) can be expressed as: 
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where 

                                       ( )    [       ]  (   ( )     ( ))                         (    )         

                         ( )         (   ( )     ( ))                                       (    )                    

and 

                                                                                                                      (    )                                          

The first term in (5.48) is a D.C. component. The second term represents the 

second-order inter-modulation distortion products. The third term is a copy of the 

MB-OFDM UWB signal centred at a frequency of     . The fourth term is an RF 

carrier at a frequency of  (        ), obtained from the beating of the two optical 

carriers with themselves. The final term is the desired MB-OFDM UWB signal at the 

RF frequency of     . It is seen that the last two terms have random phase deviations 

of  (  ( )    ( )). If    ( ) and    ( ) have spectral densities represented by    

and    rps
2
/Hz respectively, these last two terms will have spectral densities of 

(      ) rps
2
/Hz, resulting in a 3-dB linewidth equal to the sum of the linewidths 

of the signal and LO lasers [155].  All the terms in (5.48) are illustrated in the 

photodetected signal spectra shown in inset (b) of Figure 5.30, with the increased 

linewidths of the last two terms clearly evident. The BPF shown in Figure 5.30 
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removes the undesired components, leaving only the last two terms in (5.48). The 

filtered electrical signal       ( ) is down-converted by passing it through the 

envelope detector. Assuming an ideal square-law envelope detector, the down-

converted signal   ( ) is written as:  

               ( )  |     ( )|
 
                                                                                   (    )                                                                   

                                                      {   (  ( )) ∑   
   
 

         
    (        )}

 

         (    ) 

After filtering   ( ) with the LPF, the higher-frequency components in (5.53) 

are eliminated, leaving the baseband signal    ( ). 
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Equation (5.54) shows that no laser phase noise terms remain. This implies 

that the proposed technique is, in principle, capable of avoiding the laser phase noise 

effects at baseband. In addition, the system will be robust against chromatic 

dispersion because as shown in inset (b) of Figure 5.30, the desired UWB signal at 

the RF frequency is obtained by the beating of only two optical components, i.e. one 

optical carrier and the optical UWB sideband. 

The cost and complexity of this technique can also be further driven down by 

employing a DFB laser for direct-modulation of the UWB signal instead of external 

modulation with the MZM, provided the UWB signal is within the modulation 

bandwidth of the DFB laser.  

One concern with this technique is the long-term stability of the optical 

sources which can be obtained if the sources utilise TEC modules to ensure 

wavelength stability and accuracy. However, with this technique, down-conversion 
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of the mm-wave UWB signal to baseband will still be possible as long as the drift (if 

any) of the received signal is within the bandwidth of the envelope detector. 

The experimental setup of technique #3 is shown in Figure 5.31. The UWB 

signal is generated offline in MATLAB and then loaded into the AWG operating at a 

sampling rate of 10.8 GS/s. The outputs of the AWG (i.e. the UWB signal and its 

Hilbert Transform) are amplified by two 16-dB gain, RF amplifiers and then filtered 

by two 7.5-GHz, LPFs. These filtered signals (Figure 5.32 (a)) are then used as the 

electrical drives to the same Fujitsu 10-Gbit/s DE-MZM used in section 5.2.2, biased 

at its quadrature point.  

The optical source to the DE-MZM is a tunable laser with linewidth of 800 

kHz and centre emission wavelength of 1549.51 nm. An OSSB is thus generated at 

the output of the MZM. This OSSB signal is combined in a 3-dB optical coupler with 

another CW signal emitted from another tunable laser with linewidth of 100 kHz and 

centre emission wavelength of 1550 nm. The frequency difference between the two 

optical sources is chosen to yield the desired 60-GHz mm-wave carrier frequency.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.31.  Experimental setup of OHD technique. H.T: Hilbert transform. LPF: Low-pass filter. BT: 

Bias tee. PC: Polarisation controller. MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator. EDFA: Erbium-doped fibre 

amplifier. OBPF: Optical band-pass filter. VOA: Variable optical attenuator. SSMF: Standard single-

mode fibre. HPA: High-power amplifier. Tx.: Transmit. Rx.: Receive. LNA: Low-noise amplifier.   
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A polarisation controller ensures maximum coupling of the two optical 

signals is achieved. The combined optical signals are then amplified by an EDFA 

before being filtered using a 0.8-nm, tunable OBPF to suppress the out-of-band ASE 

noise. The optical spectrum of the filtered and combined signals is shown in Figure 

5.32 (b). The optical signals are then transmitted through various lengths of SSMF 

fibre. A VOA is used to maintain a maximum of 1 dBm input to the 70-GHz 

broadband photodetector located at the base station. After photodetection, the 60-

GHz UWB signal is amplified by a 30-dB gain, high-power amplifier (HPA) before 

being applied to an antenna for up to 4-m wireless transmission. Both the antennas 

used in the experimental setup are dual-reflector Cassegrain antennas with frequency 

range of 50-75 GHz, 30-dBi gain and 3-dB beam width of 3.1°.  

 

Figure 5.32.  (a)-(c) Electrical and optical spectra at corresponding points in experimental setup (shown in 

Figure 5.21). (d) Equalized constellation diagrams at 1 dBm received optical power for 26-km SSMF and 2- 

m wireless transmission. 
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At the customer unit, the received wireless 60-GHz MB-OFDM UWB signal 

is amplified by a 30-dB gain, low-noise amplifier (LNA). Down-conversion of the 

mm-wave UWB signal is achieved by linearly detecting its envelope using the 

waveguide broadband detector (DV-2P) in WR-15 waveguide from Spacek Labs Inc. 

The down-converted signal is further amplified by a 30-dB gain amplifier with a 

frequency range of 0.7-4.2 GHz (Figure 5.32 (c)) and then captured by the real-time 

oscilloscope operated at a sampling rate of 50 GS/s. Figure 5.32 (d) shows the 

equalized 16-QAM constellation diagrams for a SSMF length of 26 km, received 

optical power of 1 dBm and a 2-m wireless channel.  

A drawback of this technique has to do with the limitations of the envelope 

detection. This is primarily because the input to the envelope detector has to be 

properly band-pass filtered around the desired signal to avoid the simultaneous 

demodulation of unwanted signal components. There could also be additional 

problems if, because of the wavelength drift of the optical sources, part of the desired 

received signal drifts out of the bandwidth of the BPF. This is because for the 

proposed technique to be successful in avoiding the phase noise effects at baseband, 

the last two terms of (5.48) have to be fed into the envelope detector so the phase 

noise terms cancel out. Another concern is that the IF bandwidth of the envelope 

detector has to be sufficiently large enough for the signal to be down-converted. 

In the proposed system, the HPA, Cassegrain antennas, and the LNA are all 

band-limited to within 50-75 GHz, ensuring that signal components outside this 

frequency range are “filtered” off and will not be transmitted. Hence, we didn’t have 

to resort to using a mm-wave BPF (which was not available). In addition, by utilising 

optical sources that have TEC modules, wavelength stability is guaranteed, resulting 

in negligible drift of the received signal. Finally, the IF bandwidth of the envelope 
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detector is around 5 GHz, sufficiently large enough for down-converting the UWB 

signal to baseband. This would allow the envelope detector to operate with data rates 

as high as 6.6 Gbit/s (i.e. a 3 dB bandwidth which is at least 75% of the data rate), 

and act as a maximum likelihood demodulator at that data rate [158]. 

In the subsequent sub-subsections, using the setup as shown in Figure 5.31, 

the impacts of the various parameters such as wireless distance and received optical 

power at the photodetector on the system performance will be illustrated. 

 

5.4.1 Impacts of received optical power and fibre transmission 

In a similar vein as in sections 5.2.1.5, 5.2.2.3 and 5.2.3.3, the system 

performance is tested for a variation of the received optical power at a bit rate of 3.84 

Gbit/s by tuning the attenuation of the VOA. The peak-to-peak amplitudes of the 

UWB signals from the AWG are optimised to yield the highest SNR prior to fibre 

transmission and the wireless distance kept fixed at 2.4 m.  

Figure 5.33 shows the EVM variation of the three UWB sub-bands with the 

received optical power for five optical transmission cases: back-to-back, 10 km, 26 

km, 37 km and 48 km of SSMF, with the EVM improving with increasing received 

optical power, as expected. Figure 5.33 also shows that the system is robust against 

fibre chromatic dispersion, with hardly any power penalty obtained for the various 

fibre lengths used. Transmission over longer fibre spans is therefore possible but 

would be dependent on the available amplification power budget.  
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Figure 5.33.  EVM of the three UWB sub-bands as a function of received optical power for a fixed wireless 

distance of 2.4 m and different SSMF lengths.  

 

 

5.4.2 Impact of wireless transmission 

Figure 5.34 shows the wireless experimental setup. The transmit antenna is 

mounted on a movable base attached to a trolley, while the receive antenna is 

mounted on a fixed metal base. The photodetector and the HPA are attached to the 

transmit antenna, while the LNA and the envelope detector are attached to the 

receive antenna. The distance between the two antennas is measured with the aid of 

scale rulers connected end-to-end as shown in Figure 5.34. 

For the investigation into the impact of the wireless transmission, the fibre 

length is fixed at 26 km and with all other parameters constant, the wireless distance 

is varied from 2 to 4 m by carefully moving the transmit antenna away from the 

receive antenna. 

In accordance with Friis transmission formula, the FSPL at distances of 2 and 

4 m can be computed using (2.30). In this case,  

                                                              √(         )                                                (    ) 
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Figure 5.34. Wireless experimental setup. LNA: Low-noise amplifier. ED: Envelope detector. PD: 

Photodetector. HPA: High-power amplifier.  

 

where             and                  represent the lower and upper cut-

off frequencies for the MB-OFDM UWB signal in the 60-GHz band.  

Substituting             into (2.30), the corresponding values of the 

FSPL at wireless distances of 2 and 4 m are 74.3 dB and 80.3 dB respectively. 

As a result of this FSPL, extra amplification (as compared to having a cable 

link) would be required for wireless transmission. This amplification is provided by 

both the HPA and LNA. The EVM is obtained for several wireless distances between 

2 and 4m. In addition, the wireless link is replaced with just a single coaxial cable 

connection between the photodetector and the envelope detector, and the EVM 

obtained as before. 

Figure 5.35 shows the variation of the EVM with the wireless distance where 

it can be seen that the EVM performance degrades with longer wireless distances due 

to increase in the FSPL, in agreement with (2.30). 
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Figure 5.35.  EVM as a function of received optical power for a fixed SSMF length of 26 km and different 

wireless distances (direct coaxial link also included). 

 

5.5 MZM non-linearity compensation using pre-distortion  

For majority of the experimental work considered in the previous sections 

and chapters, the OFDM signals have modulated the lightwave using MZMs. 

However, as illustrated by the experimental investigations in those sections, the 

performance of the various RoF systems that utilise these MZMs for electro-optical 

conversion is strongly dependent on the non-linear distortion induced by the MZMs 

at high modulation indexes (or drive powers). As stated in section 2.4.5.1, OFDM 

signals, due to their multi-carrier nature, have a high PAPR. This PAPR, as we 

demonstrated in section 3.6, is independent of the modulation format employed but 

increases with the number of OFDM subcarriers used. 
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The high PAPR required is a challenge in optical communications because 

MZMs, as shown in section 3.2, have non-linear, peak-limited power transfer 

characteristics. So, at high modulation indexes, the high amplitude peaks of the 

OFDM signal start to be clipped due to the MZM non-linearity. Reducing the 

operating range of the MZM to accommodate the high peaks of the OFDM signal 

may necessitate optical amplification at the transmitter because of the power 

efficiency penalty incurred. 

PAPR-reduction techniques, including selective mapping, interleaving and 

partial transmit sequence, which are well known in RF communications, have been 

recently applied in optical OFDM transmission systems [159]. However, these 

algorithms introduce undesired effects at the transmitter such as a significant amount 

of redundancy and coding overhead [160] - [162] and increased computational 

complexity. An increase in the coding overhead would necessitate a corresponding 

increase in the sampling rate so as to maintain the bit rate, implying faster DACs 

would be required. On the other hand, increased computational complexity at the 

transmitter is not desirable at the speeds at which optical systems are designed to 

operate [163], [164]. 

This section focuses on applying digital pre-distortion to the MB-OFDM 

UWB signals as a linearisation technique to compensate for the MZM non-linearity 

and improve system performance at high modulation indexes. Previous studies on 

digital pre-distortion for MZM non-linearity compensation have been focused on 

CO-OFDM systems [164], [165].  

Recently, a digital pre-distorter for direct-detection UWB signals was 

proposed and simulated in [166]. However, in the expression for the output voltage 

of the proposed pre-distorter in [166], for the purpose of simplicity and ease of 
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evaluation, the product of the square of the electrical field at the MZM input and the 

photodiode responsivity was made equal to 2. Also, the D.C. offset voltage at which 

maximum transmission is obtained was assumed to be 0. These assumptions will not 

be consistent in actual MZMs. 

In this section, we propose and experimentally demonstrate, for the first time 

to our knowledge, a digital pre-distortion technique for MZM non-linearity 

compensation in direct-detection MB-OFDM UWB systems which is valid for any 

single-electrode MZM. 

 

5.5.1 Digital pre-distorter model 

If a single-electrode MZM is operated in the push-pull mode, and the D.C. 

offset voltage at which maximum transmission is obtained is not assumed to be 0, the 

relationship between the output and input optical fields of the MZM with the 

insertion loss neglected, as given in (5.31)  can be re-written as: 

                                     ( )    ( )   {
 

 
[
    ( )     

  
]}                                   (    ) 

where     is the D.C. offset voltage at which maximum transmission is obtained and 

all other constants are as defined previously in section 5.2.3.  

Consequently, by taking the square of the modulus of the output optical 

field   ( ), the power transfer function of the MZM can be obtained as: 
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The mitigation of the MZM non-linearity is achieved by using a digital pre-

distorter with a transfer characteristic which is the inverse of the MZM power 
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transfer characteristic in (5.58). After some algebraic manipulations, it is easy to 

show that the pre-distortion transfer function can be expressed as: 

             ( )  [
  
 
      (

 {   ( )  (      )}

    |   ( )|  (      )
  )]                     (    ) 

where     ( ) and    ( ) are the digital output and input voltages of the pre-

distorter respectively.  

            Since a      ( ) function is defined for argument values between -1 and 1, 

the value of      ( ) is restricted between       and  (      ). A combination of the 

pre-distortion function in (5.59) with the MZM power transfer function in (5.58) 

results in a linear relationship between the MZM optical intensity and the drive 

voltage as shown in Figures 5.36 (a)-(c).  

Figure 5.36 (c) shows that the region of the MZM response which can be 

linearised by the digital pre-distorter is limited. Linearisation occurs over the range 

from (      )  to     . The transmission is hard-limited when the drive voltage is 

outside this range. The results shown in Figure 5.36 also confirm that the pre-

distortion function in (5.59) is valid for single-electrode MZMs with different 

combinations of     and     . 
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Figure 5.36. (a) MZM Power transfer characteristics (b) Pre-distorter transfer characteristics (c) Compensated 

transfer characteristics for different values of     and   : 1.2 V and 1 V; 2.1 V and 1.7 V; 3.9 V and 3.1 V; 4.8 

V and 2.6 V; 5 V and 4 V. 

 

5.5.2 Experimental setup and results for digital pre-distortion 

To evaluate the improvement brought about by digital pre-distortion in RoF 

applications, an experiment is performed based on MB-OFDM UWB RoF 

transmission. Figure 5.37 shows the experimental setup of the MB-OFDM UWB 

optical transmission system with digital pre-distortion. The MB-OFDM UWB signal 

with the first sub-band of band group #1 is generated off-line in MATLAB. This sub-

band is 528 MHz wide, centred at a frequency of 3.432 GHz and modulated with 16-

QAM. 128 OFDM subcarriers are used and the OFDM symbol duration is 312.5 ns, 

giving a gross bit rate of 1.28 Gbit/s. 

The generated real-valued UWB signal is then passed to the digital pre-

distorter to compensate for the non-linearity of the MZM by making use of the 

transfer function depicted in (5.59). Since the UWB signal is generated offline in 

MATLAB, the pre-distortion transfer function is also implemented offline in 

MATLAB. In this case, in (5.59),    ( ) is the generated MB-OFDM UWB signal 

while     ( )  represents the compensated MB-OFDM UWB signal. Although we 

have implemented the pre-distortion transfer function offline in MATLAB, in future, 
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a more practical implementation of the pre-distortion function could be based on 

look-up tables like those used in [167] and [168] for fibre dispersion compensation. 

The MZM used for the experiment is a JDS Uniphase 10-Gbit/s single-

electrode amplitude modulator having a 4.5 dB insertion loss, half-wave switching 

voltage    of 1.7 V and a      of 2.1 V.  The compensated transfer characteristics of 

this MZM have already been shown in Figure 5.36. 

The time-domain samples of the compensated UWB signal are saved as a 

single-column ASCII text file and loaded into a Tektronix AWG7122B AWG 

operating at a sampling rate of 12 GS/s. The filtered UWB signal is then amplified 

by a 40-dB gain, SHF 84P amplifier. A Picosecond 7.5 GHz LPF is used to filter the 

alias terms produced from the DAC process at the AWG. The filtered MB-OFDM 

UWB signal (inset (a) of Figure 5.37) is then used to drive the MZM, biased at its 

quadrature point. 

 An RVA placed at the output of the filter enables the RF modulation index of 

the MZM to be varied. An Anritsu MG9541A tunable laser with centre emission 

wavelength of 1550 nm and 9.47 dBm output optical power serves as the optical 

source to the MZM. 

The optical DSB-C signal generated at the output of the MZM is amplified by 

an EDFA to compensate for the insertion loss of all optical components and then a 

0.8 nm DiCon tunable OBPF is used to suppress the out-of-band ASE noise.  

The filtered optical DSB-C signal as shown in inset (b) of Figure 5.37 is 

transmitted through 20-km SSMF. A VOA is used to vary the optical attenuation to 

set the maximum optical power input into a u
2
t Photonics, XPDV3120R 

photodetector at 1 dBm.  
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Figure 5.37. Experimental setup for digital pre-distortion. AWG: Arbitrary waveform generator. LPF: 

Low- pass filter. RVA: RF variable attenuator, BT: Bias tee. PC: Polarization controller. EDFA: Erbium-

doped fibre amplifier. OBPF: Optical band-pass filter. VOA: Variable optical attenuator. SSMF: Standard 

single-mode fibre. Insets (a) – (c): Electrical and optical spectra at corresponding points in the 

experimental setup. Inset (d): Constellation diagram after 20-km SSMF transmission and at 1 dBm 

received optical power. 

 

After photodetection, the electrical UWB signal is amplified by a Mini-

circuits ZHL-42 amplifier providing 30 dB gain (inset (c) of Figure 5.37) and then 

captured by a Tektronix DPO 72004 real-time digital sampling oscilloscope operated 

at a sampling rate of 25 GS/s. Baseband digital signal processing is as usual 

performed offline in MATLAB. Inset (d) of Figure 5.37 shows the equalised 

constellation after 20-km SSMF transmission and at 1 dBm received optical power. 

For our investigations, the performance of the compensated MB-OFDM 

UWB signal is compared with that of the uncompensated one, using EVM 

measurements as the performance metric. With the received optical power held 

constant at 1 dBm, the UWB drive power is varied by varying the attenuation of the 

RVA. 

Figure 5.38 shows the variation of the EVM with the drive power for 20-km 

SSMF transmission.   
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Figure 5.38. EVM vs. UWB drive power: with/without digital pre-distortion compensation. 

 

It can be seen that in accordance with the results presented in the previous 

chapters, with low values of drive power, the system performance is limited by low 

SNR, resulting in poor EVM performance. The EVM improves as the drive power is 

increased but at higher drive powers, the EVM starts to increase as the system 

performance is degraded due to the MZM non-linear distortion. However, a 

significant improvement in the EVM at higher drive powers occurs when pre-

distortion is applied, permitting higher driving signal amplitudes to be used. The 

EVM is still less than -15 dB for drive powers up to 18 dBm, around a 9 dB 

improvement when compared to the uncompensated case.  

Also, the optimum drive power for which the minimum EVM is obtained 

increases when pre-distortion is applied. Without pre-distortion, the optimum drive 

power is 3 dBm. This optimum drive power increases to 10 dBm when pre-distortion 

is applied. 
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5.6 Summary 

In this chapter, MB-OFDM UWB operation in the license-free 60-GHz band 

has been reviewed. Four techniques for up-converting the MB-OFDM UWB signal 

to the 60-GHz band have been discussed. These techniques have been classified in 

terms of the underlying modulation/detection principles employed, into intensity 

modulation – direct detection (IM-DD) and optical heterodyne detection (OHD) 

techniques. The first three techniques are based on IM-DD while the last technique is 

based on OHD. For the IM-DD techniques, the MB-OFDM UWB signal drives a 

different non-linear component – a DFB laser, a DE-MZM and a mixer. The first two 

IM-DD techniques utilise OFM using either the DFB laser or low-bandwidth DE-

MZM for electro-optical conversion, in cascade with a high-bandwidth DE-MZM 

driven by a 30-GHz LO. The third IM-DD technique achieves mm-wave generation 

by electrically mixing the MB-OFDM UWB signal with a 60-GHz LO.  

Theoretical analyses of the mm-wave generation using the three IM-DD 

techniques have also been provided in this chapter. For all the techniques, the 

performance of the 60-GHz MB-OFDM RoF signal in the presence of various 

parameters including device non-linearities, bias currents and voltages, drive and LO 

power levels, received optical power and fibre chromatic dispersion has been 

comprehensively investigated, using EVM measurements as the performance metric. 

The optimum values for these system parameters have also been demonstrated. It has 

been shown that the distortion in the RF path is dominated by the first major non-

linear component encountered by the driving UWB signal.   

The three IM-DD techniques have also been compared in terms of cost, 

complexity and system performance, especially with regards to fibre transmission. It 

has been found that technique #1 is the cheapest and simplest to implement. 
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Technique #3, although having a simple architecture, is disadvantaged by the need 

for high-bandwidth electrical and electro-optical devices which will drive the cost 

up. On the other hand, technique #2 requires 2 DE-MZMs and an additional     

electrical hybrid, making it more complex than techniques #1 and #3. 

Technique #2 is robust against fibre chromatic dispersion while techniques #1 

and #3 are not; though the fibre transmission distance with technique #3 is more 

severely limited by chromatic dispersion than technique #1. A fading cycle of 16 km 

and 2 km is obtained for techniques #1 and #3 respectively.   

Techniques #1 and #2 while similar in principle, demonstrate slightly 

different performances with technique #2 demonstrating superior performance to 

technique #1 at low drive powers. However, technique #1 demonstrates better 

robustness to non-linear intermodulation distortion than technique #2.  

The OHD technique utilises uncorrelated optical heterodyning with envelope 

detection to achieve all optical mm-wave generation and detection, without having to 

resort to using complex optical phase-locked loops or high-frequency microwave 

sources. Using the proposed OHD technique, multiple wide-band 16-QAM OFDM 

channels have been successfully transmitted over 48-km SSMF without any 

chromatic dispersion compensation and a further 4-m wireless distance. The system 

also demonstrates impressive robustness to phase noise and fibre chromatic 

dispersion, the only limitation imposed in fibre distribution being the available 

amplification power budget. 

Finally, we have proposed the use of digital pre-distortion to mitigate the 

MZM non-linear distortion for direct-detection MB-OFDM UWB over fibre 

transmission systems. Performance analysis shows an increased tolerance to the 

amplitude of the applied UWB signal as well as increase in the optimum drive power 
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when pre-distortion is employed. It is observed that for drive powers up to 18 dBm, 

the EVM is still less than -15 dB when digital pre-distortion is applied, almost a 9 dB 

improvement when compared to the uncompensated case. 
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Chapter 6. Concluding remarks and 

future work  

6.1 Thesis summary 

Optical OFDM is a fast-progressing and vibrant research field in optical 

communications. This thesis has investigated the development and implementation 

of different techniques that apply optical OFDM for multi-Gbit/s communications in 

the access network. With the aid of mathematical modelling as well as simulation 

and experimental demonstrations using BER and EVM measurements as figures of 

merit, the bulk of the work for this thesis has been focused on evaluating the 

performance of various DD-OOFDM systems which are degraded by various 

impairments including device non-linearities, adverse operating conditions, electrical 

and optical power levels, and fibre chromatic dispersion.  This investigation has been 

carried out on various DD-OOFDM architectures in different frequency bands 

ranging from baseband to millimetre-wave. In addition to performance evaluation, 

the results of the investigation have enabled us to obtain the optimum parameter 

values as well as observe the limitations imposed in fibre distribution for all of the 

considered DD-OOFDM systems. 

Finally, system performance improvement of the optical OFDM systems by 

MZM non-linearity impairment compensation using digital pre-distortion has been 

considered. Although digital pre-distortion for MZM non-linearity compensation has 

been carried out in previous studies by various researchers [164], [165], the focus has 

been on CO-OFDM systems. We have proposed and experimentally demonstrated a 

novel digital pre-distorter for DD-OOFDM systems which is valid for any single-

electrode MZM. 
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6.2 Main contributions of this thesis 

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows: 

 

The evaluation of the system performance of an ECMA-368 compliant MB-OFDM 

UWB system. 

 With focus on the ECMA-368 standard, simulations coupled with experimental 

validation have been presented to demonstrate the feasibility of using OFDM-based 

UWB RoF techniques to provide multi-Gbit/s connectivity for bandwidth-intensive 

applications such as HD audio and video content delivery in FTTH networks. 

 Measurements have been taken to evaluate the maximum fibre reach for error-

free operation (BER of      ) for the MB-OFDM UWB system. It has been established 

that with 4 dBm optical power launched in the fibre, for error-free operation, the 

maximum SSMF reach for MB-OFDM UWB is 50 km. 

 The effects of various parameters including the UWB drive power, chromatic 

dispersion and received optical power on the MB-OFDM UWB system have been 

investigated. In addition, for an OSSB-modulated MZM, an optimum modulation index 

of -4.58 dB has been established for the MB-OFDM UWB RoF system. 

 

The applicability of the 60-GHz band for MB-OFDM UWB operation. 

 The applicability of the license-free 60-GHz band for MB-OFDM UWB 

operation has been explored. We have analytically illustrated and experimentally 

demonstrated three techniques based on IM-DD for generating a 60-GHz MB-OFDM 

UWB signal. In each of these three techniques, the modulating MB-OFDM UWB signal 

drives a different type of non-linear component – a laser, a MZM and a mixer. 
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 A comparative study of the three IM-DD techniques based on transmission 

performance, chromatic dispersion robustness, cost and complexity has been presented. 

We have experimentally demonstrated that the system performance of the various 

techniques is limited by the first major non-linear component encountered by the driving 

UWB signal. 

 A simple 60-GHz MB-OFDM UWB RoF system employing a combination of 

uncorrelated optical heterodyning and envelope detection has been proposed. 

Mathematical analysis has demonstrated that the proposed system is capable of avoiding 

the laser phase noise effects at baseband.  

Proof-of-concept experimental demonstration of the proposed system have also been 

carried out for the successful transmission of a 3.84 Gbit/s, 16-QAM MB-OFDM UWB 

signal over up to 48-km standard single-mode fibre and a further 4-m wireless channel.  

In particular, it has been established that photonic millimetre-wave signal generation and 

detection can be achieved without the need for complex optical phase-locked loops and 

high-frequency microwave sources. 

 

The evaluation of the system performance of a DD-OOFDM baseband system in the 

presence of MZM non-linear distortion. 

 It has been shown that the system performance of DD-OOFDM in the presence of 

the MZM non-linear distortion can be improved by proper biasing and selection of 

appropriate drive to the MZM. In particular, to obtain an EVM penalty (due to the MZM 

non-linear distortion) of   2 dB the normalised MZM drive level has to be    0.11; and 

the normalised MZM D.C. bias level needs to be within 0.06 of the normalised 

quadrature bias voltage value of 0.5.  
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 Simulation and experimental investigations have shown that to improve the 

tolerance to the MZM non-linear distortion, it would be beneficial to reduce the number 

of subcarriers (due to reduction of the system PAPR), or employ lower level modulation 

formats. It has also been shown that the benefit of operating with a reduced number of 

subcarriers applies only if the length of fibre is < 50 km. For longer fibre lengths > 

450km however, it would be more practical to operate with a large number of subcarriers 

because of the power penalties caused by the pulse spreading brought about by the fibre 

chromatic dispersion.  

 It has been demonstrated that by operating at a quadrature bias, the spectral 

efficiency of the DD-OOFDM system can be improved by reducing the width of the 

guard band by at least 50%. This is because of the low level of intermodulation distortion 

products present at quadrature bias. 

 

Digital pre-distortion in DD-OOFDM systems. 

 A novel digital pre-distorter with a transfer characteristic which is the inverse 

of the MZM power transfer characteristics has been proposed for mitigating MZM 

non-linear distortion in DD-OOFDM systems. In addition, the proposed distorter is 

valid for any single-electrode MZM with any combination of      and    .  

 Experimental demonstration of this digital pre-distortion technique in a MB-

OFDM UWB RoF system has shown an increased tolerance to the amplitude of the 

applied UWB signal as well as increase in the optimum drive power when pre-

distortion is employed. It has also been observed that for drive powers up to 18 dBm, 

the EVM is still less than -15 dB when digital pre-distortion is applied, almost a 9 dB 

improvement when compared to the uncompensated case.  
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6.3 Future work 

A number of further areas for investigation are suggested as a result of the 

work carried out during this Ph.D., including: 

 Bi-directional MB-OFDM UWB RoF transmission is an obvious next stage. If 

the same optical wavelength is used in the bi-directional transmission, the 

impacts of impairments such as Rayleigh back scattering and stimulated Brillouin 

on the system performance would be important investigations. 

 In order to further save cost for potential future mass deployment of 60-GHz 

MB-OFDM UWB RoF systems based on the proposed OHD technique, the 

optical heterodyning of two DFB lasers can be considered, instead of using a 

laser and a MZM. It is envisaged that since the proposed OHD technique avoids 

the laser noise effects as baseband, the non-narrow linewidth of such DFB lasers 

would not be a serious detriment to system performance. 

 The combined optical access and wireless transmission of uncompressed HD 

video in the 60-GHz band using the IM-DD or OHD techniques can also be 

considered.  

 Extend the digital pre-distortion technique for a conventional DE-MZM and 

evaluate the operational limit of the pre-distortion technique.   
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